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ISSUED BY THB

thought that gave infinite significance to

thought, from which all events proceed,
for which all things are done? Can .it be

that no one vast purpose

1

Freowill Baptist Printing Establishmen

ings on an equality with other natines.
| Another class of encouragements is
‘found among the native Christians them-

the title of the Son, is seen, wrought out
in character, ** kings and priests

inspired the

unto

Word
when
,"the plan of worlds was. God," royal-béingy.
AM thirgs—nove"
fixed? Would not a different and aimless. toward this result. Wait till the full

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

be

fruitage of experience,

irrational,

absurd,

illogical,

trial, danger

and

true Christian, independence among

money, &c.,
on
._&@ All communications designed for publicati
should be-addressed to Editor . 7 he Morning Star,

‘| When we apprehend that purpose,

Terms 1—$3.00 per year, if paid strictly
%id within the
adeance; §3.30 if
”
“first thirty days, and 82.50 if not.

SIE.

Wo m ne.

si ~The

receive

created all things, and -for thy pleasure

under his feet, and give

inall.” * Christ also loved the church
and gave himself for it, that he might
sanctify and cleanse it, and present it to

Tn Se WE ee fT yt
™R
f

These words declare the design

iSraite.ag

“I

Di Du.

Genesis opens with one, the gospel by
John, another. Back into the unknown
of

words

Moses,

send

our

thoughts, to ‘the beginning of creation.

-.

Still deeper into the mysteries of eternity,
reach the words of John, to the beginning"

hipaa.

of God's manifestation,in and through the

among. us.”

dwelt

flesh and

Life of Christ,” far
Thus begins the
—Pack inthe eternities, rather than in Bethlehein, as usual among authors. : Scientists are excited over the sublime age of

the universe;

more may believers

much

exult over the ons of their Lord's ministry. The language of Moses, and of
John,

to

suggested

fifteen

Augustine,

centuries ago, that the act of creation was
in the far’ distant = past. Ignorance

These

tokens

for the man.

of good call for consecration and

activity

In the fall of 1858 it was my

conversed freely about his visit to
our General Conference, and spoke very

highly of the fiembers, Whh the, exception
of Hop. J: M. Harper. He said‘ that ‘he

of the

and

instrumentalities?

the,

generic features

in te Conference; yet he said they all
treated him gentlemanly and with Chris

tion
concepy
this if
Magn

But somehow ‘he ‘could
tian courtesy.
never get over the disappointment of not

catch

and

March

vocal with lessons of ‘‘ grace

truth.”

a

It is a nursery, a school,

drill-chamber, a factory, a garden, a fieldof vulture, a battle field, a gymnasium, a
component of rederoption, a department

Blessed are those who use and are

not

10, 1879, in referring to his visit

to

‘Forty
our General Conference he says:
years have now elapsed since that memorable scene; and I am still of the “opinion
thatthe Conference took the wrong view
“I am; notwithstanding,
of my case.” ...
a Freewill Baptist in my views as much as
I ever was.”

- Near the close of the letter he wrote:
these emphatic words: “J am now in my
81st year, and can not expect to live longs’
but whether the summons comes sooner
or later, my good desire is to be found not
with a sectarian, but with a wedding garvty
:
ment on.”

But the good man has gone from the

earth, and there is no doubt but his desire
4
has been granted.
While the fathers are passing away, how
important it is that we have a good supply of “Elishas” among us. tg receive their.

destroyed by the helpful forces. * Possibilities are infinite,and d&ngers equally vast.
Each soul plays his part, and rises or falls | “mantles,” so that the Master's work may
The go on.
aceording to the course adopted.
’
good ‘is character above angels ; above
the reach of untried souls; above possibilities of creation by less forceful means. |
CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN,
« All things work together for good to

MISSON WORK.

them that love God, to those who are the
called according to his purpose,” and

‘eo

TOKENS OF GOOD. .

He is first seen in glory with the Father,

a

* To which

savor of death to the unwise.

.«¢ The Life of Christ’ covers the ages. Would a less

trying,”a less dangerous
results? Was

scheme admit of such high

“=

glorify - thou me,

with thine own self, with the glory which
I bad with thee -before the world was.”

Incarnation restricted this power and glory

for a season, but his person remained the

« His works do testify of him."

same.

«¢ All things were made by him; and

without him was not anything made Ahat

“. was

made.”

Creation

is

‘revelation.

sence from India,
The first which he mentions,

is an

mand for copiesof the

“

©

brought forth its wealth,

and tree, ‘pearl and

vest, bird nd

beast,

making flower

sand, seed and

har-

man and nations,

The pages that unfold’ ‘Can one judge of an unfinis

kiln, plaster in heaps,
the ** Life of Christ” are as broad as the feo brisks in the
e, walls half built?
roadsid
the
by
lumber
|
as
Yoal like the day, ancient
hedvens,
e. Without

|
word.”

It suggests that a mighty, comprehensive +
underlies

the universe,

to be

. ‘wroughtoutthrough its vast appointments.

- The more we know of nature, the clearer

. it becomes that the myriads of facts spring

from & very few central laws.

* not

Does this

imply some one grand controlling |

Word "helps.to see the fitness of what

is done. Loss, waste, suffering attends
the work ;: Blossoms are blasted, husks
are wasted, lives'are blighted, Do we.
0 ae
know of a better wayP
4 Judge not the Lord by-feeble sense.”

Wait till the work is tinished. apd ‘the

of the i
tal?

from

Lumble beggar.
June, 1880.

New

many sugh; Dr. Phillips

dnd

Gen. Asso.

R. I., N. L. Rowell; Cong.

H.

Conf.,

G. C. Waterman ; Meth. Epis.

F. Wood ; Baptist State Convention, Thos.
Spooner, jr. ; Christian N, E. Conf, I. D.
ls
Stewart.
The confefence recommended that a

Hagerstown,

~~ &

Tron

The delegates chosen to attend the Gen.
th
ae
Conf. were:

were on the esléndar.

evening, |

Tuesday

commenced

College

Carr,

B.

E. H. Prescott, Silas Curtis, A.

B. F.

Drew, I. D. Stewart, A. D. Smith,

June 8th, by the exercises of the Shakespearian Literary Society. They consisted

its
This session was exceedingly prodigal of
time, devoting two months to the considerato
tion of the new rules, Hflone, which -prove
on
obstructi
an
of
more
and
confusing
be more
than the old rules. The Kellogg ang Fitz
John Porter cases consumed valuable time
without accomplishing any results.
‘Besides the anual appropriation bills, aggregatiitg $187,000,000, » the following meas-

E. L.

Edgerly, Dr.

L.

D.

Delegates,

Grande

“ The fourth anniversary of Rio

was presented to the conference.”

Mosher

>-b
——

“Rio Grande College Commencement,

which

bills, &c., have been introduced, 1400 of

+

second Sunday in July for the purpose. An

A. H. MORRELL.
2
>o>hy

Perry;

P.. W.

Woodman,

Parker, J.

J. S. Neal, C. A. Bickford,
Alternates,
A. B. Meservey, J. N. Rich, N. Brooks,

of Orations,
Declzmaifdns, Essays and
Debates, and were highly interesting ahd
J. A. Lowell, M. A. Quimby, J. A. Marsduly appreciated by the large audience in
z
ton, C. D. Dudley, J. Rand.
| attendance. At the annual meeting of | ~+Fhe meeting closed by observing the
the Trustees a warranty deed to the colLord's Supper, at which a large number
lege Campus was received and ordered
of communicants partook and were
The rain Wednesday evening
Li
ures have become laws that pertain in any recorded.
¢
strengthened.
greatly
way to national interests +—The N. Y. eXposi- ‘made the audience much smaller in numClerk.
,
Prescott
E.H.
©
a
of bers than it otherwise wquld have been,
tion bill to celebrate the 100th anniversary
Bid
To provide for
=A
the treaty of peace in 1883;
yet a fair audience was present and listthe- Yorktown centennial celebration; IncreasMichigan Yearly Meeting.
ened to an excellent addressed by Rev.-| jy
of wholly disabled soldiers;
ing the pensions

0. D. Patch of Marion, O. on The Rela-

South-

For. the payment of the awards of the
Si
ern claims, commission.

tion of ' American

Civilizatiog.

it
The following legislation was ignored, as
members,
l
individua
of
record”
*
involved the
and a general scare on the part of both par-

ties in view of the complications of a Presidential year :—The billto restrict Chinese, jmuiigration;To amend the constitution as to the

inter-State
an
of President; For
election
milry
Prohibito
on;
commissi
_
commerce
Spofitary interference at elections; The
To
ford-Kellogg case; Fitz John Porter bill;

organize a court of pensions:
on sugar;
customs duties

To

apply

the

Thursday forenoon original

number, and others which

graduates

showed

care-

ful preparation and commendable progLress. In the afternoon the Hon. J. J.
Burns, State

Commissioner

of

or, D. H. Lord, Assistant

few

remarks,

but

in

common

patch.

fact a good, solid

speeches from Rev. J. W. McCormick,
Prof. Mitchell and Rev. W. J. Fulton.

speedly affixed the most important _signatare
that flows from pea in the hands of any: man
:
of
np
in the land.
The scene in the House was of the usual kind;

a0 or 30 anxious,nervous men stood jn respectful attitude, in front of the speaker's desk
while the chaplain offered prayer; ‘the last

A

Missionary Society, or-

ganized one year ago, held its first anniversary service-on Friday evening, which 3
was a decided success. The presence ‘of
Sister Phillips added much of interest to
the occasion.
fe
.
a

The library has been increased by the

within the past year. An effort is making with fair prospect. of successto ob-

tain funds to purchase much needed ap- |paratus.

Several Q. Ms. reported revivals"

The Woman's

‘The exercises closed by 4 pleasant social
reunion in the evnning. | °
i

The President and his cabinet: drove to the

and

and accessions. Three new church edifigeshave been dedicated during the past years
One new Q. M. (the Sanilac) was pre
ceived at this session. »

and sensible lecture on Education.
His
address was supplemented by
short

pro-

Moderator

R.D. Lord, Assistant Clerk. Business
was transacted with harmony and dis-

schools, favored us with what he called a

ceeds of the sales of public lands to the education of the people; To regulate pay, number,
&c., of U. 8. Marshals, and Deputies; To re:
rid
“vise the tariff, &e., &c.
Capitol ut 9 o’clock, ‘Wednesday morning, and
occupied the room known as the ¢ President’s

with.Sparta church, June 4—6.
:
All the Q. Ms. save oue were represented, but owing to rainy weather the
attendance was not large.
Rey. J. B. Drew was elected: Moderat- -

from the Preparatory Department, four in

regulate the

To

‘Michigan Y. M: held its lasvsessiom

Colleges to- American

orations were delivered by the

We ask the friends of a sancti-

The jBoard

of Trustees of the

Y. AM.

Association purchased, at this session, the

laf upon which stands the new chutch at
Greenyille for $500, upon condjtion = that

fied eflucation, especially in the Ohio-

River'Y. M.,to use every honorable effort
property be deeded td the Association.
to Increase the number: of: students and’ the
The
-lot has “hitherto been. held ds
add facilities for more efficiefit work in
private property.

Taos. E. PEDEN.

The

_ The New Hampshire Yearly Mebstipg.
This

body

held

its session with the

amount’ of money

reported,

purposesshows

as

raised for

benevolent

gratifying

increase over

a

Conference

voted to request the. agents

former years.

of the Home and Foreign Mission Societies

‘Pittsfield church June 8—10. The ‘number in’ attendance was large, and’ the. to transact their business within the
bounds of .this Y. M. thropgh the Board
listeners were transforméd into a noisy, yelling meetings of Toy and business were
crowd; swinging papers in the air, frantic
‘of Trustees.
:
hr ¢
‘alike
harmonious”
and
ioteresting.
The"
to. catch the speaker’s attention, and hurThe
following’
brethren
were
elected
a ‘social services were. characterized by
a
‘ry through in these. moments of confusion,
good degreeof spiyitual life. and zeal. delegates to General Conference: 'J.,B.
bill pertaining to their *“deestricts.”
Drew, D. H. Lord,D. W. €, Durgin and
upon some dilatory motion
A roll call
The opening
sermon was
historical,
‘before
,
E.J.
Doyle, ....iiv
:
Randall
r
‘speake
by
ingerrupted
was
word had hardly died away before these quiet

fished, at the hour of 12, who anhouncs
half
ed in appropriate terms, that the hour for final

one he had written his name and under-, and amid the su.
neath it the words, * 4 secret” Christian.” adjournment had arfived
such-.an hour, genera) shake
Thereis reagon ‘to believe that there

J.

A. B. Drew; Mass. &

Vermont,

Rand;

Me.
Me. .

Penobscot,

Dudley;

C.D.

Central,

was

Friends, please bear in mind it is Cen-

. Thus farin the House, a grand total of 8,780

many

the marks of diligent and long-continued
reading and study. On the title page- of

6

aL
fo other

bodies were chosen as follows:
Western Y. M., E. P. Moulton;

vocal and instrumen-

¢“Mox¥y’s Band”

7
- Messengers,

tennial year, and ‘this institution is still a

“

;

mittee roomas.:

in-

that Jesus

M. A. Quimby.
Corresponding

this cheering occasion. Her club was lis- Gen. Conf. at the Weirs; also that each
church take a contributionin addition the
tened to with special delight.
i

bills, &¢., introduced and pigeon-holed in Com-

with this is the fact that there are now to
men who freely acknowledge

Revs. N.-L. Rowell; C. D. Dudley

bold-+

A very prominent fact. stands:

on the calendar, tht is;
passed the committees and were in readiness
fop immediate “action, to say nothing of 2,000

Closely connected

be found in the native community

with - ours stood abreast. Other sermons.
were preached during the session.by

Maryland, in deportment, as well as the
excellence
of their music, won good opin-

regularappropriation bills,and no general legis-

and books illustrating the docTestament
trines of Christianity.

of the work-in which their denomination:

each residengyemvillgae, teacher of ygcal and instrumental -sum equal to20cts. for
churches to be
allithe
raisedin
be
jr
sg
ly out : another electoral count is pending and: music the past year, in+:the:
for the purTrédsurer
M.
the'Y.
to
paid
thang
it
govern
Tighly successful in her efforts to farnish
we haveno better regulations to
well selected pieces in her department ‘on Pose of defraying the expenses of the:
in those perilous times in 1876. Eliminate the

country?

preme interest of

are

ing of hands

finds a

and “‘good-byes,”

the long ses-

sion of the 46th Congress ¢ame to an end.

delivered

by J.

W.

Scribner.

It was

brimful of the most stirring and soul en- | Rev. I. R. Spencer was.chosen visiting
.
livening points connected with the history delegate to Ontario Y. M. J. H. MAYNARD, Clerk.
of the denomination during its first cen-

tury.

All the Q. Ms. were reported by

So

.

The Houlton, Hodgdon and. Linneus
and by delegates. Though some’
more friend}y felix in the "Hindu. com- The Senate, with less commotion and in ‘its letter
Freewill Baptist churches in Maine will .
revival
interest
has
prevailed
within
the
Much
a
ns.
and
ed
munity towards nativé Christia
prevailing custom, quietly dispers
unite in a denominational centernial cellimits of the Y. M. during’ the year, yet
of the old-time bitterness is gone. Under .oloud of visitors flocked in, that they might
ebration on the camp-meeting ground in
ed
‘there
have
been
no
general
outpouring
of
appear
had
they
home
at
“
people
tell the
the laws their rights are secure.
the
Spirit,
ov
any
very
great
ingatherings
their
in
sat
and
Senate
the
of
floor
the
‘upon
which
Not long since, in a village from
.
Senator’s chair »
to the churches. The general work of
he and a native preachér were once driven
THE

with stones and curses, he found a cordial

welcome, «nd almost the whole popula-

Exodus*committee,

| The growing frigndliness shows itself

ways.’ Native

now readily secure

all

Missions,

EXODUS.

presented |

They

assert

that

they

~~ Sunday-schools,

Temperance,

&ec.,

ports, has received its

Education,

ling to the reusgial amount of at-

tention. ‘In the payment of church debts
there

has

been™

2

party or 07 of its leaders in encouraging the
exodus of the blavks-from the South. They Several churehes reported Jthé payment
also conclude that the, purposes of the ‘aid of their entire indebtedness which has

of service

‘from their countrymen, which was not the
case a few years ago.

THE

Wednesday

found no evidence imglicating the Republican

Christians can

sorts

FOR

on

in the Senate the views of the minority of the

tion came out to hear the preaching.

in many

REASONS

Senator Windem

. charitable,
societies’: were purely

They are cven in.

and in

no

vitedto social parties and festive gather:
[i

W

hung over them ‘for'several years
t.
making good’

way connected with any political” movement, and “other churches are

i
-

1880

He addressed the conference in:

the most happy and pleasant mahner. Hefelt deeply impressed with the magnitude:

episode since the war, What is the grand to
(ions from us.all.. Mrs: Dr. Ramson,of our
tal of six months and a half legislation for the |

"
PB

°°

Thus.men study the univers

the idea of the Architect, they find confuwaste, distraction, folly, blind force.
sion,
less.
reveal
t,
Words are’bodies of though
is not yet balf built, but the
temple
is.
significant.
‘Che
title,
a
The Ward as
thought

17, 1880.

CONGRESS.

No miore quiet adjournment, than that of
this Congressional
yesterday, has marked

New

the

Bible,

vention.

a great and joyous day. But “would we
omit to mention the very _excellent music

WASHINGTON LETTER.
June

ley, pastor of the Baptist church in Pitts
field,represented the Baptist® State Con--

and

| the institution.

capacity for development,

vocal with gracious truths. °°
« In the beginning was the Word.”
Christ, and all the past and fature
Know
dous.
facts are stated, but all are ’ stupen
The * Word” reveals.
known.
nt.
are
eloque
are
The silences between them
hed temple

“"

addresses

to say, that our anniversary for

“WASHINGTON, D. C.,

ation of that body in all the departments
of Christian work ; also Rev. Mr. Brom-

able preaching sent fresh life into our
hearts, and effectually quickened our mental activities.
ot
Without entering into details, suffice it

!

EXIT

stirring

¥
hy,

the most cordial Christian greeting: from
the Congregational General Association,
and gave assurance of the hearty co-oper-

The general favor

tions of forces,

istry. The kingdom grew upace; con‘flicts rose’; angels left their first estate;
changed conditions evolved new phases
of law, resources of strength, of wisdom,
and moral demands. Man was made. Few

. | eternity.
the
was
ing
inn
beg
the
«In

ised.”

creasing désire on the part of natives to
at the
read Christian books. Sneers

‘Christ is the only Saviour, and who pray
himas such, but are kept back by -cirto
arbilocal,
ing
someth
sumed the task of Architect, and worlds Hebrews needed
cumsfances from making a public confesbegan their genesis. Time swept on in. trary, startling;. nature displays more
their faith. An interesting ac.elesionof
and
ul
eneral, more varied, beautif
‘cycles, a thousand years as one day.
given of one of this class, who
is
‘count
ion,
revelat
higher.
Matter evolved appointed forms; life ed types, makes a
several copies of the Bible, bearing
lessons. Our” Lord, h
richer
came at length, angels ‘began their min- teaches

,

falo, N. Y., whose

and

gregational church in Pittsfield, extended

We were visited by the President. of the
Board of Trustees, Rev. G. H. Ball, of Buf-

* He is: faithful that prom-

remembering,

kind.

addition of more than a hundred volumes

good, worthless to
Back of deeds lie, plans; the thoughts of | changes from bad to.
ul, are ministries
beautif
to
ugly
the
e,
Son;
valuabl
the
h
God eameto light throug
treasfellowships of the Eternal appear in vast in accord with grace. Natureis.a gosof
types
,
s
lessons
method
ure house of object
plafis devised, ideals formed,
is a book’
adopted. The universe dwelt in thought pel truth. The old Testament
ones.
better
* before it came forthin act. The Sop as- of types; nature has more and

in suggestions.

the first of the

=

Christ. Rev. J. M. Brewster represented
the Mass. & R.-I. Y.M. as beingina

with which the school is now regarded by
the community is very much in advance of
former years, 4nd, of course, we rejoiced.

for precisely
The
room” near to - the Senate chamber.
orderand
session
g,
early
creatin
the
of
when
methods
end,
same
no-hurry
the
usual
which used to be common, are now gave place this day to legislative dispatch;
ing the universe, that he sought by inear- ‘Bible,
reading
and
thinking
The
rarely heard.
| proceedings in both Hguses were constantly innation, death, and resurrection?
ignorfound
be
to
unwilling
are
natives
terrupeed by the appearance of their respective
The primary element of redemption
re- secretaries announcing the passage of bills;
Christian
the
of
principles
the
of
ant
givLife
IN
permeates all parts of nature.
e
It is not uncommon to find peo- they were quickly signed by the respectiv
the
before
ing life out of death, healing injuries, ligion.
laid
.
hurriedly
and
officers
in respect to the teach- presiding
supplying losses, transforming natures, ple well-informed
, who, after consultation with the
Thereis a great de- President
Bible.
the
of
ings
head of Dept. under which the subject comes,
the strong helping the feeble, correla

through the testimony of his-own gracious | not the + Word”. working

«+O Father,

of the Lord Jesus’ €hrist.

an interesting sermon full of wisdom

partment—the course above the normal,—

At
lation of any consequence has been passed.
that pleasant interview with him I have
neh
the imannouced
Thurtnan
Judge
moment
the
and the mys- “¢orresponded ‘with him to some extent, portant words that adjourned the American Senby his kind
solved; all its and have been much comforted
ate, there were 800 bills and joint resolutions
Christian letters. In his last to me, dated:
measures that had

tery of the universe is
appointments are glorified by a purpose,

‘and made

Since

being received hy the Conference.

life. of the

of the

Nini

« Word"

we

Then

one

was the hardest one to answer of any

- Fraternal and Christian greetings were
borne from the Maine Central Y: M. by
Rev. H. J. White, of Bath, who preached

ly advances; and on this occasiona class
of four graduated from the academical de-

from heathenism which have been made
recently. - Not here and there one, but in

In the Oréental Baptist, for May, we
from Dr. J. L. Phillips,
d
an article
fin
caption, which' we conabove
on'my
the
sit
uader
time
any
ed general acceptance of his views. of the angels said he at
Every lover of
readers.
glory?
our
in
for
seat
dense
highest
‘the
More light reveals the marvelous truth right hand,”
omens of good
that
rejoice
him that overcometh the work will
and fitness of the opening words of inspir-" But it is said: ** To
t. These
importan
so
and
|
many
so
throne
are
me in my
ation. They impose no limits of time,and will I grant to sit with
y noticeespeciall
were
progress
set
of
signs
am:
and
me,
overca
~ from that very fact, suggestan unmeasur- even as I also
"his recent abafter
brother
”
our
throme.
able-by
his
in
r
Fathe
my
with
i
down
i
ed past.

“among special students of nature, prevent-

** words.

:

many cases whole villages have turned
away from idolatry and become disciples-

danSon. The when and how of neither fact of the scheme of salvation. Trials.
Toss,
fallings
tions,
tempta
is stated. Worlds were made by God *‘In gers, conflicts,
s,
the beginning,” the werd ywas with God. es, sins; the ministry of law, reward
joy,
ng,
sufferi
ence,
diss
depend
sentence
ments,
Both
punish
ng.”
beginni
the
In
+
, fail-.
card all limit of time, and suggest no victory, defeat, hope, fear, success
gs of
workin
the
men;
stateangels,
satan,
ure,
method of occurrence. Sublime
the
will;
g,
feelin
as
ence,
Moses
consci
exceeds
reason,
John
but
ments both,
Creator surpasses creation. Our study influences of truth, error, spirit, matter,
concerns the Word, ¢ In the beginning duty, interest, death, eternity, all things,
are ministers for'the culture of exalted
was theWord, and the Word was with God,
HE
and the Word was God.” ‘‘And the Word men. -

“became

:

mire his candid and Christian manner of
presenting them to the Conference, ‘and
ever since then I have had a warm respect

| der’of rational beingsof the highest possible type. Can we appreciate the purpdse

>o-oo

The Bible records two noted beginnings.
the

Not the least important of these omens
of good is found jn larger ingatherings

Architect to be the development of an or-

THE BEGINNING,

past

Star the account of his mission to our
General . Conference at “Conneaut, Ohio.

rael. At the same time he Wasa firm advocate of what he believed to be right.

will that they also, whom thou hast given
:
me, be with me where I am.”

Lead after Him.

H. BALL;

hundreds who desired seats could not obtain them. The grade of scholarship year-

He
* Father, I

himself a glorious church.”

:

And grasp His banner still,
Though all its blue be dim;
These stripes no less than stars

GEO.

apostolic example.

-3

= BERT
GE
V6

Ho
nd

gh ft donk ; de AS

his body the fulness of him that filleth all

: Anniversaryat Storer. oe

and more under the care of native pastors,
and the missionaries more and mere free

to go to other fields, thus following the

-

Rev. J. S. Staples, from the MinnesotaY.

of this institution, unless the excess of
numbers not able to find room’ in our
school hall on that day. It is safe to say,

and

mourn

ao

M., gave an account of the growing in—
“terests
of the denomination in that State. ©
Rev. J. W. Colwell, pastor of the Con-

We have nothing more marvelous than
usual to note in regard to the Anniversary

The churches are coming to be more

i TArked

conference w

strong, healthy and prosperous condition.

assured success,

old man an excellent traveling companion.
He was pleasant in his manners, very instructive and really seemed a father in Is-

is

over all things to the church, which

My batf-day’s work is done,

REV.

&

«For their sakes I -sanctify privilege to travel with him by rail and on the part of American Christians. ‘We
world.”
they also might be sanctified steamer from Columbus, Ohio, to Leaven- should obey Dr. Chalmers’ precept and
that
myself,
Kansas, Hesaid he was go- «Pray as if God did everything, but
through the truth.” * All things are put worth City,
the good ‘work as if man did everything,” always
him to be head ing there to visit a'son. I found

;
Iam not eager, bold,
Nor strong—all that is past;
1 am ready not to do,
At last, at last.

BY

the living bread

|

country, will it go on with rapidity to an

_

of school

Denominational.

en-

>

impartial courtesy to all the members.

to the main causes of this efforton the part of
the blacks; to attain ‘a fuller freedom among
their fellow men.
ELLIOTT.

listed in the. work of evangelizing their

I well recollect reading in the

lament.

which came down from heaven.”. ¢ The
bread of God is he who cometh down
from heaven and. giveth life unto the

{

‘To march the weary march
I know not how..

.

«Iam

‘| light of men.”

My good right hand forgets
Its cunning now ;

®

BY H. P. GOFF.

en

x
v

that they might have it more abundantly.” Notwithstanding his erroneous views on
im was life, and the life was the. the slavery question,'I could not but ad“

That only asks to rest .

Revi

DR. WM. M, HOWSLEY

passés away, we ¢af not but:

¢ T am come that they might have life,and

A bowing, burdened heart,

And this is all my part;
1 give a patient God
My patient heart, +

-

ON

©

sadness; but when one so good and useful

him * full of grace and truth,” we shall
perceive his ruling passion. Hetells the
secret: ** Bringing many sons to glory ;”

‘Whether my waking find"
Me here or there.

D

the

landlords

peonage worse than slavery itself, contributed’

a sign of brighter days, for just in’ pro-

I see by the last Star that this good man
has gone to rest.’ Death always produces

Beholding

er, full «of grace and truth.”

pb

CREO

€

glory as of the only begotten of the Fath-

“i

Unquestioningly upon
"A loving breast.

portion as the natives are thoroughly

his heart?
:
« The Word was made flesh and dwelt
among us, and ‘Wwe beheld his glory, the

[The following hymn wae found “under the
pillow of a soldier who was lying dead in one
_of our hospitals during the late war] :
1)ay me down to sleep .
With little thought or care

inadequacy

G.iC:

ator, who presided over the deliberations’

0

by

in the same direction.

Waterman,of Laconia, was chosen Moder-

of their

LO)!

and storekeepers, the

burdens,
and are undertaking to provide

and perfect work, or failed.
RC3

denial

cheating

converts. They are beginning
earnest that they must bear their own

zeal for winning souls. - This is certainly

5 Or

—

a)

the

the consuramation of all things, then judge
whether the. Architect has done a ‘wise

created.” What. is

they are, and were

§

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25,1680.
AT LAST.

hast

power, for thou

honor and

property;

sons; the cupidity and

is manifest ; till the “Life of Christ” which for themselves. Theré is also manifested
began before all things- has swept on to ‘among the native Christians an increasing

we

can testify : «Thou art worthy,O Lord, to_

én.

curity for life and

advantages, and their constant fear that they
to a’ system of
to feel in. would be reduced eventually

argall things,and by Whom are all things,” of redeemed men to other worlds is endto know for what purpose he wrought.- -ed ; till the fall value of earthly discipline

- * Dover, N. H.

progress

The summing-up of the principal ‘colored wit
nesses’ testimony was, that the feelingof inse-

1
RR
3
;
One of these is the growth of a spirit. of

scheme
business, remittances of | impossible? “It became him, fof whom" “Suffering here are seen; till the mission
fo wholAll Tettarsbe on;
addressed, at Dover, N. H.
should

en
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READINGS.

ays of Creation.

ays of Creation.
cl. &.

author

‘of all,

i

entitled to the praise of all.

~II. The Spirit of God isi ‘the source of

Papers.)

THE CREATION

Four

I. That God, as the

;

Gen.1:1—19.

Gen.1 : 20-31.

510,

T.

The New Man.

Eph. 4: 17—24.

¥.

The Glory of the Creator.

S.

New Heavens and Earth. 2 Pet. 3:1--13,

Ss

The Creation.

life.
III. Man is the noblést of God's works
and ought to be the best.
IV. In his physical life man is an animal; in his spirit he is of the nature of
Gol
on
’.

:

Eden iss the natural home of man.

Ps.19:1—14.

that it can be

—*¢ There is a sin unto death, I do not | 6. May there not be, as scientists consay that he shall peey~Tor it.” It may jecture, a physical power in men, which,
not

be

our

province,

times to certainly

tion,

however,

determine

in

the excep-

Now and then the Christian shonld

scek to reach a standpoint from which he
may look out upon the whole brother-’

Gen. 121-3;

2:38,

of what we are to preach,

souls?

¢ Test. of

Rocks,’

passim,

&e.) In

the “intense desire upon definite,

concentrated

and

that

“he himself was continually borne down
by the ungodly impulses which he
thought he °“had already subdued”. the
necessity of a living personal God and

Saviour to rescue him

from

condemna.

study,

:

sanctifying vitality to the abstract truths

and

how

to

A.D. ,he and his natural son

Adeonatus were baptized by St. Am.
brose.. He soon after returned hoine.

preach, by searching the Scriptures with
such helps to-the understanding - of “them met his mother
who was rejoiced anchor
as have been furnished by the researches |
son had at length been converted.
of competent men, --It.may be asked to’
“The alison cover the period of
what extent should men, contemplating | his life
from his youth up to the time. of
the ministry, study the languages and
his conversion. It is a remarkable work. =
sciences, usually taught in institutions. of There
is in it a singular minglingof met- .%
learning. That may depend on the age, aphysical
and devotional elements. In
circumstances and previous ‘literary at- ,the
very midst of his confession of sin and"
tainments of the individual. It may be || Tejoieing-ov
er—deliverance from it" he
safely said, that no one should- enter the raises
queries whiéh involve problems
ministry as his life w6ik, who is not suffi-

If it be said. that Christian diaract:
or involves all-these several elepients of

“EL

present condition of geological” science,
and with the great obscurity of the record

by

weak’ to overcome temptations

which he worshipped,shone clear through
to the Spirit's influence. That must be’ the stormy troubles
of his heart and he
sought at the ‘throne of grace, and by:
yielded to-his convictions. On the 93q
walking with God. But the knowledge of April, 387,

sanctified by grace, and intensified by
prayer, may be used by the good man,
and directed by God, to the salvation of

our

acquired

shape the dodtrines of the Bible according to it, but when he found that it was

tion of his own conscience and impart
and |

only so. This does not, of course, refer

ON THE DAYS OF OREATION:
~| ood of man, and pray for all. Let him growth, power, happiness, we answer,
The vexed question of the duration of tarry long, contemplate the great and
a
| even so, but that prayer intensifies all
the days of creation can not readily be various needs of the race, until filled with
every added
“In
the veg iining God ‘solved from consideration ‘of thé wording
; GOLDEN TEXT:
the spirit and burden of prayer, and ask ‘and every one, and that
created the heaven and the earth”
Gen.
intensity
may
be
an_added
and
may- be
largely.
How
will
it
not
enlarge
his
of this verse. The “English® Version
1:1
;
the sufficient reason, for God's special
would seem to confine it to natural days, heart? At other times he should pray
his vicinity, his church, gifts to men. There can be no such in1 but the original will allow much greater for his coun
| Gen.1:1-3:2: 4-8.
latitude. Time passed in regular succes- his family, His “neighber, his enemy, him- tensity of love, devotion, enthusiasm, as
2S CH ia
—-sion-of
day and night: Itwas
an ingen=| self. He should pray for spiritual things, |‘that which comes of standing before - the
ark of the covenant, in the presence of
.
Notes and Hints.
ious conjecture of Kurtz, adopted by and for things temporal,- for forgiveness,
« In the beginning.” When ‘that.was: Hugh Miller, that the knowledge of pre-| | to be kept from evil, and for bread, all God, or in the tabernacle of, the Most
High. There can be no such appreciais'net stated. That there was..a ‘Begin Adamite history, like the knowledge of alike.
i
tion
of the sacrifice of Jesus, as that
ning of creation is indirectly ydeclared. future ges, may have been communicatBut pray for whom or for what" he
Before the beginning God wis“literally «ed to Moses, or perhaps to the first man, - may, let his prayer be definite. When which comes of bearing the blood into
all and in all.
| inptephetigdvision, that se perhaps vast he would pray in the most general way, | the Holy. of Holies, as a consideration for
“ God created.” This assumes the ex- "geological periods were exhibited to the for all men, he should -have the most obtaining God’s mercy and the fullness of
" istence of God, his eternal existence. eye of the inspired writer, each appear- literal, definite view possib
of the le
thing | 1S grace.
n :
~The name for God is here in the plural, ing to pass before him as so ‘many succes- prayed for and its importance. Praying
Em
D8
though the verb is in the singular. Some sive days. Ft has been said moreover for everything in general, and for nothUNIVERSALISM. have seen in this fact a hint of the doc- that the phenomena under the earth's sur- ing in particular, more than the scoff .of |
———
" trine of the Trinity; others regard ‘it as face correspond with the succession as de- skeptics has tended to bring prayer into
Lipkin
denoting a plurality of powers, or at- scribed in this chépter,. a period of com- disrepute. 1t is unauthorized by ex© ° THEOLOGICAL QUERIES.
tributes in the one God; others as a form parative gloom, with more vapours and amples of prayer in the Scriptures, “is un- [#4
Iv.
|
of expression derived from polytheism. more carbonic acid in the atmosphere, natural, and unscientific, why not? If|
Sotebligest: ‘Universalists in reading my
¢« Created” here means ¢‘ brought into then of greater light, of vegetation, of men would receive from God, they should
statement of the two “distinct types. of
existence.”
marine animals and huge reptiles, of birds, be in a condition to appreciate the gift,
Universalism will admit that I have ex*“ The “Teaven and
the earth.” -By of Qeasts, and lastly of man.
(see Kurtz, but appreciation is conditioned upon depressed the facts as they are “known to
heaven are here meant the heavenly Vol. I. p. xxvii. sq, Hugh Miller, sire, and proportional to its intensity, and
exist, and should persons have doubts in
bodies.
:
:
.

i

ency !p en ‘else meant Mosés, when fo
CALL: 0 THE MINISTRY.
besought God for the idolatrous Jews at
|
BY ‘re¥. D.DwWATERMAN.
Sinai; saying, “Yet now, if thou wilt]
—
iy
|.
NO. TH.
:
PRAYER, —~WHY? Jow? FOR WHOY ? forgive their sin ; and if not blot me,I pray.
Having made a few remarks, on a call
| tae, out of thy books. »
wv.
=
Prayer for others clothes the Chris- to the ministry, and preparation for it,
E. BAKER.
the question may arise, how. may the
5 with the power of a sensitive, active
requisite
qualifications be acquired? I
benevolence
which
Siuners
behing
can
For w om shall we pray? ‘For all
have, in a previous article, intimated’
not easily resist.
men. ” One exception, indeed, is named,

"~ Carinondetions, .

PracTicAL LESSONS.
»

JUNE 2, 1880,
RZ

| den, we have no warrant for saying. -

QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.

STAR,

v

Eden was situated itt some part of Mesopotamia, onthe Euphrates and Tigris
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ciently educated to read the Scriptures cor-

rectly, and speak grammatically.

If past

the meridian of life, he may not have time
to acquire a’necessary preparation, but, if

endowed

largely

with

common

and of studious habits, he may,

sense,

If the question

It is a full and unre-

served confession of all of . his

strong

expressions

abhorrence of them.

sins,

with

of repugnance

and

It is not a narrative

which in showing up sins throws a ‘glamour-of attraction about them, but on

to some

extent, be usefully employed in the Master's work. ‘But itis not of the extreme

cases that I speak.

the solution of which have bafiled Philos-

ophers of all time.

the contrary, it presents in the most

of

viy-

id colors the exceeding foolishness of sinning and: the transcending wisdom of
righteousness,
Itisa good work to read
to remove the desire of sin. Young peo-

duty is settled in early life, and circumstances will possibly admit it, a thorough
classical and
theological
preparation ple should
read it that they may hy saved
should be secured, which, doubtless, can
a | from traveling the same thorny Way of
be secured quicker aud “better through
the. transgressor.
A convenient edition :

the schools than in any other way.

Dar-

of Augustine's C

onfessions, with aw introing these years of preparation, he can
duction by W. G.'T. Shedd, is published
use his gift in prayer and exhortation,
by Warren. F. Draper, of Andover; Mass,
and be useful, and if his exhortgtions |
and is sold for $1.50.
grow into sermons, no oné will be ofEE
fended or disgusted. There
may
be.

| reference to these statements,I refer them

‘thought, These are natural conditions to |
to the editor-of the Christian Leader, pubIn Isaiah the same words are rendered
all. acceptable prayer whether'to God: or lished
IS LIFE WORTH LIVING?
in Boston, Mass,, and the editor of some who are called of God to this work,
«in confusion and emptiness.” |Isa. 34: of creation in this chapter, it may be men. Without these prayer is solemn
It has been generally thought that the
the Gospel Banner, published at Augusta, | whose health and circumstances forbid
a above question and its like would
11. The earth was first in a gaseous wise not te attempt an accurate compari- mockery. We believe that, generally, Chrisbe askMaine.
/
full collegiate and theological course. ed only by
tian s should pray for one. object, and one
Some fe
state, before it became hardened to a son of the one with the other.
intending suicides, or persons
In considering this subject . from my’ Let such seek advice
of experienced and
only at a time, the whole mind.an
solid mass. This may. be the state to points, however, seem clearly-to com
art standpoint vel grave
queries
arise, educated men, and omit such portions of in as melancholy. circumstances as the .
which allusion is here made. ..
out.
In Genesis; first ofall, creation is concentrated upon’ that one] thing. ' The
Prince of Denmark." But we have actu. .
among which are,
their classical course as can be dis- [a“Ally in England
“ Barkness was upon the fuce of the spoken of as ‘* in the béginning,” a period preparation would be better, the answer
and Germany a ‘numbér
First. If either of these two positiv ely pensed-with with
the least iinjury to their. of educated
deep.” When the face of the earth ‘was of indefinite; possibly of most remote, to prayer more distinctly marked, and diverse
people in easy circumstances
systems of theology reveals the future work. Young men preparing
for who hold this question
covered with
a chaotic mass of turbid distance in the past; secondly, ‘the pro- faith, gratitude, all the attendant benefits true plan
as open as Hamof salvation as taught in the the ministry, don’t be in a hurry
to get to
waters,” or was but an ‘ocean of ¢ form- gress of the preparation of the earth's be more largely increased.
let left it. That which the Lake poet
gospel, then the other system must teach your work, and so rush
into the field calls “the still
Returning to the question, For whom
Jess fluid, either water or gas.”
surface is described as gradually advancsad music of humanity”
fundamental error, and. is a declaration
only half prepared ; it is only a question
¢ Spirit of God.” "Fhe highest concep- ry
the rocks to tHe vegetable world, shall we pray? ‘it is often asked. On
of very grave falsities. Such conclusion of time when you will regret it. . Dé not seems to be ending in a melancholy
tiens of the nature of God is" that of an and the less perfectly organized animal What principle shall we pray for others ?
.
°
is clearly obvious and challenges .contra- neglect outdoor exercise, ahd study so howl.
Infinite Spirit. Compaged with it, the creation, then gradually” mounting’ up Men are free, God will-not force, snd diction,
“You know, doctor, we must live,”
for moral truth is a unit and all hard as to commit suicide. Take time.
~ideas of God held by idolaters are intel- through birds and mammals, till it culmi-, when they are willing, God will save,
| said somebody to Samuel Johnson. ‘No,
abstract moral truths are ‘in “perfect har- God always does in his work.
“Be * dili;lectually and morally worthless. The nates in man.
This is the course of crea- | with dr without prayer. Well, prayer is
mony with the great sy 'stetn of truth it- gent in. business (study), fervent in spirit, sir, I see no necessity of it,” was the suf:
“translation of ¢ spirit of God” as ‘‘breath tion as popularly described in Genesis, enjoined, and should therefore be made,
ficient answer.
If we had to answer the
self.
\
serving the Lord.”
of God” is opposed to the uniform trans- and the rocks give their testimony, at whether the ground.of the injunction may
question,
*‘Is
life
worth living?" for some
A thoughtful and; considerate person
.
Ei
a
‘ation of the phrase elsewhere. It is least in the general, to the. same order or may not be known.. Infant children can not
people, we should say in ail’ earnestness,
fail
to
see
that if a“ person of the
: THE CONFESSIONS OF ST.
glways_ know the reason for a
also opposed to the next thought, that and progress. The chi¢f ‘difference, -if ‘may not
No, not such a life as you are living. It
vilest life is beyond the point of dexth as
of, God’s brooding “over the face of the any, of the two witnesses would seem to parental brder. © Much, doubtless, after
AUGUSTINE.
\
were
better that you should not be than.
absolutely sinless"and as ‘truly holy and
waters ind ‘evolving life thereby.
| be, that the Rocks speak of (1) marine all we may acquire in this life, will yet
NJ py nENRYY REYNOLDS,
| to be what Fou are, unless you be
happy as a person whose entire life .has
*¢ Moved upop the ; face of the 1 aters.” plants, (2) marine. animals, (3) land remain to be studied in the greater light
The Confessions of §St. Augustine, writ- | changed to something different. . It wete
* Was brooding upon the face of the plants, (4) land animals in their succesof the better world. But possibly we are the approval of God, then sinfulness and
conditional salvation after natural ‘death
ten over fifteen hundred years ago, - still good for some men “that * they had not
“waters” is the translation of this clause sive
developments;
whereas
Moses. not left wholly without a reason.
been born.
by Murphy.
1. Labor for the good of others gives is one of the greatest falsities conceivable retains its position in the world as & respeaks of (1) plants, (2) marine animals,
But as this question is now asked “by
and wvice versa.
markable book by a remarkable man. It
“ God said, let there be- light.” The (3) land animals; a difference
not responsibility, inspiration, development,
‘the
pessimism of our day, one can see
“Second. The advocates of these diverse is one of the few autobiographies which
_sun is not yet spoken of as created. but amounting to ‘divergence, ~ As physiolo- and ‘a new and special pleasure. Apthe
failure of calture to bring peace. In
by
its
intrinsic merits challenges and relight is. This fact is true to science; for gy must have been nearly and geology
proaching God in behalf of others, im- systems of salvation, if they truly believe
truth, we find that a brood . of * cultured
ceives
from
age
to
age,
special.
attention.
their own theory, regard and speak of
light isi the result of a peculiar movement
wholly, unknown to the Semitic natiohs ‘ploring his aid, and trusting his faithfiil-.
heathen has arisen in our day. ‘They
It embodies the inmost
oughts
and
of molecules, and was earlier than the of antiquity, such a, general correspondness, greatly enlarges the. benefits just|- the opposite theory as unsound, without
have
some of the morality of Christianity,
deepest emotions of an honest, truthful
sun. Heat was of necessity generated ence of sacred history with modern science named, and adds those of liv ely hope and any foundation “in fact and 288 - among
but
they
have utterly rejected the Christ
soul.
The
aptness
with
which
the
expethemselves - sharply disagree, one class
Ea by: the ‘chemical . changes going on in is surely more striking and important
assurance.
’
himself.
Jesus is. no more to them than
riences narrated fit into our own lives
““reation; and heat and.Light are converti- than any appareat difference in details.
2. These elements of mind effect to speaking of the views of the other class
he
was
to
Seneea. or, Julian.
And -as
as not teathing the truth upon events im- and the lives of thousands of others wlio
ble into each other..."
Efforts have been made to compare the give devotion, persistency of effort, and.
they
*
have
no_Christ,
they
are
: heahave
lived
from age to age shows
mediately following death. Which class
. low then.
Phiose aye the Ta
tins, ” - From
They are
natural
* But in this respect they are in
Indian cosmogony with the Biblical, ultimate success.
of
these
near
akin
are
all
mankind,
and
how
worteachers
shall we accept? or ‘is
Gen. 2: 4410 Gen. 4, the name of God is which utterly fail. The cosmogony of elements of personal growth,
amore wretclied plight than heathen, .
efliciency
~4¢], SALA “ Lord; :" in the Hebrew the Hindeos is thoroughly adapted to and enjoyment. The mere philanthro- it not wise td not accept :either but -in- thy the author was to speak for all. ‘He nawely, that they have no hope ‘of any. who
in
any age strikes and gives expres—4¢ Jehovah Elohim,” or
0 ‘ Jehovah.” He- their Pantheistic Theology, the Hebrew pist, espousing some needed reform, and ‘stead prayerfully study the Bible ?
Redeemer to come. For them the taste
Third.
One of these systems
must sion to the tenderest and deepest chords
brew scholars say the style in these chap- corresponding with the pure personal trusting only to human energy, is disof
life has disappeared. It is the white
certainly" be false. They - both can not of his own heart and soul will not fail to
ters differs from that in the preceding Monotheism of the Old Testament.
the Christian
of
an,
egg without salt to’them. . A hopeThe tinguished widely from
find
responses
in the hearts of thousands
“chapter.
Heiice they think Moses did only ‘important resemblance of any an- philanthropist, who," besides all proper | express the truth as revealed in ‘the’ gosless disgust of all things ‘has, come upon
of
others
in
all
time
to
come.
S{I
pel. Each says the other is in the wrong.
Au"not ‘write this book by - revelation, but | cient cosmogony with the Scriptural ac- appreciation of human
abilities, calls
gustine in his “Confessions” has" given them. Life looks like “a grey and mel-’
.~compiled it, under guidance of the ‘Holy count is to be found in the Persian or upon and confidently “relies upon One Is it not very . certain that: both systems
Latterance to human . thiought and feeling ancholy waste.” If they think of -tG-morSpirit, out of the writings of - others. Zoroastrian; which is most naturally whose power knows no limit. Irrelig- are false, and that a correct exposition of
row, it is only that it- will be as vapid as
“ These are the generations” denotes the accounted for, first by the fact, which ious philanthropists, as a class, have been the Scriptures gives “mo ' authority to with much greater clearness, depth and to-day. To them Time is but the” Alma| energy than the many are capable of do. ‘orderof ‘events Telaling” to the heavens will be noticed hereafter, that the Persians, distinguished by irregularity, partial, preach either ?
ing, but all hearts can respond und rec- nac of Despair, the Procrastination of
Fourth.
When
Universalis
t obits
«and the earth.
local endeavor, and a brief career. The
of all people, except the Hebrews, were
ognize
the genuineness of his esperk- Death, What th&7physician calls ano« Every plant of the field.”n “The plant the most likely to have retained the mem- ‘world’s real ;adv. ances have been by positively affirm that sinful beings in ences.
rexia, in the body, may be a type of this and the’ herb include all
vegetation.
the earnest, “steady, tireless, cheerful passing through death enter upon a
ory of primitive traditions, and secondly;
state.
of mind. The man feels, Why
St. Aurelins Augustine was born at
spiritual state of existence in precisely
What is niéhnt {8 that in the preceding that Zoroaster was probably brought into: endeavors of those who have -communed
should
I do anything? ‘When I have
Tagaste
in Numidia, November 15, 54
‘chapter the account is given of the crea- contact with the Hebrews, and perhaps with God, followed his dictation and the same moral and sinful condition they A.D.
‘done
it,
what is it? Why should I expeHis
father,
Patricius,
was poor:
werein hefore. death, being no better
tion of plants and herbs,
with the prophet. Daniel in the court of trusted his sufficiency.
rience anything? Whén I have felt it,
Lb
tof
g9od
family
and
filled
the
office
of
of
'« Had not causedit to rain.” This is
arius, and may have learned much from 28, May if not be that prayer, “by or no worse, and that attainments
1
ate." He continued a pagan until what is it but the iridescence of a bubble ?
fostering identity of interest between the eternal life, sinlessness, holiness and ad: said to show that plants did not spring up such association. — The Speaker's Commenlate
in
life
but was finally baptized short- Why should I say anything? All the
Spentangousty,
but were created ‘by tary.
disciple and his Lord, dey€loping in him mission into the kingdom of heavenly ly before
;
fine things haye been said, and I am
his death.
His mother, Moniositively conditioned upon
the elements of trustworthiness, shall glory. are
God.
ca,
was a good Christian woman of ex- weary of them as of a hand-orgati tuiie:’
make himia consideration, in: view of their exercise of faith, repentance¢ and
: CoN aman to till ‘theDinh?
¢
7 “Man,
Observe, it is not the poor Hodge that
cellent
character, and she had given her
holy, conformity to the divine will, why
not ‘having tilled ‘the ground, ' did mot |
which God may put forth mere effort to
works
on an English farm for twelve
(RANT AND NEGLEGTED.
son
good
religious:
‘instruction
which,
Avil they not give to the public references
cause plant and herb to spring ‘up. This
A missionary of the American Sunday- saye the subject of prayer, than would be to , Seripture texts ‘Which in their mind ° however, he did not heed until late -in shillings a ‘week, and gets no flesh to eat
bl!is aid to confirm the fier of God's ereat- school Union in Texas writes to the Sun- otherwise consistent? He who | properly but
a piece of baeon twice a week, nor
teach the equal sinfulness of sinners after life. » The energy and penetration shown the Hungarian peasant, fleeing ftom Kis
. ing them.
day-sehool of the Congregational church |. prays for another, 80 espouses the cause death sas before it?
by Augustine while young excited the
“ A ‘mist from the earth” ‘By evapo- in Canandaigua, N. Y.; that heexpendéd “of such one, is so committed to'bim, as to
‘Does ‘it .not savor - of double ‘most flattering hopes of his future career. arid field, por the Southern negro, who
Fi
ration. “ Andwateréd the whale face of their gift in a new school organized by» become, , ta God, sponsor for him, pledg‘His father sent him to Carthage to pur- asks this question. Tt is the man with
the ground.” “Evaporation fills the sky him ina region where a certain notorious. |. Ing the utmost care and exertion. for his dealing; dishonesty, hypocrisy and great sue his studies under
able instructérs his feet on the fender, with books in treewith clouds, andthe clouds return in rain desperado and bank-robber had baling 1}perseverance to the end, v It stands to unworthiness for a clergyman to affirm and-become qualified
‘4s ‘a teacher of- calf in sumptucus ranks around him, and .
|
his
belief
in,
the
Scriptures
ad
teaching
"the water thys taken ug.
-| place, now rapidly. filling up, with -better|
the future sinfulness and wretchedness of rhetoric in which profession he excelled. the pictures he got in every city of: Italy
* The Lod God.” “The ,Jolovi- “God. people. As two or three deno:
ations
| th¢ impenitent
and unrepentant dead, and | ‘He was a wild, impetuous youth. Car- making light and shade for him," ‘who
“ Formed man “of the dust.”
How he were represented in it, they . en
thage, then one of the most. _eorrupt ‘of thinks life is not worth living:
"| proper er circumstances so different, then not refer to the chapter and verse in
& formed our bodies is not declared, but the cally voted that the school should
There is a difference between beast
-cities, offered temptations strenger than
the
Bible
where
such
doctrine
is
taught,”
go adverse, as to render certain the re.
. fact thathe did. That they are formed ion. = A good superintendent ng
n. Acow -in a clover meadow
and also where salvation from sin and | he was disposad to resist and he fell. . oC
i
of dustis evident toll.
| and
sn old settler was made secretary, lapse of the converted man to a condition ruin'in the eternal world is Mprimdvaly his “Confessions” hé paints the frightful may eat till she bursts, but no fullness of
« Breathed
into his nostrils. This fs though he said; ¢¢ It will bother me worse: than’ the first, Hence tae fact, taught ?
7
abyss of vice into which he plunged and turnips - and clover will move her to
=
not to be taken as a literal acount of the mightily about hunting up oy hogs in witnessed. "to by Christian workers that
‘does not seek to excuse or palliate « his throw hersdlf in the river. But a man in
Sixth.
Does
it
not
appear
very
ego-.
God: does;tiot give children to the bosom
‘origin of souls, for God must then ‘have the woods on Sunday.”
howev
.
dur- | the fullness of his prosperity may lose the | Cra
tistical for an ecelesiastieal hody possess- | wrong doing. At times,
er,"
ale"
alr,
“ds
we
The community certainly needs some’ of the charoh unleds, andcuntil, she is in a ing | two positive and adverse beads from ing this period of excesses the mind of taste of life, and become in, mind what
— yng,
°31
« The earthwas without Jorm and void.”

|a

do. The Mingus

is figurative of the

great truth that the life ~of

man

‘is the

. creationof Ged, The language. vividly

shows tous that man is the, offspring of

FOR. THE. , IGNO-

thing of the Sunday-school power,

not

only to. stop Sunday stock-hunting; but
to enlighten alarming ignorance of the
Bible. A boy being asked if his father

fod, thay the Spirit, of man’ and of God ‘was a Christian,” replied, * I dont know,

i{'sir; he’s.a Baptist, preacher.” A grown
The man does: not like, Jesus Christ ** because

condition of * ‘spiritual
and care for them.
4.

May

it

not

health to: nurture
st

be that

when

the

Hah
which are proceeding declarations of Augustine was ill at ease, and each .year old Barzillai was in body.
/
‘He
gave
them
their
desire,
but
sent
the
warring
within increased in intensidogmas in fatal antagonism to each other

interposes, his own happiness, conditioning it upon the redemption of the object

Jn 383 he went to Rome snd after a. leanness into. their souls.” Some modshort stay he went to Milan as a teacher ern men of education have all that the

to plaim for themselves to be advanced ty.

Christian, by the intense interest in the’ leaders in Christian thought and
of 4 soul which prayer begets, pounders of divine revelation ? Does
salvation

exnot
common modesty: positively demand that

hearts of others: would wish, ‘but God has.
sent leanness of soul with it, and they

of rhetoric. There he became acquainted with the eloquent and devout St. Ambrose. An intimacy sprang up between

Qpoame. a living ol, »
feed on ashes. They are like the Burnt - adyanc ced ecclesiastical body" first
of Asia Minor, or like the PhleA‘a0ul
}
‘Country
haro used is also applied to he: was a friend of re-publicans and sin- | | of his-prayer,’ throws, himself’ int thé’f this
agree among themselves as to. ‘Whether ‘them ‘and Augustine often went to hear | ean Fields of Italy. Their youthful
+/hatman is ‘animal, in. part, mers.” Another said the Bible teaches, scale over ‘against the Justice due the

hii

St. Ambrose préach. . Once more he be- | oy of
gpirits is ‘buried, under an ‘ashy
| sinner,—may. it not be that in such case Bin and wretchedndss follow. Sinners into gan to study
the spiritual world.or ‘whether #he “vilest
the Bible: “As he studied. it. melancholy; like the dead . cities below
, soul of man appears in, and is known to. ‘There wofild belittle hope for Sunday- ‘he becomes ; a consideration Justifying are not after death absolutely holy. and he’ began’ to think that Christ and Paul Vesuvius. The harvests of hope have
ui through,
the physieal life. The living | schools -among sueh men were it not: for special divine effort for the salvation of broly happy. with God?
disappeared, and they see ‘nothing but
by their glorlous Tife and death; their * di- the
scorie scattered ‘on iron flelds.
_man isa living creature, or animal. But the children, and little hape of reaching | such soul ? The happiness, of the sin- |
| vine‘ morality, their great holiness” and | #0, taste and see that the Lord is
in the body is not ani- many of them but for Union: Sunday- ner isa reason for showing mercy, and
manifold “virtues must hive enjoyed
ood, » or ‘‘eweet,” as the word implies.
| may not the double happiness of such
schools.—X. Y. Observer.
The genius of Satan is not iss’ prolific | much of that * highest wisdom” which|: ife is not a tasteless thing to him, who
A
5-044
"| sinner and the saint ‘who has taken on in schemitig than fruitful in maneuver: Fp
Eden.» |.
lite, *‘Thou hast.
the philosophers thought confined 'to'| doves Jesus better thanheart,
more than in
Std! Was uit ‘of Eden. Eden | Don’t desert the Sin cho during himself the singers burden and cries for ing. No marvel * that he ‘oftéh” proves themselves. For some time he clung to’ ut gl adness I
e when Les r corn and ‘their wine
relief, be 4 still lneger reason for’ clem-. more:than a ‘match for the. il
jg
Setignt”
4 Pleasantness.” the summer r months.
his Platonic Philosophy ‘and tried to incrénscd. Me Wateh hman. ©
.
;
p
i
15 evident. i.[** The breath of life,” the
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not permit the detail of the struggles
through which she passed in her efforts

Selections.

Ss |

poor

some

‘not 4 wafer too. little, but then, inexhaustible as was the source, there was
not a wafer too much. So with Annie.
She always lived on the extreme edge of
things ; if she never had a penny too lit-

soul

is

from death to win.

break

Make some gloomy dungeon brighter,
. some prisoner’s galling chain,

look

the

Share thy bread with the fainting one, dry
mil widow's teats,

Bind the bleeding, broken-hearted, smile away
Sl
the orphan’s fears;
© Tell them of 8 good day coming, when _.the

Lord of life appears.

shapes

theusand

in ten

forms around thee stand,
Do it promptly, do it bravely,
rant His command.

whate
i

do

Do the duty Love hath set thee,
comes to hand;

Sin and sorrow

2h

:

. She did housework,
hour.

dnd

it!

;

stars

of heaven,
7.

the city.

was

°°

in

Friends had “been made

went on board the

sister ‘off.

the

There

steamship

were other

to

board, and not one but what was

brighter

all

see

her

girls. on
accom-

panied by friends, not one but was laden
with gifts of flowers. Annie was the one
friend to see her sister off, and she could
not afford her a rosebud—all she had fo

‘

6-000

her

that

along,but Oh, how slowl¥;until at last! at
last! Alice sailed for Europe, laden down
with letters of introduction,to devote herself to study long and severe. Annie

Shall shine forth with His approval, ¢ Faithful
servant, nobly done!”

1| give her wasa kiss.

In fact,.ghe had.to

kiss her and hurry back. Stripped to
her last cent in seeing Alice off, she must
go to work right away and make more.
And work she did until the day. she
had made money enough
to take the cars

ANNIE GRISWOLD.
The following. is taken from the Christian Intelligencer, and is from the pen. of
Rev. Wm. M. Baker, D.D.:
She was nothing but the- plainest of
country girls, with white teeth, fine eyes,

tl

while she is very

the best musical education to be had

!

Many a deed of simplé “kindness - which
world’s praise never won,

for her home

in the South.

there she married her lover,

Arrived

more,

it is

10 be feared, to help her sister“than i
ty besides. Herself and hér sister Alice thing else. If she still sung it was only
were orphans earning their daily bread to make money for that purpose.
All this took place exactly four years
‘by hard work upon & small farm in the
South. Annie was feurteen, and in ad-- ago. People had almost forgotten the
dition to her other and manifold cares,
existence of the sisters. Yesterday I saw,
had to be a mether to Alice who was of a in-glancing over the papers, of the brilopera. It was at
‘so much livelier and nore wayward dispo- liant debut of Alice in
sition, ‘being very pretty, that the most
a city in: Germany, and if half the papers
. exhausting work Annie had to do was to say is true, the girl is destined to have a
splendid career of fortune as of fame.
keep her in bounds.
The farmer with
All'this is simple fact, and whoever
whom they lived was an industrious and
kind-hearted man who could manage the wants the names can have them, for
most vicious of wules, but attempted there is nothing of fiction except in those
I can not tell to what sumnothit@of the kind with his termagant of I have'used.
a wife, Poor Mr. Peters: was sure t
mits-of wealth and reputation the new
s*‘catch it”? when he came home at night, Prima Donna may attain, and yet if
and whatever be did or had failed to do, she proves .to be as. beautiful dnd as
for his wife kept herself in full practice sweet of song as an angel, she ean never
during the day by scolding at Annie and be, to me at least, as much like God, like
especially at -Alice. It was astonishing the loving and creative God, as is her
what a variety of things the girls had te homely sister.
do, and the scrubbing, cooking, digging
— er Or
potatoes, mending,
darning,
milking,
an abundance of flaxen hair and no beau-

THE MISSIONARY SPIRIT.

. making rag-carpets, each and every occupation was but another shrill recur-

We

from a collision with

her

broken unconsciously

mistress,

into song

as

now
We have
the higher graces.
then young men rising up among. us

have great ideas of living alone

said it

to

had

she

herself.

bd

Only He who creates all seeds could

ssay;

how the idea had entered her mind, but
Jit had, and it had very slowly grown into a resolve of which this was the expres- ;
gion. In some way the two girls had
saved money enough and, Alice yielding
berself wonderingly to the calm audacity
of her older sister, in a month from that
time the two were in the Southern city in

which lived their

sole relative

an

old

- uncle, poor and even crosser than the
tarmer’s wife from whom they had fled.
He had refused to receive them before,

re-

for

and
who

God,

and very likely those about them
say,
«What very nice young men; but they do
not seem to have any prudence;
they are
like
(Oh, I do
doing a very rash thing.”
rash people.
Somehow or othér I do re-

sat at her sewing in the room near byk
For it was her nature to sing, as much so

as is that of a bird.
+ | will do it!"
It was Annie who

clip the following from a speech

cently delivered by Mr. Spurgeon in Londoffy
!
a
er
We want room in the church of God far

“rence of the unceasing fugue of fault-finding.
But Alice would sing whenever she
was not crying, and one bright May.
morning Annie paused as she wus churning upon the back porch to listen to her.
For Alice, the tears still on her cheeks

ho

favorable to the then

(though

ing church, because

its pastor

lead-

was

Scribe

|

una
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PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR

INFLAMMATION AND HEN« ORRHAGES,™

ism,
Rheumat
Noother p
mation has
Plaster io Tvaluabin1a

Our

joice in a man that bas got into

a blessed

state of insanity for Christ,

which

in

he

does not care whether be can see anything
or not, but heholds the invisible, and acts
He must seem to be a strange
§ upon it.
| man to those who must always feel or see
| their way. “If it were
not for missions,

what should we do with, some of our
| ‘brethren in whom God has put much of his

|

grace, and qualified them for leading anoble
career?. Some churches and some Chris-
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which had contributed to the society, and

or

and was he a life member,
democratic
congregational,

and in his
innocence,

Earache,

Toothache

did he suppose he had some privileges
there, only to find that he, ahd all like
him, had nothing to say and much less
anything to do about, the matter,—that
everything was pre-arranged,—that. six

in the

approved

most

he

go
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Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to Musca-

“fine, Washington, Fairfield, Eldon, Belknap,
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Monroe, and Des
ville, Oskaloosa, Pella,
Newton to Monroe; Des Moines to Indianola and
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This is positively the only
Railroad, which owns, and operates a throug
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with penury in his_last years, and was
often sorely perplexed to find food for his
large family. - Dismissed from the church
at Rorthampton, Mass., over which he
had been pastor for a juarter ofa century,
to labor among
he removed to Stockbridge
Indians. He was obliged to support
the
tened to her ‘too much astenished to Lord would bring the heathen to himself!
speak. For years now Annie had been The more the happier. Oh, that the Lord his family of ten children on a mere pitbring the nations to Jesus Christ
In this seclusion he wrote his
tance.
told that she had a fine *voice, that she would
that he might see of the travail of his
ought to go.to singing-school somewhere, soul! But large thoughts and wide ideas treatise on the ¢* Freedom of the Will,”
that she could make more money in that would be scdrcely tolerated in the Chrig- which is regarded as a master-piece in
than in any other way. Poor girl! Her ’| tian church if God had not given us room theological literature, So greaf was his
. ideas were vague but they were very de- for'them and need for them. We must poverty at this time, that the treatise was
termined. Smiall as a mustard seed is, have titem, and Ti#ly God send us so much written large] on tke backs of-old letters
blank pages of pamphlets, ‘as
blind as are its inward stirrings, yet nog 3 of that high‘and lofty desire to glorify him and the
. they letter-paper was beyond - his means - of
. even an acorn is more resolved to be an that the churches may be troubledtill
‘oak thanjs that seed to grow into a tree let their young men,and their odd men,too, purchase. His daughters, who were all
after its own kind, What life it has is .| go forth upom yenturesome expeditions for young women of superior mental powers,
~ along that path or none at all. And now it the spredd-of the Gospel of Jesus Christ!
made luce ang painted fans for the Boston
*
i
"
3
, was is
hi girl had expected. Het”
market, that they might add something
to the family resources.
uficle had nothing’ but amazement,
con~. POLITIOS IN RELIGION.
‘tempt, wrath for her suggestions; of that
Religion in politics is a consummation
he left her in’ no doubly whatever.
A test is given by the Christian Seg
Another year rolled past. By untiring devoutly to be: Wished at this present tary that none will deny to be wanting™in
effort Aunie had secured some schooling time, for it'alone can save our land from vigor: * If we are willing to do what nofor herself and her sister. Although she the scheming and unprineipled ambition: body ‘else will'do, go where nobody else
grew homelier-every
day, a young me-: of selfish and reckless men; but polities, will. go,to bear what nobody ‘else will
chanic yet homelier than herself had -fal- in reficion is as much to be dreaded, for “bear, it is thén ‘we are arriving at the
lenin love with her.
She and her sister’ Tit is as’degrading to religion as religion
pointof: self-denial required in the Scrip. had suug in one of the humblest of the is elevating to politics. It has. corrupted tures." ’
:
Ob
Mission churches struggling for exist- the church in all ages of its history, and
ence in the poorest part of the town; and made the Gospel a by-word and reproach” % Give admittance unto Christ, and deny
the girl was more decided in her purpose among those whose salvation it has -pro- entrance to all others. He will be thy
than before. It had become to her as fessed to seek. The American, and in faithful and provident helper in all things,
her religion, and she had brought her paricplar the New England churches, 50 as thou shalt not need to trust in men.
ave been comparatively free from. this For men soon thange, and qujckly fail ;
Sister and-even
her lover’ into the Same
way of thinking. Again. she laid her reproach, though as’ age increases and but Christ remaineth forever, and standeth
plans before her uncle and, astonished at power. enlarges, the temptation becomes
by us firmly unto the end.—Thomas '
eater for selfish men to use their ‘relig- Kemps.
such folly ina girl othewise so sensible
.
ion for personal promotion,
and to seek
. and steady, he refused to consent.
tions
"If.the mustard seed is indeed a mus- to control the church and its organiza
tard seed and nothing else, then whatev- by the low arts of political schemers.
er it. sucks in from earth and sky con- The church’ is a “Christian brotherhood,
should be above the exercise of all
t.
Who | and
spires with ito the same resul
can say howit was? but in some way the cliqueship or. caucus management. In
necessary means came to Annie, and, particular a Congregational church--is
with the consent of her lover and some- supposed Lo be the most democratic of all
thing like 'a ‘curse from her uncle as bodies; but strange as it may seem, the
about all the baggage she had, the deter- most democratic in polity ‘sometimes. bemined girl came to an Eastern city.
comes the most despotic in prgetice. The
, The entire value of this story lies in L unwritten law of church democracy and or. » ; P.te.ogyA 8ib Late
* the fact that it is true. But space does of spiritual life “is above the politicians’ 0
ih 1

i
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TENTS, EVERYWHERE.
made
$52.60 in two days;

KID-

WELLS, RICEARDSON
& C0., Proprietors, |

kind, for

and

recipient of her lopg, leisurely, helpful
letters. ‘Such a correspondence exabting
Browne's, of the ladies who used to faint
fio equal response, but only the altention
He had an old
in his church a good deal.
and heed of the receiver, might well be a
door-keeper who used to carry. them
out.
priceless opportunity to both. From how
faintthey.
why
reason
one
only
There was
many a retired home there right go out |
ed. Ofcourse,” this Was years ago;
it -thus influences for good not
e measThe old door-keepdoes not happen now.
ured!
Into
such
work:
the
mind
could”
er used to take a knife and insert it up the

Ji ogathan Edwards

|

PA-

i= $321in one > . ‘TRY IN: wil

‘give

@

SELL 10 NEW

KIDNEY-WORT fis adry vegetable com»
pound and can be sent by mail prepaid.

of
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence
.
so
3
its’ superiority over all other remedies of the

, A GREAT

TO

"
Wh NTE

@::

tian people remind me of that story of Dr.

had not answered the letters of Annie,
was very ‘wrathful ‘when his nieces pre- back of their stays, and there was 4 kind
sented thémselves. But he could not of explosion, and they came to directly.
turn thera into the streets, and, in virtue (Laughter.) It is a ‘very easy thing to get
of their youth and friendliness, especially spiritually tight-laced, till you contract
of theif capacity for hard work, he grad- your very soul, acd till it comes to this,
ually grew accustomed, and then recon- that if you and half-a-dozen more get to
ciled to their company.
glory you will sing hallelujah forever.
1t was more than a year after their: arLaughter:) I'heard of a brother the othrival that Annie, then fifteen years old, er day who sang the hallelujah chorus all
her sister thirteen, dared to diyulge to ‘alone—(laughter)—and I beligve ‘some
her tncle the plan which had . brought persons are qualified to do that by the peher to him as thefirst step to the end she culiar views they hold and the .peculiar
had cherished so long. The old man lis- narrowness of their spirits. Oh, that the

i
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Because It clean
[
m of
the poisonous humors that develope:
in Kidney and Urinary diseases, Billousness, Jaundice, Constipation,
Plles, or in Rheumatism, Neuraigja
"and Female disorders.

Whooping Cough,

her

IT

LIVER, THE BOWELS AND
NEYS AT THE SAME TIME.

painting or visiting among the poor; it is
the natural expression. of their powers,
and we can think of no wiser kindness
and make

*

6,000 ACENTS@

a

. Now, there are scores of cultivated
women who might take up letter-writing

fortunate in resources,

Rochester, N.Y.

Proprietors,

bad cases of PILES, and has never failed to
act efficiently.”
NELSOPF ATRCHILD, of St. Albans, Vt.,
says, ‘““it Is of priceless value. Aftersixteen
years of great suffering from Piles and Costiveness it completely cured me.”
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.0. 8. HOGABON, ofRerkshire, says, “one
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that such could do than to take, here

and. Dealers
in
Medicine every=
where.

package hasdone wonders for me in eompletely curlng a severe Liver and Kidne
Complaint,”
:

elique of noble men about the. modern
Athens? It looks to an outsider too much
like machine politics.— Golden Rule.
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dozen men in-your denomination qualified
to hold its offices?” The men are all
good and {rue,—very likely no better
ones could be found ; but why is

f
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CAUTION.
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paration.

nation fit to manage,its societies? ‘An unchristian business man, taking up the annual reports of the different societies, the.
other day, -asked;,

i
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other
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benevolent societies in the same

when

idly curin

the next year and find it the same, and
insteadof meeting a democratic body of
discover that it was a
Christian men,
political, religious ring, whichin a wonmanner,
derfully innocent and pious
seemed to say,“This instisution belongs to
the elect : we are the elect”?
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form

did
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all was cut and ‘dried, the ballots all pre-

done
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system, :
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business meeting ofone of these societies ?
Did he ever go as pastor of a church
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4 Thextract is the only specific
» for this disease, Cold in
ead-

to meet serious: pees,

as the anniversaries of several - of
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eh aiid dre great aids. an arvocti g ternal od

bl

manage its elections, then Christian manhood is gone and contempt is brough
upon the church.
or
There is still another form of machine
politics in connection with church
gwork,
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cen
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‘Bleeding from’ the
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those diseases,
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Painsin Back or_ Side,

meeting is made a caucus and ward poli-

NE

Neuralgia.
ved EO any

mn;

ADEsn COI
societies are now takings
sister had declared. For a year the eld- the benevolent
Jeep:
be well to call attevtion to.
may
it
place,
er sister, giving herself up to whatever
Burns
and
Scalds.
id
the
reader
ever
atténd
the
annpal
work paid most, saw to it that Alice had

eroes’”’
fain
‘the worll’s especial
.would hide their deeds for shame—
Deeds resoinded through all ages by-the
-. brazen trump of Fame,
When the emblazoned ensigns perish in the

than the noonday sun,

ugly,

pretty.”
:
feos
Again lack of space prevents possibili-

When

Lovelier than the

And Iam

‘the “rear,s.hrought on and proved to be all

or in the van,
.
Of the noble Christian Army; do thy devoir,
:
lay the man;
:
>
Not how much, or how, the question--Is each
doing what he can?

universal flame—

in this

one

ac EAA

now traveling in this country, saya tia mostof the
. Horse and Cattle Powders sold
are worthless
trash. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders
are ' absolutely pure ‘and immensely
valuable,
Nothing on earth will make hens lay like Sherida n’s Condition powders. Dose: one teaspoonful
to one pint food.
Sold everywhere, or sent by
p
:
mail for eight letter stamps.
I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., Banest, Me.

|

she worked

ty of detail, but in the end “Alice

‘in

Do it in the post assigned thee,

eof chiirchés

State, at the election of Scribe,

iv

An English Veterinary Surgeon and

as a seamstress, she obtained occupation
as a book agent, she sung almost for
nothing at all in a choir. sBut the moment came at last when a thriving organ-

sand times over. ‘My voice is as noth| ing in comparison to that: ot Ale my
younger sister. If you could only, hear

war-

best

thy

County Conférence

recent

more than one at a time; that is, tke one
at a time who could and did’ help her.
But it was on herself she depended every

Christ is in that dreary hovel, Christ is-in that
ist said to her, “You have a fortune in
wrangling mart;
,
your voice!”
Christ is standing on thy doorstep, Christ is |
Then came the reply. She had made
:
knocking at thy heart,
it, waking and ineher dreams, a \thouWilt thou bid thy God and. Saviour, hungry,

‘weary, cold, depart?

For imstance, ata

tle, she certainly never “had a ceunt*® too
As to friends, never did she have
much.

the
Firmly; gently wreath thy *kerchief round
:
i
throbbing brow -of pain,
Bid the abject, world-down-trodden live,
up, “ take heart again,”

was

there

raelites gathered the manna

church action.

2

MAKE

mp-

barely to enable her to exist while she
persisted in her purpose. When the Is-

the
:

dreariSeek the dark abede of Sorrow and the
‘er haunt of sin;
Let it be thy life's endeavor

herself while she studied

»

IS EACH DOING WHAT HE OAN ?
take

E. PINKHAm,
MRS. OFLYDIA
LYNN, MASS.

way of management; but such’ is the
weakness of human nature and the un-

sanctified condition of some professing
Christians
that the partisan rule some- | |
sic. Very slowly she succeeded in mak- times-is adopted by Christian men in their |
ing funds, but never more, than ‘ enough

to support

(Isaiah 58: 6—11.)
Feed the hungry, clothe the naked,
.
homeless wanderer in,
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GG: F. MOSHER,

Editor.

All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H..

others, and the New Hampshire Y. M.

their protest.’s Allow that the sailor's life
is a hard and dangerous one, and that: it
does develop the manly and self-denying
qualities. Yet the companies poorly’ pay

of $600 or more,towards the expenses of
Conference, and all delegates outside of

them, work them hard, and are exacting
in their réquirements. Thus seamen’s
wages are reduced, the morale of the

New England will be boarded during the
Conference.
:
nd
‘Board, * except dinners, at hotels at

service is lowered,

and

ocean

agreed at its last session to raise the sum

Lake

steamers,

“I would disliketo be driven ta. week.

SOMETHING BETTER THAN NOTHING.

‘commiend the course of Memphis, Tenn.,
in compelling boys under twenty years of

an ocean steamer, last summer.

intoxicating liquors, to carry written per-

mits from their parents, or they” will
There are some phases-of

be

.

:

Temperance

work ia which many lovers of good order

Steam-

debates.

oe

brought

attend,

we

suggest’

that

children,

or

friends, or churches encourage and assist
them:

~

in this

the people

Letus return to the Sound disaster,
The incompetency and’ recreancy of the

one more

enjoyment with

whose interests

they

have

labored to promote. And while we hope
that the aged ministers will all come to

u

ta

o
The Fitz-John Porter case was | <The New York Times reads
a lectireto a
, discusse
na

din

unable by Want of means or infirmitiesto

g

and

| certain class of people:

:

Louisiana case was revived by the reintro-,
duction
of a resolution to unseat Kellogg,

discussed week after week and left as it

‘ One

of the

Dr..Crosby, of New York city,is as fitting
a representative of the former class as
can be named, while everybody knows

that there is but just one perennial method

which will suit Hon. Neal Dow, of Maine.

Both of these gentlemen are efligient
in the Temperance cause. In comparing
the two men, however, it is but "fair to
remember that while the warfare against

the giant evil has been to a special de,-gree the life work of the Maine reformer,
* it iS only ome of the many ways in which
which

HESS10 Keep their promises to customers.

a habit common

pledge binds persons not
business

hours.

There

-comprehensive

and

Dr. Crosby also

believes

force the license

law

-be

done

about

this,
.

4
0-0-6

is

Daily Tribune, of June
ges. | 16,
contains the following local item :
in

Mrs. William Mulrane,of No. 219 First

on the

So
0
Sd
cai
oh ome dopo
peas
hres
mr

It says:

i

volting instances of cowardice and selfishness which we see on these occasions of
casualty, are not so much the result of

can’ be traced a

The New York

‘putting

for their own

There is need that all should cultivate
in themselves presence of mind, the habit
of collecting all one’s faculties,
so as to
use them at a moment's notice®~The re-

company is well known. The inadequate
condition of this steamer at least is
proven. To one or both of the captains

St., Hoboken,
was arrested, yesterday, on
York. By these. a charge of attempted murder made
by
various methods, one or another of which
her husband, who is a fruit-dealer in
will be followed by many who will not |-)Yashington Market. At midnight on
be persuaded to take what they deem ex- Monday Mulrane staggered into Police
"Headquarters, at Hoboken, with blood
“reme measures on the subjget, the Doctor
flowing from a deep wound in the head.
and his
ee-taborers. hope to lessen the ‘He stated that his wife had attacked him
sum of evil which deluges the whole land with a hatchet while he was asleep bele
|'canse
he had refused her money with
with the direful effects. of drunkenness.
On the other hand, “Mr. Dow would which to purchase liquor. The wound is
a serious one.
Te
have nothing to do with. wha - he. would
There is pleasure as well as profit in
call these half-way. measures, and will
listen to nothing except to the principles contemplating homes where kindness and
of total abstinence on the part of the indi- joy abide,. where the good gifts of life
vidual, and that of prehibition on the part make happy the hearts of the family, and
where sorrow and bereagement add more
ofthe eivil authorities.
:
in
the subdued and mellowed graces than
The great danger with the first class of
workers mentioned is that since their views they take away from-hilarity. The light’
are so broad and their methods so many which shines. out from such firesides
; its lessons of peace
4, measure of enthusiasm may be wanting. radiates far.and near
‘arfl
good
will
to
nien
are far-reaching.
The danger of the second class is, since
There is al€o profit, but no pleasure; ‘in|
thei Wision is so rarrow
and their labor
&
_¢ is characterized by such vehemence, that ‘occasionally taking a glimpse of a home
« theirzeal is apt to be indiscreet, and like the one which is suggested by the
» thereby their. cause be hindered instead item of news which we have quoted.
Something more emphatic than _unpleas- of being advance
:
antness
exists in fixing the attention -of
If Memphis igfryingto do something
the mind on the brutish propensities
* towards the cuppression of this over“which seem to be latentin human kind.
. spreading curse, we say, therefore, that
. Several hundred years ago, Montaigne
that something is better than nothing,and
honestly claimed that there was no crime
give praise accordingly. :
which he was net capable-of committing.
*
This is merely an exaggerated way of

statute books of New

Se

in

which

Long ¥sland Sound.

" Here is a case in which the steamboat

to drink during + THE PLEASANT AND THE PROFITABLE,
are_ also mare

rigorous™yp

both

‘OURRENT TOPIOS.
——THE National Baptist draws a whole=
sbme lesson from the recent calamity on

the company’s fault. It should have insisted that its-crews be drilled at least
monthly in the coursgto be pursged in
catastrophies like this. |

Will anything
either ?

“a temptation to those who have never begun the downward course. Another

is desired,

native basenes, as of a loss

mand.

Weneed

to

mand
; ‘we need to live

of _self-com-

practice
over

self-com-

beforehand

all the circumstances in which we may be

placed, so as not

to be

paralyzéd

when

To

such annoyances this public is continually expesed, and is so gecustomed:- thereto that, re-

8. Curtis, but it

d Mr.

Curtis and was very successful
‘until the

‘ Miller excitement ” carried him away

and

destroyed’ ‘the

church.

°

course,

been accomplished for the benefit of the
country at large. Not many jobs have

disgraced the session,

the whole, is not one that our

legislators

.may be p
of or that their constituents
can be satisfied with.
;
4
——THE Secretary of War in his remarks

ford was cennected” with the Quarterly

Meeting for about. two -years:-no-o
they
facts regarding it have been obtained.

to the graduating cadets

at* West Point

spoke” with remarkable appropriateness.
He must have had the Whittaker case in

mind when he said :

-

An

‘un.

successful attempt was made to build up a
church in Wilmington beginning with the
year 1842, but, after séveral fruitless ef-

with
ap-

‘forts

Gordon.

from the list 6f churches. -

sion ‘in September, ~
;
. G. A. Gorpox, Clerk.

too many

_A-church was organized in Salem in

pointed as delegates to thé” General Conference, Revs. M.£. Shepard and G. -A.

to save

finally, in

seés-

it,

1863,

the

Quarterly Meeting

voted

to drop its name.

:

Still another unsuccessful attempt at
church-building was begun in Winthrop

in 1869.

: Massachusetts Quarterly Meeting.

which “Bad

but

pit

1852, but it maintained only a Precarious

- It is an ignoble thing
to be governed
by an imaginary superiority over any of 3 The Massachusetts—formerly Boston— ,
our less fortunate fellow-citizens born of Quarterly Meeting
was
organized at
adventitious circumstances, and thrice
ignoble to make an active exhibition of so Lynn, Mass.,on the last Tuesday of
unworthy a sentiment by oppressing those April, 1837. Three churches, each of
we may deem heneath us.

=

existence for four or five years.

regular

;

a church was organized in
It met with apparent success
years but finally declined,
extinet in 1854, having been
the following pastors: Revs,
J. G. Davis, Peter Folsom; J.
good men

ofthem!

* Uentral Illinois Yearly Meeting.

to next

ge

1B. Davis,E.B. Fairfield,A. K. Moulton and
Silas Curtis, —all

regu

Berominational Hels.

Adjourned

young

ei

1867 but ceased to exist in 1874.A
church.
consistingof colored people in New Bed:

it does

The Central Illinois Y. M: “met.
- DeSoto ‘church, June 11th, and

promising

A church was: organized in Natick in

In 1842,
Roxbury.
Taliors, nfill= for several
byt the general feeling is that they have iners, boot-makers, modistes, batters, grocers, | and became
| and confectioners are.constantly disappointing served
by
been made worse instead of better. And people.
- They agree positively to send -things
John Lord,
so month after month of the ‘session has home at once, to have
work done at a certain
was in the beginning. ‘Much time was
consumed in a pretended revision and garding themas a matter of
improvement of the rules of ‘the House, | not show proper ‘yesentment.

and the niajority
good'and for the “good of the gause to
have treated the cases of contested seats
crew liad never been practiced in lower- |. which the Master has called them.
5
PY
with unusual fairness; but the record, on
ing or manning them. This was clearly

It should not be difficult to find somebody here who is fairly indictable for
manslaughter.

among drinking people in this country,
and a habit also especially. dangerous as

i

tendance

good share of the responsibility not only
for the accident but for the absence of
means or effort on the part 6f the officers
either to preventa pafic or to save life.

<offers to men. several different pledges.
By subscribing to one of these the signer
promises to abstain from the miserable

system of “treating,”

ministry will not stay away: Their at-

with-

out oars, that the gear for lowering them
was rusty and unserviceable, and that the

of the colliding boats

the metropolitan divine is laboring for the
benefit of man.
:

-Dr. Cosby heads a movement

filled with rigging, that they were

unnoy-

great cities springs from lack of punctuality on
i
the part of tradesfol
k, from their -unwilling-

captain and crew of the burned steamer
and virtue may unite, and there are bther | are fairly proven. More than that,it is | the
. Except
. the passage of the | date, and they violatheir
Conférence;
te SETS
a LmYIS
so far as they can, we been wasted
phases of the same Temperance - work
appropriation bills almost nothing. has Ip»
equally
desire
that
the
young
en
in
the
shown that the boats en this steamer Webe

which can gain the -enthukiastir’ of only
comparatively few individuals. Perhaps,

of Revs. E.\ Noyes and

course. ' The lives of families and ‘neigh-4 who has made a mote of the fact says that H.,
of twenty-s
November 1, 1838, and attained
ladies to whom he has given up
great
borhoods, and often of communitjes, may hisaeat in even
the horse-cars, only eight made any | prosperity under the ‘labors
of Rev. §.
depend upon such care,
acknowledgment of the courtesy.
No won- Curtis. Rev. T. M. Preble
succeede
=

been consumed in partisan and profitless | tooth.

tennial Conference. If any of them are"

ship companies have no business to ask
for patronage and then put’ their patrons
practically at the merey of ¢¢ villainous-

looking” crews.
Will anything be done about it?

if

‘We can hardly refrain from. the expression of a desife to meet the aged
ministers.of the denomination:at this cen-

+ Something in some things is better the life-boats with such/é villainous lookthan nothing. On this principle we can ing ‘crew, said an experiencéd traveler n
age, who wish to play billiards or drink

A]

5

finally proved -unsuccessful.
aient
A church was organized in N ashu
a, N.

Few sessions have continued so long and | big for itself
when it turns back to the Mosaic
accomplished so little. ' The time has | standard of
an eye for an eve and a tooth for a

be $1.25 and $1.30 per day, or $7.00 per

are not to be relied upon in times of dan-

TT

reservoirs are clean but that acquieduct’ ~ Somebody has been letting his right hand
( water is not impregnated with foul or know what his left hand has been doing. The
decaying matter anywhere
along: its Golden Rule mentions that * a gentleman

© | der that men did sit"still and let the women
——CONGRESS adjourned on Wednesday. | stand.” ‘The Golden Rule
fas X name too

Village and Laconia, including rail-

road fare night and morning,and allowing
persons to attend all the meetings, will

carrying precious human freight, are
manned by boys and adventurérs who

ger.

exposedby saloon keepers.

’

=

WEDNESDAY, JUNE
23, 1880.
°

. THE MORNING STAR, JUNE 23, 1880,

been dismissed

Rev. E. N. Fernald, our effi-

cient Financial

Secretary,

was

its

only

-

pastor.
In his characteristic words, this
*¢ church was formed out of stray. mem.
bers of several lost tribes!”
who were

only

found to be speedily

.The church—asa F. B.

lost again.

church, —became

manfrom the - defunét in 1872.
they come.
ran
at
:
J hood dictates the extending of a helping Rockingham Quarterly Meeting,
Riad
i
were
- The foregolng record, though a very
Our contemporary well adds that _noth- hand to lift up the lowly, and kind words represented, viz : Lowell,
Lynn and the sad one, is
net without hopeful aspects.
ing so tends to produce this calmness and of encouragement to those who are strug- | Secondof Boston.
Rev. J. L. Sinclair With
gling to elevate themselves. I ask you,
wiser
management and more vareself-possession in danger as trust in. God. ‘my young friends, to give some
and Rev. XN; ful nursing, in
thought was. chosen Moderator
manyof these instances,
Those acts of heartless selfishness which
to these suggestions, and to cultivate not Thurston, Scribe, and
suitable rules and the record
** might have been " very difare reported from individuals on the only love of country, but as. well a love | regulations ‘were adopted.
a
ferent. The “years from 1836 to 1842
burning steamer could not have sprung for the sentiment of which our country . The records of the Quarterl
y Meeting - seem to have been
was born.
wy
peculiarly fatal to our
| from souls that had partaken of that spirit
were destroyed by the great fire ” in
Ee?
Tee
—
churches. The financial crash of 1837
of manliness that Christ exhibited.
EZTo relieve-the perplexity of a cor- Lawrence, Aug. 12, 1859, the first record
and the ‘Miller excitement” of 1842
respondent we will say that the John in existence being dated Jan. 3, 1860.
were causes.of the extinetion of no less
—-THERE were some unusually tragic Colby who was mentioned in
Twenty-seven different churclies have
the Siar of
than three of
the above
mentioned
‘and “pathetic incidents of that catastrophe. May 26, as the brother-in-law
been
at
various
times connected with the
of Daniel
churche
s, and probably “indireetly of
As thie flame began to flicker up ‘in the ‘Webster, was not the Freewil
body;
of
this
large
number,
twelve several more. Of nearly,
l Baptist
of quite, all
darkness and reveal the apparefit hope-_ minister by that name.
remain as members of the Massachusetts:
the others, it probably could be said.
TR
Quarterl
lessness of the situation, people became
y
oot gon
Meeting, two have been disBe
wathfully though mockingly, ‘This .
desperate. Three young men, preferring
THE New DURHAM CHURCH
CENTESNNI- | missedto unite with others Quarterly
man began to build, and was not able to a ‘speedy death rather than the slow tor- AL. The New Durham (N. IL.) church Meetings, and
thirteen have ceased to
finish !
;
ture of burning or drowning, shot them- will observe its hundredth anniversary exist. In several
a
instances, however,
_ Sketches of the churches new in existWednesd
ay, Jane 30, with appropriate ex- | other churehes
selves, without making a single effort to |
have sprung up in place |
ence
ercises,
escape.

Many a.mother saw her beloved

children drown before her eyes.
|

*¢ Ishall

never see my dear papa again, "said a little

daughter of Mrs. Dix, of Brooklyn, who
saw her three children disapgear one after
the other, and returned to her husband
the next day desolate. A mother who
had been rescued died after being taken
aboard of the rescuing steamer when told

that her little girl was lost.

girl was

saved.

Such

But the little

scenes

could

be

muitiplied.
We have mentioned these

only to suggest the terror of such

a ca-

lamity, and to induce a sense of thankful-

ness in those who escape them. Quiet,
home-led lives have their, great cempensations.
:

according

A

true

to a’'notice given in an-

other column.

This is the

Baptist chureh

that was organized.

| of those

which

Y ve

will follow in subsequewt numbers

lost their visibility,

of .the

Star. It may be’ remarked, in
[ so that the net loss has been considerably
closing this paper; that tie Quarterly
| less.
i
;
infgresting associations
are
connected |
The largest accessions to The Quarterly Meeting has been servedby many of the
with it, and there must be a degree of inMeeting in avy one year were in 1839, recognized leaders of our Israel. YAmong
spiration in gathering at the old meeting{them may be mentioned, Revs. E. B. {
when
two hundred “and
sevénty-three | Fairfigld,
house and recalling the joys and
vicissiR. Dunn, J. L."Sinelair, S.
tudes of a hundred years. The church cor- | were baptized, an increase of over eighty
Curtis and J. Woodman, now living, and
per cent. The statistical” report for the |
dially invites all who may be able to do so,
i E.
M. Tappan, Eli Neyes and A. K.
year 1879, ThRtidoliaius the latest ac- |
ta come and participate in its anniversary
Moulton Who have passed on before.
cessible data, gives the total membership. |
exercises.
[28.2123
, the largest that has ever been
oo
Ontario 'Associagion.
I ranantad
1}
|- 2
ST ECpeiieas
first

Freewill
Many

\"F
¥ 1
Py
&
' ¢ Be certain of this” says the
Christian
Leader: * the minister:who is ‘habitually in

trouble must be at fault.”
We

find the

0

Bufale

Sehool

Journal,

of

Fhe sessions ot the Quarterly Méeting | The Ontario Association of Free Bapwere holden on Saturday and Sunday tists held its annual session this year

until 1873, since

which

timé@hey

have

|

with the Bloomsburg church in the Jimits

been held on Wednesday and Thursday. | ‘of thre Norfolk Q. M. The meeting on| Complete. statistical reports, containing vened at 7, ¥. M.; on Thursday the 10th
a readable and quite entertaining paper.
“A cheering report of Hillsdale college eom- | much _ valuable information, have
been inst., and ‘lasted until Swaday evenitig ~~
——THERE 1s a remarkable unity of senpublished Yor several years: Elaborate the 13th. . Quite a large delégati
mencement comes a day too late for insertio
n
on’ was
iment in favor of the Republican nominee this week.
programmes have also been prepared for present from the compamtively few
tye
for the presidency., He is acknowledged
The seventh ‘Baptist newspaper
several years which have added very churches composing this Y.
has just
M., and the
tobe an upright and able man. We been started in Tennessee. It is named
much to the interest and profitableness: |. Bérvices throughout Were well
the
.attended.
hope and expect that his nomination will | Baptist Gleaner, byt an exchange wonders of the sessions.
5
: We have to regret the absence of eprrés- .
induce the Democrats at their ‘convention ¥ what there will be left for it'to glean.
The. Sunday-sehool
stating a truth which we almost always
work
of the ponditig messengers: from ‘both the Hole
One of Brigham Young’s daughters has givin Cincinnati this week to put up the best.
churche
s
has
always
overlook,
because
the
heart
of
man
would
enlisted
thé
sympa- land Purchase and Michigan ¥, Ms., with
"About noon of the Stnday following
man in their party. With good men as en a suceint definition of the religion info thies
of
rather not look at it. ‘We doubt if; there
the
Quarter
ly
Meeting
,
and
which
usu. whoin for many years we have made this
she
was.
born.
,.*“
A
religion
the terrible disaster
-on the Sound,
and
|
which
leaders the campaign will be much sim- breaks
od
Fe
t
hd
women’s hearts and ruins them is of ally an hour or more has béen given to
is one wife, - that reads the Star, who
exchange, and therefore on this eceasion
“while people were
just
recovering
from
But it is useless to expect that the devil. That’s what Mormon
the discussion of some topic connected the ministerial duties
‘deems it to be possible in any circum-- plified.
ism does.”
‘devolved entirely* the firgt shock of its magnitude and horthe campaign will proceed without mud- (_ If any one desires
to know the New York with that work. Latterly the Quarterly upon the ministers within the
stances to butcher jit usband with a
¥. M.
* ror, two Atlantic steamships, the ¢ Anthrowing.
On this point Zion's Herald Observer's opinion as te the much
which our friend Prof. J. W. Barker is editor.

HAD WILL BE DONE ABOUT IT?

|

7. \skoria” bound;/for “Glasgow

and

* Tie |

hatchet ini the middle of |the night.
there stands the

But

fact that a woman

may

(Jueen” bound to New York, collidedin & become all that is cruel and repulsive
dense fog about 300 miles fiom Sandy
and horrible; as well as a man; that when
Hook. . Both steamers were well filled
the rein

is givén to the latent pgssions

ucational question, here it is

i

says:

It matters very little as to the substan-] hest education is home education, And a good

tial foundation--of - any" scandal ; if anythingthas-ever been hinted, or

printed, or

boarding-schpol is the next best place.”
The arithmetic man has been at work
in a
good cause, and declares as the fruit of his la-

spouted from a platform, it will be dragwith passengers, and both were
cat
which. tend to evil, dire consequences will .ged forth from the slumber of years and bors that New York pays
through far below the water-line, and but
be crowded
necessarily follow; that these evil tenden- ploded upon into the machine to be ex for bread, and more for
the victim's party. There
for the providence of
God,
exerted
cies are deeper than sex’; they~are uni- something singularly wicked and unman-is | aggregaté amount which
through the ‘water-tight compartments,
and churches.
ly in all this. Here are these gentlemen,
aR
both must have gone down in fifteen min- versal. .
he form of charity
Those who do evil deeds of such a, up to a certain hour, moving dolly and Week,”
utes after the collision. As it was,, the |
which consists in
everywher
welcomed
into,
the
best
cire
chatagter as 10 stio
the community
are
ek

\

‘passengers of the Anchoria were quickly
transferredto The Queen, which had sustained the less injury,

and both vessels

sucéeeded in'Yeaehing New York in safe-

ty,

fT

I

% But thereis a feature of the case which
intimately concerns people whe travel.

not persons

cles; sallod tosneak at our colleges and.
literary platfornis, the guests of
Murseultivated societies, and of out pure

whose natures are radically’ ‘upon our

differdut from that which our friends as

well a8 ‘ourselves possess” We are alin
the Same boat,“Fhe brotherhood of man is

to, us’ a generality until we begin - to

mooted edin brief: ‘ The

and peace

ful'homes ; but when
that point, and are nominated

they reach
for office,

the world hardly affords more execrable

more for tobacce than+|
liquors

than

for the

it spends for schools

Sin
called * Children’s
providing excursions
or country-rambles fox poor children, had’ its
origin in Copenhagen. It would not be sur
prising

if

‘Copenhagen

was.

indebted

to

o

Hans Christian Andersen for the idea.

‘What

Europeans

an §nveterate habit the

possess of preparing’ for war in time

of peace.

characters
than those they are said to Even the Mont Cenis tunnel must be the. scene
grasp the comprehensive natureof the. wear.
+
Now, all this is simply of erecting three forts. Six hundred laborers
apominable. These men are engaged on the works, und they, are to
On board The Queen excellent discipline truth whieh it reveals. Mankind is ome unmanly and
be
prevailed, but on the Anchoria the crew family.” It is decidedly a family: matter are neither better nor; worse than they completed in four. years from ‘the time they
were
last
week
when
all
the
papers
were
iar
behaved like cowards; they whined, they -whena single individual g6es astray,be silent about them ; and if, as private citi- were begun,
he
born
in
heathen
or
Christian
land
:
and
TemperChristia
Nationa
Woman'
The
l
n
s
skulked,and but'for
the summary measures
zens, they had visited the vicinity of the

fan

_

of her officers,

who are, experienced.

sed~

in. men andiconducted themselves heroically,

our charitable’éndeavort are but works of
vanity until we recognize and act from

hey-would have filled the first boat timt this insight of a common humanity, until
the best of souls having
as lowered and left the passengers to we capjmagine
|

erew

\

i

that concerns, the publi¢ is. that
was not composed of sailors in

proper meaning of that word.

The

been
‘capable of becoming
pieces of human-flesh,
“+

THE GENERAL

>o

wretched

i

OONFERENCE.*

In answer to inquiries

we make

the col-

lision ogeurred, and apparently nearly all
_ of‘them would have doneSo but for the
heroic
meabures
: of »the:ofiicers. hh

rates.

At this time we

of obedience.
J

i

#is' finally. estorted fed
h 1
Riley
pu
‘1

WARE copy 1d hey re
vel

The different political parties and their
organs are very much alike in this particular. The weapon most frequently used

will be under thé.direction of Miss Frances E.
National Union,
Willard, President of the
who will secure the presence and help of the

are not apprised

of the’ completion ‘of: any arrapgements
sive from Hillsdale, Detroit and Buffalo,

able. “We propose an Luti-Scandal Club,
Mo be composed of such members of all
political parties as will pledge themselves
to ¢irculate no‘unproved partisan charges
against candidates during the campaign.

10, ative days’ meet-

ing at Round Lake, August 11--16,als0 one day.
at Chautauqua,

Old Orchard,

August

and

15,

one

at

day

meetings

These

August’ 28.

best speakers east and. west,

——Last

Thursday's

late session, over the subject of instrumental
musicin the churches. —A. resolution was introduced fo exclude it, Which was ‘only defeated after a sharp debate.” Sharp criticism was
passed on a book of *“ Bible Songs,” prepared
by order.of the Assembly,

papers yeport forty

It was objected

that David's Psalms were set to too lively music. The Board of Pablication was instructed
:

:

.

i

¥

persons sick at Princeton
college, N. J.y torhave this abomination removed before issuve
and five deaths, on account of defective ing athother edition.
Welare all acéustomed to hear now and then
drainage, and a scourge sweeping through
the town of Adams, Mass, supposed to bi" of the meager salaries paid to thinisters of the
‘gospelin olden tines ; and even in these days
in the small parishes, especially in: western
‘home missionary work. A similar fact comes

Throughout all thé business sessions the
best of feeling existed among members
and though, as is always the case on sueh

the various departments of our missionary

workt

At the October session, 1877, with

sums

previcusly

was. raised
Bible

pledged

for the

School

in

occasions, there existed a diversity of
opinion relative to many of the topics dis-

over‘ $1000

endowment of the

India.

cussed, we think that on the whole the
wisest eonclusions. were . accepted. It

The subject of

Education, Home «or Foreign Missions
has usually received

more or less atten-

would be too lengthy
even. fo give a
synopsis of the business done, and. therefore suffice it to say that the usual <order

tion at every - session, and the interest in

our missionary work is constantly deepening in all the churches.
Ti

Of business was followed.

The following brief statement of facts

The subjects

relative

:

of .Sabbath-schools,

Lad the distinetidn af holding the poorest div-

4

\

ing in England,

that

of

St. James,

which yielded fifteen dollars a year,

held the living over fifty years,
4

l

Shipton,

Ie

had

-

mis~

to the churches that have lost sions, temperance and finance received
their visibility is given : .
3 due attention,and resolutions were. passed
“An independent church organization, which if successfully earried out will tend
formed under the labors of Rev.J, H. | greatly to our shiccessas a denominat
ion

Holman in Boston, united with the Rock
ingham Quarterly Meeting in 1835. On

in Canada, in the future.

mah and a portion of the members

as favorable as we could wish.

account of finan&al difficulties, Mr. Holdrew: and - formed

|

neti

We regret to state that the reports from

the, varions churches in the Y. M. are not

with-

the second church,

A lack of

which ‘was one of the three churches that
united in forming the Boston; now Mass-

cursor of finangial distress, was

ceasedto exist.

God that the encouragement gained "and
hopes revived during our Yearly session,
will effectualy tell upon the prosperity of
have our
not d
the year to come. We woul
brethren throughout the States’ think that

Acehurch

was formedin Charlestown,

Aftera careor of varied succesd’it became

involved in the difficulties of the Second
Boston church and soon lost its visibility.
A: church was organized in South Boston

by the same- clergyman,

reported

from too many ehurches, but we trust in

achusetts Quarterly Meéting. The church
was soon expelled. and in a brief time

now Bunker Hill district, in. 1837, under
| the leadership of Rev, Samuel Robbins.

f

the’. Baptist interest in Canada is one of
trivial importance, for although the number of members in the Y. M. will not ex-

cebd 5 or 6 hundred, they are so widely
soattered over the province that if siidcess-

but,. becoming fully wielded thefr influence not” only as
excitement,” Christians but as a denomination. might
soon went into deSgdence,
©.
have an untold’ power. Our great lack
Rev. N, Thurston; the first pastor of in this Y. M. is of goed, sound, earnest
the present Lowell church, after resign-- and effectual ministers—men wha are effi-

involved

in

the

ing his pastorate
second church'ip
proved in the end
+ On'the twelfili
was organized in

:

spiritual interest which is always a pre-

‘Miller

attempted to build up a cient to bring order and system out of the .
Lowell, but his efforts” chdos and disorder that in. too many
unsuccessful. .
| places exist...
1 4.
gi A
of July, 1836, church
a
One
very interesting feature-of our ¥. =
Lynn. under the leader- M. was the ordination
‘of George FE.

ship of Rev.J. L, Sinclair. Ttsuccumbed
will not reflect how lidbletthey are to’ in- across'the Atlantfe. Rev. Ra G. Moore, who under the overwhelning disasters’ of the Moore, of Bloomsburg (where he'is now. ,
laboring), to the ministry. The ordinaBoard to-provide. for the delegates’ not hale or imbibe the seeds, of: disease and .récently died at the advanced age of.84 years,
fingneial panic which almost immediately tion services’ were performed in: open
living in N. E, us their traveling ‘ex.

death from poisoned-air or water. Drains
than those of should De kept well opened, and care
i inthe ears: of the penses wouldbe muctlarger
| should
be. taken not only that avells and
have a right to ‘enter. | “For
see last
pase. |
For lal
later: intelligence
ir
2¢1
St
.

LS

at

meeting

Ocean Grove,August 9 —

asalready published, and the details of
that route have not been’ given us: "We
ats,” they were’ frightened, ‘shall’ publish. all “the imporant facts as
they eome-to-our knowledge,
cansed by drinking impure water, a re“and it seems
to have been principally -s00n-as
Persons from differerit Yearly Mae tings sult, also;of defective drainage. People
‘through their cowardice that any degree
‘in New dingland advised the Conference

Sw nok fA pnb Hoe a

Anke: Union will'bold;a two ' ddys’

| will be that of. attempted defamation of |
The Presbyterian General Assembly seems
these | either candidate’s “character. It is pitito have been rather strongly exercised at its

were mere wharf-loafers. They had none
of the staying -juslities, none of the obedi- ‘general statements. The Gen. Ticket
ence to rules and observance of regula- Agent of the B. C. & M: road kindly protions that are supposed to govern a ships posed to arrange the excursion tickets
crew in such emergencies. They desert- | on the different routes to the Weiis, east
ed their posts. ‘As many of thém as could and west, and he could get the lowest:
leaped aboard The Queen when

sheets that defame them, they would have

been welcomed by .these same papers
with very complimentary words. It becomes Christian prints and Christian men
to set a better example.
;

Meeting has taken a very deep interest in

swapt over the country. A second at. congregation, on Sabbath's.-M. Numbers
tempt to build-up a church in Lynn was were unable-to gain admitiance. Three
inaugurated in 1843—4 under
- the labors licenses were granted as many young
Ai
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Ohio Central Yearly Meeting and Minis- the villageof N ewport, seven’ miles distant,

.ter’s Conference.
|
of
er,
Regist
the
in
The Minister's and Layman’s Conference
Y. M. is not reported
1880, I here will give:the names ‘and ad- of the 0. C. Y. M. convehéd at Kipton,
dress of the -present ministers, beth or- June 7. Rev. A. H. Whitaker preached
M.

now in the Y.

dained and licentiates,

Other statistics will be forwarded in time.
Thomas

Revs.

for the Regester of 1881 :

of the

Deg

pressive scene.

:

Sunday p. M. Rev. C. F, Penney, of Augusta, preached a sermon before the grad-

he gave

also the
People’s

Christian Union. The ‘subject
Culture in Citizenship.”

¢Motal
i

were

thoughts and

full

of

were followed

2:

practical

by earnest

services

ich the

© The Iowa Yearly Meeting.

J. J.

The Towa® early Meeting closed its second session (under its new organization)

Mills,on

and invited

¢ Faults

and

The

love prevail

one of much

The occasion was

ex-

City, opened
11,
Jno. 17:

ingin interest from year fo year,

kindly given criticisms

22, and 2 Cor. 1: 10, in whichhe very for-

;

and

gates.

that ten of its fourteen churches havé pastors. , The name of Gatesville church" has
been erased from the roll. -The churches
Madison

sisters of this

M.

The mission work
the Woman's

:

accEssions

Home Misto the Marble Rock church.
sion work well cared for. Mentionof the.
death of Hev. A. Palmer only expresséd in
words what was so sadly
each one's thoughts—*‘Bro.

here.”

“

bo

:

says,

of

dred years for a place

schools and

and

influence

de-

power for gnod among the evangelical

to love and ad-

nominations, there is much

mire.» To the Iotd be all the glory.”
$17.41 sent as Yearly
"Twelve baptisms;
Meeting dues.
"

the recupera-

Q. M. mentions

‘Phe Tama

tion of the Toledo church and a good pros-

pect for the future. The Q. M. reports
only one settled pastor, Bro. H. J. Brown;

Sabbath-schools

other churches have

and

occcasional supplies. Men needed to take
letter refers to the ia-= ¢
work.
The
up the

bors of the Home Mission Agent as having
Toledo

the

im

especially

effectual,

been

church.’ Its motto: Iowa for Jesus.
The Little Sioux Valley §.~M.. pledges
itself to the support of denominational interests “‘strongly, truly and consistently.”

‘important

Dep't ito help

Mission

Home

They ask the. aid of the

growing

dnd

mention

Favorable

points‘in the West.

of the Agent's visit toigheir June,
«+ made
‘M.
Three baptisms.

is’

Q.

The Wayne Co.Q. M. was reported ver-

bally by Bro. E.

Tibbetts.

‘Striving

-to

report-

live for Christ.” = Only one church

* ed with Bpo. Tibbetts as pastor. *

We were Favored with the presence of

Ltevs. J. H. Harrington and A. F. Sharp“rack, from the Turkey
' ‘sociation,

who

Baptist

River

‘to

presented

were

As-

Confer-

ence and spoke words of fraternal. greeting. We were recognized as endeavoring

©

"J

hope

to maintain apostolic order, and the

~ayas expressed that there might be a cjoser

{inion without a sacrifice of principle. Bro, |

O. E. Baker-upon request of Conference
replied in words of appreciation for théir

courjesy, and a hope’ that at no distant
day such a statement of the communion

question could be made 10 which the more

charitable of both parties doug subscribe.

»

Bro!

R. A. Coats was appointed to attend

said Association to be lteld

at Cresco.

. DEPARTMENTAL WORK.

On Education.

cygses.

of

Department to do what may

Bro.

Rev.

we

-extend

to

_ his.

a worthy
and

was

.

denomination

century of its history.

est gratitude.

- 2,

the

alls for

~~.

That we should

;

emphatic

exat-

_to the

active

in

The

Secretary's report slows $43.57 _contributed for Foreign Mission work, aud $107.

Resolved,

That in view of the

pressing

this

June 13th and | preaching was good and

Rev.
2

J. J.
:

and

received
'Thé

church

vho, with two aqthers,

in” the afternoon

expressly

gle

C. A. GLEASON, Sec.

_|

:

polishing. 8il-

sod

for cleanimg

Window Glass, MirWare and for
fer and Plated
rors, Marble, Tin, etc. It is much more conven-

ient and effective than plate powders, and

may be

used even by juexperienced help with perfect safe-

injure
give return tickets for one full fare, to the Penob- - ty, as it contains nothing that can. possibly
deli- scot Y..M., to be held at Dexter, June 29, sale-|: the finest plate or jewelry, or even the most
for. |
soa
It 1s far superior to any other
cate skin.
commencing June 28th, and tickets good till July
old
&c.
Statuary,
Paint,
HOWARD.
House
L.
R.
fine
cleaning
y
8d.
everywhere. Made only by ROBINSONB ROS. &
13t16
Boston,
THE New Durham church will.gbserve the cenCO., Winthrop square,
tennial 4nniversary of its existence with appro-

re-

EYE BELL FOUNDRY
BUCK
Bells of Pure Copper aud Tin for Chiifchos

concern

may

ice to all whom.it

Scotia

Special Session of the Nova

held

will be

General Conference

that, (D.

Free

VANDUZEN

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

-

yl

re

OYIUL News for Boys and Girls 11
d
Young and Old!!
“A NEW INX) VENTION just patented for them,
4

LW
A

V.) a

$111

Baptist

Barrington,

at

-

Ba

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete.
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sem Free,

Veterans.
M., in the building of the Grand Army
Delegates and others will please notice thechange

meeting. The

Post-Office

the social meetings
were well attended and of interest. The licenses of Bros. J. B. Jordan, N. 8. Palmeter, A.
T. Hilman, W. R. Whittemore and Charles
renewed, and
Bro. Sidney
Tedford were
Wakeley, of Lisbon Falls church, received
license.. The following persons were chosen
Ww.
delegatesto the Y. M. with substitutes:
H. Bowen,
J. Mariner, B. M. Edwards¢C. B.
Atwood, C. F. Penney, A. Libby,NH. J.
Whi te, M. Getchell, W. H. Yeomen, E. G.
Page, Geo. Plummer, T. D. Clement, O. B.

Néxt session with the Bowdoinham

on the last Tuesday of Sept.
A.M.

by: the hand

:
Joxis,

life.

It was
and

REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benero lent Societies should
Y

52t
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whom all missicn money within the bounds of the
52t
Central Association shouldbe sent.
(2h)
Miss Lura A, Mains, Batavia, Mich,
Rev. J. M. Lowden, 256 State St., Portland, Me.
© (3624)

‘Money Letters Received.

wives

presence of a large gathering of people as witnesses of their act of consecration.
Others are
waiting fora favorable opportunity to receive
the ordinance of baptism and still others are
fai
seeking the Saviour,
York.

Sathiday week was one

most enjoyable

Bickferd—L M Biood—F M Bowman—A H Bachelder—S D Bates—I, W Brackett—J W Burgin—W
H Bowen—R E Cook-L Clawson—Mrs M R _Car-

chureh

; :

f

Wo A i

members were added -to- the

Luke

*

Five

ing—0

:

for Home use!

Fret aud Scroll Sawing, Turning,
Boring, Drilling, Grinding. Polishing,
Screw Cutting, Price $5 to $50.
-

Send Stamp and address

EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass.

A YEAR and expenses to agents. Outfit
Free. Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta,

7

;

ing well.

‘Maine

"Central Institute occurred Thursday, June

17, at the Institute Chapel, and a class of 22
9

Jumes

Boyd, pastor of the Free Baptist church in

We

in

the Genesee 1). M. are do-

have received a strong

reinforce-

mentof ministers, good and true men, who
Many
mean to do and will do effective work.
churches are organizing Ladies’ Mission Societies inthe State

and

introducing

the

card

Dake—J

.B..mage a most earnest and effective appeal
using the Apostolic injunetion, ‘ Help those
Her appeal was
women that labor with me.”
romptly and appropriately responded to by
Perkiné; Futchins and Butts,
Revs, Bean,
A committee was appointed to make the arfangemens for forming a ‘Q. M. Woman’s
Thus
“ Mission Society at the next session.
ended the first Woman's Mission meeting in
On the Sabbath.
this Q. M., but not the last.
the house was filled to its utmost capacity,
The
scores being unable to get in at all.
Jreaching by Revs. Perkins and Bean was
Next session with Stark church.
JAMES P. LANGLEY,

Miss M

Bele]

5

Colds, Whooping

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season,

Fifty

J]

years ago, Elder

Downs was given up by his

physicians, to die with Con- es
sumption.~ Under these cir-§
cumstances he compourided >
this Elixir, was cured.
and lived to a good old age

You can try it for the price]

z

of one doctor’s visit.

For sale everywhere,

13.
F

L Jordan—B

Jaquith—S

Johnson—P

ard

Libby—

R Lockie—C 8 Loomis—A

0 L McFarlandgO M Moulton—E JJ Morgan—E
Manson—H Noyes—M L H Owen—J Parkyn—C C
Pratt—IT Pargons—W Pickens—B S Perkiog—
Mrs H I, Preston—J C Sholes—E H Streeter—W

R Stone—A
M Simonton—F
B- Stanford—T
G
OV
Thearle—J A Weller—A L Worden—Mrs

Walker—A
|
ri

Wells—G Woodford—F L Wiley—T C
G Woodman—S Weed—S B Young. .
15 nd

Books

:

Hd
rd

Forwarded.

BY MAIL.

Respass, Washington/N €
1, King, Kinston, N ©
4
Wm WV Gray, Care T B Gillenwater,
Fort
more, Scott Co, Va
s

.
Blacka-

Rev R Boring, Clifford, Ofito~

Centenniul Offerings.
FM
Mrs Newland
is

Rapids Minn
lis Allison New

87

°®
Paris

2.00

ig
a
B Farrar Farmington Mg
|
Storer College
dh
M G. West Wheelock Vt
Dover and Foxcroft Me

The | Fond du Lac, and the writer; pastor
system, Attica church among * others. The
3
Q. M. greatly desire todo their share in rais- | church.
Next session of the Fond du Lac QM.
with"
The ef
ing the David. Marks professorship.
Greenbush
church.
'P. JAQUITH, Olerk.
fort-hegun at the Q. M. may lead to. this desir- the

able result, Somi¢ of our more wealthy peo- | RENSSELAER Q. M.—fleld its summer sesple should help in this centennial year so as to | sion. with the'church at West Stephentown,

Ed, Soc.
A

| Juliette 1 Hicks Sauk

Olerk.

H. M.

Fairwater

DU LAC Q. M.—Held" its last seses i ND
Slop with she Stott church, ‘The weather was
The
unfavorable and the rounds were muddy.
88
ke
attendance was small, but we bad (so say the
Mrs Cutter Lowell Mass
| bret hren) the most interesting Q. M, they ever Mrs Serena O Berry N
attended, and those who stayed at home on
Durham N TI
account ofthe: weather missed 4 1 jfreshing.
season coming from the prexence of the Lord.
Min isters present, Rev. G. W. Town, Rev. E.
D. Lewis,
of Oakfield, Rev.
kK. H. Webster,
South Pruirie, GW, Town, Jr., licentiute
of
of Scott

Pittsfield, baptized nine members of -the
church was
tica sbivitaal
make i .a sure Tything:..:..At
;
and |
Yearly Meeting request all of the churches
who on Sabbath evening
to organize in some systematic form. to - graduating class,
never in better harmony, more spiritual und |
“
raise funds for this end, this to be doné by with two others were received into mem- ‘active than at present.—s.
4
The baptismal L- >
weekly, monthly or quarterly offerings, bership with the church.
in sani
ges
+.
ahd when collected to be forwarded to the scene was most impressive. The hour was
.
Western.
Treasurer of the Foreign Mission Departand in the quiet and beauty
ment of Iowa or the Forelgn Mission Soci- 7 0'clock Py M.,
7 ono,
. + ety, and reported to the Treasurer of the
of the Summer day and in the presenee of |
June6, three were. baptized by Rev. D.
.
hig
HAT
very
a
Fi M, Dept.
the members of the Institute and
Powell, and joined the Freewill , Baptist
Thata copy of this resoluResolved,
of interested citizens of the
churelrin Alb%ny. j une 13 two were added
tion be forwarded to’every churchi in the large collection
The by letter to the tirst Freewill B ptist church,
ered.
adminigt
‘was
rite
the
village
|
R.A, Coars, Sec.
i
Y. M.
tres
a
Exeter Q: 'M. ‘was holding its session at in Rutland.
[Xo be cbtinucd,] aE

fH Coughs,

Ellingwood

I H

P Eastwan—Mrs

DOWNS CLIK

Farnsworth—Mrs G Frost—E J Grant—P-R Hazel
tine—R I. Howard—Mys C Harding—C E Haskell

holden, Mrs. J. D. Brackley dn the chair. Mrs,

St.

Freewill Baptist church, Elmira, June 12, one
| by returned letter, -two by profession, and
:
two by baptism.

F Darl.

b penter—D Cox—C Dodge—E J: Doyle—J

Clerk.

to membershipynd received the right hind «of |. stened to with breathless attention.
fellowship.s

E Aldrich—C

P Abbey—O

L

D Albee=Mre

ANSON (Me.) Q, M,—Held its last session at
West New Portland June 11—13. The churches
were well represented and favorably reportec,
several/ reporting revivals.
Revs. C. Bean
were
and 8. W.... Perkins, from Cumberland,
with us during the session. Bros. Walker and
Bro.
Spinney preached us good sermons.
Bean
preached
a very interesting sermon SatSaturday
.
M.
ofi
Christian
progress,
urday
meeting wus
evening a Woman’s Missian

a pleasant
their

Addresses.

—A J Eastman—C C Foster—W W Fletcher—A

of

putting on Uhrist in this public manner in the

Tdie‘thnirches

and

*

6mb

INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP

of |

the’

and E.. & N. railways will
The Maine Central

Cheney, N. Preble and A. K. P. Knowlton.

Massachusetts. :

Last

prepa
pm
——

ladies

Clerk.

church at Broadway, Union Co., Sept. 7—9.

-

Discount to Libraries,

Reading Rooms, and Clubs.

bed

ing present added interest tothe

baptiked

New

and

Maine. Oentral Institute. bli

graduated, consisting of 13

Periodical apd Newspaper.

ey

Q. M.
?

with

LS

AGREAT OFFER) [em onearssse:

:

ght to see these young men

purpose fixed and
earnestly in their
- *
Tia
GLEASON, Clerk.

the

>

Free Communion Baptists will be held

_werepresent and assisted in the public and
All the churches were
devotional seryices.
Two
repr esented by delegates, or letter.

teresting covenant meeting we repaired to the
shore of Lake Ontario, where 13 followed the
Saviour in the ordinance of baptism, and with
2 others previously baptized, were admitted

of

Notices.

American Publication Co.,

in time from October toMy.
sion with the church in Big Spring, commmencI..D. STEWART, Clerk of Gen. Cony.
ing. Juné 4th, enjoyed a season of unusual in(6£22)
May 81, 1880.
Dover, N. H., eee
he ee ee.
Rev. J. J. Hull, of the
Waupun Q. M.,
terest.
Rev. A. J. Pierson, of Adams .county, ]
and
Having been duly requested 1 hereby give not-

all-the
the de-

"The twelfth Acniversary

A. CRABTREE, Clerk.

Meeting

«» W. PHILLIPS,

SAUK CO. (W1S.) Q. M.—Held its last ses-

Entire harmony
prevailed
in
business sessions of the Y. M.,and

On the Saturday preceding, Rev,

wants of our Foreign Mission fleld

of church

Temperance work.

dg

,

357 Washington Stxeet., Boston, Mass.
Publishers’ Agents for ps class of Magazine,

O.,

‘The next session of thie OHIO STATE A880.

session

The.

Mailed to any address, on receipt of six cents in
:
i
postage stamps.

:

Next session of the ADAMS & WASHARA
with the Strong’s Prairie church, Sept. 3—5.

ce

its June

.

Quarterly

of the above named, and oth-

cals, embracing sae

er departments, classified for convenient reference.

SUSQUEHANNA, Themson, June 25.
OHIO & KENTUCKY
‘Y. M. at. Sciotoville,

July 2—4.

A.

of over SEVEN HUNDRED Magazines and Periodi-

:

PENOBSCOT, Dexter, June 29.

©. 8. FISHER, Clerk.

M.—Held

A

ports show six of the eight churches to be
growing, Some of them quite prosperous.-Themembership increases, - ministers are better
paid, and contributions are larger than for
several years.
There seems
to he a quiet
priate exercizes in its house of worship, June 30, |
growing interest in all but one or two of; the
1880, commencing at halt-pgst 1, P. ‘M. Ministers,
churches. All but one have Sunday-scho@ls, members and friends In’neighboring churches are
oi
/
scatterinvited to participate with us.
and in that the members are too much
Hd
J. 8. NHL,
Pastor. .
The ordinaance of baped for that urpose.
4
y
tism v. :s administered, and more are expected
:
G#heral Conference. |,
»
to follow soon.
:
By Order of the Conference Board the Twenty‘Next session with the Bingham church, beFreefourth session of the General Conference of
ginning on Friday before the third Sunday in
will Baptists will meet at the Weirs, Laconi, N.
8. W. MARTIN, Clerk. +|-H.,
Sept. next.
on Wednesday, July 21, 1880, at 10 o’clock, A.

for the chur®h at North Scriba. After a most in-

BEY

+

promote the efficiency of the Q.. M.

of communicants.’

\

responsible businggs

Whole gentlemen. The exercises throughout.
40 to the ‘India Bible School,
the
amount for F. Missions, $150.97. The fol- | week were of much interest. -

lowing was passed :

POTTER CO. Q.

bot

~ed in heart, and with a
‘strong, to engage more
high dnd holy calling.
C. A.
b
i

Were the Lord.

with the Hebron & Eulalia church, June 4—6.
Conference was well attended and all its transactions were marked by a manifest desire to

fellowship.
Most of these were converted the
past winter.
They are yougg men and’ woman just entering or engaged
in active and

denominational institutions of every kind.
Appropriate resolutions. were passed

tors return to their gelds of labor encourag-

Phillips.

St.

lifting

relative to Missions, Sunday-schools

better

were welcomed to nfembership in the Winter

fund of our State! Association, and removing burdens of discouragements from our

the tr

:

baptized -cléven person

the burdens of debt from church property;
increasing the endowrients of denominational schools, adding to the permanent,

practica-

be

number

Nine persons were baptized by
Hall in Biddegord, the 13th inst,
wr
New Hampshire.

a

denomination through

especially

large

home

=

On Sunday morning;Juge 6,Rev. J. Malvern

which opr religious blessings lave come,
and by increased activity and liberality in
all departments of our benevolent work.
3. That during this centennial year we
we should be

1879.

first

:

July 24, 25. -

religious interest continues very good.

our high-

préssionto our gratitude by increased

tachment

give

still enjoying

into the Great Falls church last Sunday.

1. That the success with which

God has blest our

a very

Three persons, were

ON OUR CENTENNIAL.
Tesolved,

is

united with the Free Baptist. church in Rockland, making twenty-five in all since June,

member, our heartfelt <ympathy

prayers.

’

Kingfield

the 1st Sabbath in June,
“Three persons
were baptized

family, |

he

the Education

‘a few wopds by Bro. Bixby” touching
of

That

happy day

At the close
of the recommunion service, four rose
;

in

went

Catalogue,

Comprehensive

containing a complete list of American and For.
42
eign Serial Publications.
It gives the nature, frequency of issue, and price

ST. LAWRENCE, Fowler, June 25.
|
|
SHENANDOAH VALLEY, Charlestown. July 9.
MINNESOTA SOUTHERN, Janesville, June 25.
CENTRAL N. Y., West Oneonta, June 25.
MINNESOTA; Money Creek, June 25.

At the last session there were\{hree more
churches . admitted, making nine churches in
all. - The following Cor. Mes.” were appointed :
Rev. Ino Sheppard
tothe Lewis (Ky.) Q.M.,
Rev. “Uriah Shabot and I. Smith to the Little
Scioto Q. M. Centennial Com.
: Brethren A.
P. Phiney, S. S. Mathiot and 8. Fisher.
Next session with the Cross Roads church,

to them.
church

meeting

2

:

have prepared

church, June 25.

Ta

we

HALF A CENTURY 0

were

faithful in the labor and interests of the Y.
M.
to which he was so earnestly devoted.

3.

"was received the last
A

Bridge, Sept. 1.

or

that

:
1y19
Maine.
Shelburne Co., June 30, at 2 o'clock 2% for. the
churches-have been added to the Q. M. within
purpos ‘of appointing-a delegate to the next Gen.
the last six months, one of 28 members and eral
United
the
of
Baptists
Freewill
of
Corangace
anof her of 14, both the fruits of the revival
States, t*@held in July next.
150,
ARRANTED 6 years, Second
J. I. PORTER, Clerk.
(3t23)
fnonths to come. A very pleasant season was meetings held last winterby Rev. F. B. Moul- |:
Wnstruments at... BARGAINS.
AGENTS
ton.» The Big Spring church; too, has shared
ED.
Illustrated CATALOGUE FREE.
FY
MisState
Maine
enjoyed by all present. To
all who in any
All'money contributed for the
pleasant
HORAOE WATERS & 00., 826 Broadway, N. Y. '
his labors as their pastor. It was a
sjon should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
[3
way contributed
to the interest of the ocscene to witness the baptism. of twelve con(25122)
mo
Me.
| verts, at nine o’clock on Sabbath morning, at
Cheapest
and
BASKETS and Crates.
casion, sincere thanks are tendered.
THE annual meeting of the - corporators of the
ERR
best.
Circulars tree. N. D. Battefson,
session-of our-Q. M., and see their smiling
““YWe learn that eight persons were baptized by this
Buffalo, N.Y.
:
New Hampton,
Literary and Biblical Institution
faces us our pastor led them up out of the wa—
‘Rev. B. M:Edwards at Brunswick, on Sun- ter. It will long be remembered by. those will be heldat Chapel Hall, on Wednesday, June
23, 1880, at 1, P. M., for the choice of oflicers, and
present. Among those who were called on
day week. .
to transact any business proper to/tome before
said corporation.
E. C. LEWIS, Sec.
D,
A‘very pleasant evening was enjoyed. by the to preach were two young men, brothers, one
a licentiate, the other a layman, both of whom
8
New Hampton, N. H., June 7, 1880.
(2t24)
parishioners of Rev. Dr. Bowen on the occaacquitted themselves like men.,
sion of the 20th anniversary of his marriage on
DAVID STILLWELL, Clerk.
Baptist
There will be a meeting of the Freewill
°
the evening of June 12th. The presentation of
ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION, for the transaction
ra
at Weirs, Lake Winnipesaukee, N.4
business,
of
BowpoiN
Q: M.—Held
its June session
gifts, in a hearty address by Principal Jordan,
—
H., on Tuesday, July 20th, 1880, at 6 o’clock, P. M.
with
the
Augusta
church.
The
attendance
of
E.
W. RICKER, Sec. of Anni. Con.
was full’of appreciation and interest. Dr. B.
delegates was not as large #8 usual at the June
Dover
N.
H.;
June
21,
1880.
(325)
°
entered upon the 12th year of his pastorate on
Is a sure remedy for
session, but a nunfber of visiting ministers be-

A. P. Marmon, has been .removed by the
hand of death from our midst from labor
to reward, therefore,
5
Resolved, 1.- That in hig death the. Y. M.
has lost & faithful follower of Jesus, a devoted and earnest lover of the common
cause of/the Master.
:
his mem=-|
2.
‘That. we will cherish
ory, emulate hig-example and strive to be

to the churchand Q. M. of which

he

that attended the

eveningof the 15th inst., a large number of
whom
calledat the parsonage bringing substantial tokens of their kindly feelings toward
pastor and wife, in money and in grocerits
sufficient to amply supply them for many

2
Our dear beloved brother;

in

2.00
ud
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I. D. STEWART, Treas.

A PERFECT.

STEM-WINDING:

WATCH. for-$4.00—open

AMERICANS »

dial, heavy plate glass

_erystal, works exposed to view—cased in Nickel
—which is a better material than silver, as it alWin 8

ced

Married

In Woolwich, Me., June 13, at the Free Baptist

yarsonage,

Ly

Rev.

G.

W.

Colbv,

Mr.

Owen

Iuggett and Miss Lucy J. Wilson, both of Edge:

a
:
s
hy Rov vt, Wijiohor, May 22, 1300, isgoie,

com

e

.

i
moderator. . Be- | Clarissa Thoyre, both of Bloomingdale.
Liwrencesession,
J. B.business
June
18 our11—13,
annual
an unusual |\ In Nassau, at the residence of C.D. Doty, June

yiount of business was before the Conference,
which was transacted and disposedidtin

churche

the

har-

Philip FH. Mickel to
Mr. ,
Ys, by Rev. 1.'B. Coleman
Miss Bolla kins

both of fand Lake N.Y

Cu

the home of the
Me., May 29,:.at
aterbore’,
Taftlefield and Miss AnnaK', Mills, both of W.

WoNY. «Most Most of ofthe churches
Jepresehted bY |).50, ther. bi Rev. J. F. Lord, Mr. Frank W.
“dejegates or by letter,
‘I'he order of business

ag laid dogwnin the Treatise was adopted
in- hol |
mney, May 8,by Rev. Thomas Wyatt, Mr.
stead of the By Laws voted some two years
¥r
elville and Miss Nellie L, Caldon, both of
Rumney.
i
a,
Fai
since. Alps, Poestenkill and the little church
at Stratton are without pastors, though the + In Rockland, Me., May 1, by Rev. E. G.) East.
‘man,
Mr:
Fred
KE.
Wiley,
of
Lincolnyille,
and
sup:
are
present
the
Poestenkill*for
Alps and
Miss Nellie ¥'. Colburn, of Rockland. June and,
plied a part of the time. from other denominaMr. C. 4, Danforth,of Rockland, and Miss Belie
tions, One of the chutehes on tril, some re- E. Witherell, of" Hingham, Mass. Jund:15,
Mr,
port: additions,
Ministers
present:
Revs,
John I. Wiest, and Miss Annie B. Achorn, both of
Cosmin
‘ala
:
TulleryLemley Colton and, Suyder. Preach:
Rockland, Me. i
]

ty

.

Pei

HAE

and

Newspaper

announce

‘to

beg

We

Journal.

HOLLAND PURCHASE, Springyille, June 25.
MAINE CENTRAL, special meeting’ of delegates,
Augusta, June 8. Regular session, Madison

meeting for some time took up the cross anew.

parishioners and others at So. Berwickon the

alternates. * The mext session of the ¥. M.
will be held within the-bounds of the Mar-

Whereas,

When

spirit of the fathers, into the work

C. A. Gleason were

pagsed :

while others who hall not taken any part

extension?
’
in)
Rey. and Mrs. J. Rand would gratefully acknowledge a very pleasant surprise from. their

P. Randall

fon Q. M. = The following resolutions

re:

man, the

grand
centennial offering to put 200 young
men fresh from the schools and possessingithe

Phillips

by
votional exercises were = characterized
earnestness, humility and piety. The pas-

Oa Foreigih Missions. Committee,N. W.
Bixby, 8. Summerlin, P.*L. Holden: An
‘address was given by Bro. Summerlin setting forth the importance of the work, and

ivork and; death

the

chosen delegates to General Conference,
and Wm. Ballinger and Rev. H. W. Vaughn

fol-

ble to save the indtitutiof at Wilton.” The
2
‘same committep47ls continued,

_,

and

a young

factory and is not this the cause of deficiency
in our H, M. treasury?
Would it not be a

were practical and calculated to awaken
those who heard to increased effort In the
Master's cause.
:
J. B. Lash

Among the number

its “Representative

Has

Meetings.

Rutland

Ed

Profession, Business and Trade, -

OHIO & PENN., Pierpont; June 24.
WISCONSIN,

'

every

nearly

and

Organization,

Sect

Nationality,

Every

Nearly

Hotices and Jppointmentse
Yearly

Ruptures.

Free.

1, Mich.

MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS.

reject

not

will

trotibles, etc., etc.
; or

TAIC BELT CO.

1y1l

The

and general debility.

ney

Fanteed. Our Illustrated Path;

cure!

Pptelys vo

For sale by all druggists, and E. : H. THY v6.EX
+ Platt St., New York.

at.

Perfect harmony exists between the denominations.
The Anson Q. M. mission society finds itself
in a strange anomaly, plenty of money in its
treasury, but no men to “work ‘it out.
Men
enough want it but the results are not satis-

and W. H. Vaughn
preached, the Word
with much zeal'and power.
The sermons

Revs.

gathered

Paralysis, Dyspepsia, Liver or Kid-

!

JELLY.

it.

prepared to Jaborfimthe ro

by

'

Lash,

from

LIVER OIL

oil, and the most delicate stomac.

session

with the Union church, Rev. U. Shabot was
chosen moderator.
The attendance was not

prosperity.
The pastor, Rev. J. P. Langley,
baptized seven converts the first Sabbath in
\
Sabbath
‘June, all from the Sabbath-school.
P. M., they were receivedto the church and a
very pfecious communion season was. enjoyed

churches
for

Sept.

A. E. WILSON, Clerk.

Q. M.—Held its April

’

ELECTRO-VOLTAIC
TS,BANDS, .
Suspensories, Trusses, and other appliances, to those suffering from
Nervous Debility, Weaknesses, or
Lost Vitality from any cause; or to
those atilicted with Rheumatism,

Price35 and 50
:
J

most mild, bland, and nutritious’ form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
gecured fo the patient by a single teaspoonful of
antity of the liquid
this Jelly than by double th:

T

PINE CREEK

afternoon

COD

consumptioNherofula

held here.

The

Q.

:

:

;

. Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for Souplpwinas; bronchial and tubercular

The resultof the meeting is the .church is
strengthened, and the delegates and those

ception and
for prayers.

are alive to these

J. S. Robinson, J. B.

lowing resolution : ‘Resolved, That we au-

thorize the committeé

the

The

son of Bro. Grant, whose home so many remember who attended the Yearly Meeting

indeed

gave a most stirring address’ on foreign
missions.
Revs. S. D. BatesO. D. Patch,

and the tone
purpése that this department
now known as the FB.” Educational Society of Iowa be identical, but as yet this’
is not effected, and the committee could
the

that

3-5.

at

(ON

no

ja

QUERU’S

miles #fBbve Fort

members of the same church.

work were very

M.

|

member of the family came in, and now,
father, mother, three sons and a son’s wife are

Richland

The net increase in membership
year.is about 115.
]
;
On Friday evening Sister Nellie

It is the

“only report these facts, and offer

show

throughout the Y.

church

In the
towns,

ceived to the church,” was

for-

Lorain

adjoining

be long remembered.”

members.

work.

temperance

cheering and

Committee, O. EK. Baker,

1). M. Befiner, J. Hl. Moxém.

reported

zeal.

for our

thé Aroostook river two!

M. report the building of one house and
repairing of another.
.Cousiderable advancement in spirituality and’ several accessions to the churches.
Reports with reference
to: Sunday-

fhun-.

one

effective

pushed

day

superior as a Cough remedy.
cts per bottle,
(

as large as at some other session owing to the
rain. Rev. A. Crabtree, from the Little Scioto
Na M ., was present with us and preached to
| Fairfield village where we buried seven hap- the people with power and fenderness. - The
py-converts with Christ in baptism. These
meeting from tirst to last-was a-grand success,
wer of the spirit of God.
“with three others united with thechurchat + made so by the
Many were exceedingly bappy and rejoiced in
the evening service. B many this day will the
hope they had of heaven and immortality,
the vicinity and

under the direction of

society is being

of the others in mission

“In glancing at the strife aud toil of Free
Baptists in their past history of

‘The

and Licking Q. M., report some growth,
meetings have been heldin all the churches and several additions at Centerbury and
Concord.
This Q.”M. is keeping abreast

in
prominent
Palmer is not

The Van Biiren Q. M. truthfully

are doing

ward with commendable

The Cedar Valley QM. mentions revivals in the Cedar, Mitchell, Burr Oak and

Six Mile Grove churches, and

Q.

the

The morning service was large-

a large and orderly collection of people

est yearly oneBible school notes and .also
giving for our. missionary work at home
‘and abroad.
Seneca & Huron Q. M. report progress.

- Harmony and good will prevail. It bespeaks success at the Centennial Conference and offers its .congratulations' over
the moral vicworiesof the past. - Twenty-

three added by baptism.

100 conversions.

into

Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.

N. G. White’s Pulmonary Elixir bas

Dr.

Collection on the Sabbath for missions,

Next session with the Phenix church,

ly attended and impresgive.

This Q. M. is paying large sums of inter-

determined,

still

there were about

church added consisting of 20

The Waterloo Q. M. reports a warfare of
and

June 13 was a good

Ft. Fairfield.

prosper-

preaching at all the churches and the blgssing of some revival interest.
One ngw

Whole namber, twenty-nine. Two ministers, Loren E. Bixby and Chas. A. Baker,
have tome from Tl. to labor in the Q. M.
twenty-two years

reported

mission work. Marion” Q. M.

and

baptism.

by

ad&itions

report

Q. M.

received

a large collection of beautiful songs.

ter’s Mandrake Bitters. Price 25 cts. per’ boty
tle. Try it and be convinced.
;

-

ladies’ missionary meeting Saturday evening
consisting of select readings, recitarions, dialogues and essays, was. interesting and ‘profi-

church in Blaine in May.

ity and growth. Some revivals have been
enjoyed, especially at Broadway, where

-The Delaware and Clayton Q- M. reports

Edgewood

Jarmony

and

2t24

JOHN CHURCH « €0.,

0SWEGO Q. M.—Heldits last session with

= &

aperfect vocal method on anew plan, and’

Summer is now upqpi us, and in order to
stand the hot weather of the sammer, the sysrfeet.condition, with
tem should be kept in
:
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
ped
all the organs performing their office work.
Bilousness, Liver Complaint, Dizziness in the
10 8065 Broadway, N. Y. .
ie
inf
stion, Constipation, and all "sim- |“
Head, Ind
ad
iN
:
of Bax- |
to
effect.
the
We send on 30 Days’ Trial our

the West

The session was of deep interest.

«SCHOOL
OF SINGING,”

for

<<

C. S. Frost, Clerk.

®

sons, you can have F.W. Root's

Regular

impure, poisoned blood.”

the church at North Scriba,
June 4—6.
The
churches were all well represented.
The
‘opening sermon was preached by Rev. W. R.

Eastern.
‘Maine.

Fouy, were baptized

the Q. Ms. reported by letter and. dele-

given, to the order of business.

City,

:

purifying

a remedy:

as

:

v

For the price
of two or three Tes

Bitters in

Safe

0k

: In a manner so simple and progressize that it
may be called a SELF-INSTRUCTOR.
The old
befogged systems are too complicated to be practi- 7
cable. ¢
Palmer’s Theory of Musie’’ makes
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,

$1.00 by mail.

blood

safest, best

utd

THOROUGHIBASS, HARFONS and COMPOSITION

BEST.

+ | practitioners prescribe them

commencing Friday before last Sabbath in

Stone.

AND

2

Koto oh Sine. i TE
:
1s the ONLY Sorat teaches ’ ;

0]

connection with Warner’s Safe Pills.

and treasurer for the ensuing year.

Hinisters and Churches.

dis-

especially to the pastors.At 2 o'clock ». M., the Yearly Meeting
was called to order by the clerk, and Rev,
S. D. Bates was chosen moderator. All

ence assembled fof its business June 11, at
10.30 A: M., under the guidance of the
President, N. W. Bixby. The delegates
" were duly seated, and immediate attention

of Albany, Central

earnest

SUREST

=

medicine known is - Warner’s

were preached by Rev. Mr. Leister and Revs.
W. E. Noyes, C. 8. Frost, A. H. Millikin and
Mark Atwood. C. 8: Frost were chosen: clerk

August,

:

it: ¢¢ The surest,

th

@uarterly Hleetings.

ith

v

¥

remew-

Business Hotuees.
a

PR

The Journal, Battle Creek, Mich., thus puts

WHFELOCK(
Vt.) Q. M.—Held its last session
‘with the Sutton church, June 4. A fair number of delegates were in attendance. Sermons

the school-is one’ of the best ever sent out,’

the

;

:

,

All but three are professed
Christians. 5

cussions are felt to be of great-benefit,

~¢ibly and happily set forth the advantages
of denominationgl individuality. Confer-

W

and

and

Nebraska.

Rev. A. D. Williams has commenced
publication of the Daily Nebraskans

care of the Most of the young men will enter college
Ti: YY niiaker on © How alllo ‘alte
the following | church.”
in Delaware Co.,2nd
felt benefited, the coming fall, and several of them have
The pastors
g
Ye
church is De
is presented as an outline of some of its encouraged and‘Instructed by "these most
the gospel ministry in view...
Com.
a
proceedings.
excellent essays. The Conference is grow. Bro. Tibbetts, of Agency
the work by a sermon from

.

among the brethren and ‘gisters.

Vile

wih

[

to follow the Saviour in baptism. The ehurch
is in good: working order. Hirmony, union and

and a

singing.

The license of Bro: Volney Elliot was

and*Sunday

Rev. A. Striemer,of Hinckley, "baptized 6
persons on Sabbath morning, June 6. A large
company was present at the water's edge to |
witness the scene. Several more are expected

con-

Alumni

Saturday

PALMERS . °

The'attendance good through. the ens},

spirit.

M.

by Revs. Carr, Tewksbury sand Ferguson.

students

poem by a member of the

Preaching

FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.

troductory sermon. ‘Social meeting very good
indeed, and preaching earnest and of the right

as
“ed for one year. Rev. I. B. Coiema
chosen delegate.to Yearly Meeting and
Rev.
The ‘clerk was made
W. Fuller alternate.
committee to locate next-session,
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

fot

exercises.

7

Waich-

favorable.

interest and ‘pleasure.
i
The class which has just graduated from

Selisnses_of Pulpit Blostion® hyay Her bh

“June 13. Tt was Tield with the Steeonvie

friends.

sisted of an address by the President

‘¢ Ministerial education,”

by Rev. S. I. Bates on

brought

Zion’s

Rev. Joseph Masters is pastor of the four
churches. The prospects for a good Q. M. are

prize ora.before a

gether a large number of former

Y.

M. was held, was the - last one organized
by Elder Marks and there he did his last
preaching.
:
?
;
Friday forenoon essays were read by Rev.

Tavistock, June 14.

evening

of

man and Brother Snyder who preached the in-

council from.
Valley Q.

Lemley,

The Grafton church was stricken
“tire session.
from our records as having lost its visibility.

The Alumni recep-

tion-on-Wednesday

were held.

The Henrietta church, with.

As C. WEBBER, Clerk.

In the evening

crowded audience.

grave of our beloved Marks, near Oberlin,
appropriate

17.

‘Tuesday evening the original
tions and essays were given

discussions.In the afternoon the ministers
present and a number of laymen visited the

where

met Rev. H..

Tewksbury;

M. to be known as the Hocking

.

annual address before the Young

papers

four churches

dnd B. V.

rode over
16 witness the beautiful and im- Athens Q. M., and were organized into a Q. |

to deal with absent members,” and by Rev.
I. Seitz on ¢ Serving? God with money.”
These

fin

J. Carr

Conference

ating class, which was listened to by a
large and attentive audience. Text 1 John

(ord.),Bloomsburg; Geo. E.Moon(ord.),
“Bloomsburg; Jno. Hill” (Indian, ord.),
Muncy; Daniel Keénnedy (Indian, licenJno. Miller (licen.),
tiate), Muncy;
Springford; Jno, M. Powell (licen.),

:

members

the opening sermon.
Thursday forenoon
after a half-hour prayer service, essays
were read by Rev. J. B. Lash on ‘ How

McElroy (ordained), Woodstock, Ont.;
0. J. Moon (ord.), Iona; Baldwin Shaw
(ord.), Bloomsburg; Gabriel Collver

Strathallan.

and several

ing by Rev. John

Nu

"$0109 ONV.SHON0I 000°00)

men who are entering the Gospel ministry. As from some cause or neglect our

a

=
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“ Granny Leeds, as you call her, was
very much mistaken about yourself,

Johnny,” .the teacher

replied.

*: You

.

Er}

;

“

such thoughts, but they had never made « Will you ‘come into By aii, Johnny,
him feel quite so uncomfortableas on this «until I see what is best to be done?”

occasion. He called to mind the warm | “Yes:ox
Johnny replied, the “tears
are not an offscouring but God's own underclothing and tidy jacket and pants starting to his eyes.
=
child, and he is giving you a chance to which Miss Lee had given him that day, | “1 shall want you to.go home with'
. Where giant hills a sheltered vale enfold;
me.
An oldtime farm lies nestling out of sight,
niake something of yourself. 'How much and tried to comfort himself with the’ in an hour or two, and give my
wife her
The red-tiled homestead peeping toward the
do you think the. things are worth. that ‘thought that there was one person in the diamonds, and see What
she thinks of
, light
you
have taken in all, Johnny?”
you. ”
world who cared for him.
Amid a grove of oaks, hugh-boughed and old;
‘¢ Them oranges was worth four cents
There had been a heayy fall of - snow
All right, 2 said Joly, brushing
And lichens, through guaint tenderness grown
apiec¢
when I took ’em; that's twenty- that day, and as Johnny, "still absorbed away the tears. ¢ Anything
bold;
to do now,
Run rift o'er the place in silent might,
four; and them two loaves of bread I with his thoughts, ‘started to #poss the | yer honor?”
And crimson sunset flushes now, to-night,
lifted for two fellers that. froze their feet street he. sap something sparkle ip + the
The following Sanday Johnny went to
* Flash all their grays and yellow into gold.
last winter, and a mackerel to miake the snow at thé, sidé of the,od rossing. There the Mission School for the
last time, and
Heré changes come not, nor g stranger’s face;
bread go down.
It's awful tough toeat had been a rush of carriages, and a few in'such good clothes
* The winds indeed Seemed linked unto the bk 54
that Miss Lee hardly
bread without nothing with it; and then ‘had not been able to pull up at the curb. knew him. “The
place,
grateful boy ' told hi
a hase-ball. that was worth fifty cents,

would

make ‘near

;

Hiterary Rebichy,

THE OLD- TIME FARM."

~And- bring no- news of Fiat the--worlds
and all them things
.
about;
And as pass along, in stran@e- surprise
hand to a dollar. I
The very horses in the stalls look out
| thing else now.”
And gaze at me with calmly wondering eyes.

—
+

*

A. HOPELESS CASE. By Ed
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin&

Rhine, the Alps,. Ttaly,

-

Holland.

Fawocett:
18mo. pp.

>

Fawceit’s novel will charm people

|

delight in:fiction ofa high order.

best sense

dainty

gud

and

has

some delightful characterization in it. Miss
Agnes Wolverton, who had been living with.

relatives in Brooklyn, comes, when her relatives

move to the West, to live with some aristocratic
connections*in Lafayette Place, New York, and
is at once brought into the whirl of fashionable
society.
She participates in her
Aunts receptions, goes to the: Opera and 18 entranced by

reading.

:

and: :

Madame

Necker,

unprofitable

The same publishers issue: The

who

masic, to balls and is disgusted by the frivteacher all that had happened, and: con- |the
olities and
dissipation that prevail, and so

As-he picked it up he-saw that it “was an

likes for entertaining and not

Itis. in the

artistic,

France,. Belgium

The descriptions are superficial,

but
they give just such: sketches of the people,
manners-and. costoms of theOld" World oy :
one

able volume.

which

Salon of

is an ‘eminently read-

Madame Necker was 3 the mother

of Madame DeStael, and mother and” daugh
ter:
were
among ‘the most famous persons
in
Europe. ' They figurediin the Frenc
h courts at
the most important periods of Frenc
h History y

and the nagrative that is here given is full
of
‘absorbing interest. The translation has
been
well done, so that the spirit and vivagity of
the
origihal have been. well preserv. ed.
CC

54

——

. The American Book Exchange (New
York).
ornament in the shape of a cross, ‘and cluded as follows*
through the- whole circle of * fashionable so- publish in neat
pamphlet
don't Yemember any- studdied with diamonds.
|
:
“I am going. away to school. to-mor- ciety,” meeting several people of- sense and Asia sand The Manl form The Light of ~
iness of Christ; —the
.Johnny knew they were “shiners,” as row, and if I've got the |learning stuff in character, but more who were quith. devoid of former for five cents, and the latter
for three,
either. Her exquisite Uncle's idea of a friend
°“
Well,
John,
I
shall
give
you
a
dollar,
‘he called them, as soon as he looked at me 1 can go to college ; but, Miss Lee, if
:
—Cassell’s Magazine.
is
¢“
a
young
lady
who
doesn’t
mind
tobacco
‘l'and I want you to go to those Plages and them, so with his heart in his throat he it hadn't been for
*oO +
you and God I: should smoke,”and the people who make up the fash" . From Lee & Shepard (Boston) we have two
pay-for all those things.”
‘notable political pamphlets, which ought
tucked
the
precious
jewel
in
his
pocket,
[have
to be
been
a
offscourin
g all the days of ionable. gatherings are such as
THE HOSPICE OF ST. BERNARD.
don’t
talk
freely circulated and diligently read at
“Then I'll have to own up,” the: boy still holding it firmly in his hand. John- amy life."— Christia
the.
about books.
They haven’t time; they are too
n Union.
- The evening shadows darken dow
present juncture. One is entitled Our Politi.
interrupted, in his bewilderment re- ny’s ambition had been to start a coffee.
| busy enjoying themselves; who ~none—of*
SRNR
Upon our winding bridle path,
>
cal Parties, and is written by Dr. Benj. F. An
“| Tapsing at once into slang.
them mean anything that they say;” and- who
And mingle with the snow-lit crown
and cake establishment where _newsboys
Tefft, whose line of thought and observatio
n.
_ PLAY GENTLY, BOYS !
are vain and insincere, from the wall-flewer.to
‘“ Wouldn't you feel better to confess, could be entertained at low rates. For
~~ On icy brows of rocky wrath.
has well fitted him for the
task. It traces the
the
centfal
beau.
Agnes isa frank, honest,
While waiting for a lady, on whom I
Johnny?” the young lady inquired, not more than a yearjhe had nursed this probistory of the National party founded by
‘We climb the pass, 0’ er spur and vale,
a little troubled at the effect of her ject, and here was a chance to carry it ip- called thé other day, to come in, I looked bright girl, capable of gracing the best societys Washington, and of the State Right
‘Where Alpine winds sweep roughly through, |
s party.
, she even shines in this to which her relatives
words. Fora moment the boy seemed to execution. There were nine stones in through a photograph-album Which ‘was introduce
founded by Jefferson, and shows that. the aim
Until with joy a light we hail— 2
her; but it disappoints'and dissatis-.
'f the latter is to-day identical with its purlost in thought, and then lifting a frank the cross. Disposing of one at a times so lying upon the table.
'
The friendly Hospice greets ourview.
. .
fies her, and she resolves 1o seek her plain but
“face to his companion said: * I ain't nev- as to avoid suspicion, there. was money
The face of a young lad was so. bright beloved old friends inthe West. The situs- pose in 1860, to destroy the Union, which it
' Welcomed by fire and food and rest, ——
hoped to accomplish by aid from the North.—
er felt partikeler bad about any of them enough to last him
Within the cheerful mountain home,
for years and years” and happy, I looked at it a long time. tion. can best be described in Agnes’s own The other pamphlet is by Mr. Edward Hamthings ‘cept the bgse ball, that coulda’ he told himself. It puzzled him to know The eye was large and Very clear, the words to her Aunt on announcing her deter- ilton, and is
The priests, the monks, the dogs we blest,
an attempted defense of the docdone” without, but if you say so, Miss where he could keep the shiners, for there brow broad and smooth. It was just one mination to leave New York:
VJ trine that “ we are not a Nation but
That bid the grateful wanderer come,
a + federal:
Yours is a world that"
hs and enjoys
Lee, I'll give the whole thing away; on- wasn’t a soul among his acquaintances of those faces that go with a pleasant
Union of States.”
J
As weary pilgrims found, of old,
itself a great deal, that reads’ little, thinks: litlyas I ain't lifted anything lately, and whom he dare trust with the secret. Not. manner and a voice with a cheery ring in tle, and is very careless of to-morrow. It
¥ The great rock-shade a lodge from heat,
I8
don’t never mean to -again, they would until he bad crept into his poverty-stricken it. When the lady came in I {urned back an exceedingly. dainty world, with no sympa- | The-National Temperance Sociéty le” just
Now Alpine tourists, from the cold,
published a fiew temperance concert exercise
thies for what lies beyond its limits, no interalways suspicion me, and make me out bed, with his treasure ‘carefully . hidden to it and asked if he were her son. - The ests that do not concern its present amuse- with the
Find Saint Bernard a refuge sweet.
title, Who
prepared byd..
~
—A~. D. Phelps.
a thief when I ain't no such thing. Don’t among the straw, didjthe thought occur quick tears and the trembling of her. lip ments. . It sets large, store by its exclusive ‘E. Dale, consisting ofHathBibleWoe?
selections, recta
selectness;
it
is
elegant,
patrician,
*high-bred.
you think’twould do, ma’am, if I dropthat he ought to try and find an owner for| gave me the sad answer before she, spoke I like much of it from an outward point of tions, ete. Tt is admirably adapted. for use in
Sunday-school concerts, or by Bands of Hope
ped the money in them. places so they'd it. Then followed & hard battle between a word.
view, but there is much that from
inward
LITANY TO THE HOLY SPIRIT.
point of view’ wearie§ and dishéarténs me.
I and other temperance organizations,
be sure to find it ? “If you don’t think-so the natural lionesty of the lads and his:
In the hour of my distress,
At length sheytold me. all about it, and want
less repression, more genuineness, warm- be
When temptations me oppress,
‘| I'll blow the whole thing, if it takes me
er impulse, wider intellectul reach. I cannot
=
very natural desire for creature comforts. I will write it for you:
Aipleton’ 8 Journal for July gives the secfind ijt. here ; I can find nothing here that feeds
-And when I my sins confess, "
“| to the 1sland.”
* He was a bright and a good voy, al- what
“The person whe could wear a gold thing
early education bas taught me to believe
ond and final part of Cherbuliez’s brilliant
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
*¢ What will you do, Johnny, if some- like that ¢ chock fall of shiners?’ ” he said ways cheerful, pleasant and obedient,
;
&
novelette, ** Herr Drommel’s Inconsistencies,”
and my better: longings.
‘When 1 lie within my bed,
‘body
needs
bread
and
oranges
and
you
80
was
There
are
several
and the conclusion. of Appleton- Morgan's
other
interesting
5
situgvery
happy
himself
and made, his
Sick at heart, and sick in head,
to himself, ** must have money enough to
haven't any money to buy them. with?”"
hs Shakespearean Myth,” in’ which there is an
tions” in the story. The introduction of Mr.
And with doubts discomforted,
buy more shiners.” Here he was, cold parents very happy.
examination of the several theories current as
Speed, Agnes’s Brooklyn acquaintance, a plain
*“ That's a sticker, ma'am.
1 dunno.” and hungry half the time, with no prosSweet Spirit, comfort me.
;
One bright summer day, he, with some
but earnest ayd aspiring young man, inte the to the authorship of the Shakespearean plays,
‘When the house doth sigh and weep,
» ‘ And it wouldn't be strange if some- pect before him but to be always hungry, mates, was playing croquet - under
the
and some eminently graphic pictures of the
And the world is drowned in sleep,
;
thing of that kind were to happen any if not always cold ; and here were these trees, when the first school-bell rang. circle of these butterflies of fashion; the recon- period
and the life thbrein; Nothing more
ciliation that Agnes effected between Meta and
Yet mine eyes the watch do keep,
day. »
“shiners” which would set him up in The mother was sitting by the window, Oscar Schuyler, and. , her: acquaintance with readable’has recently appeared in literature, and
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
_ “No,ma’am.
There's somethin putty business
‘When the passing bell doth’ toll,
and give him a. chance to ‘help and saw them quickly put away the mal- Livingstone Maxwell, are exceedingly well it is impossible not to bé greatly interested in
gen'rally to pay with the folks I know.”
And the furies'in a shoal
the boys. Johnny honestly wanted to lets and hasten to school. Willie looked managed; but one closes the book witli'a lodg- Mr, Morgan's arguments; and in the facts =
which bé brings forward as ‘inconsistent . with
Come to fright a parting soul,
ingto know more of Agnes herself and of the
¢* Well, Johnny, I will tell you what help the boys. Why should he find the up and gave her a smile and nod
as he results of this episode in her life. Because she thé commonly accepted. betief that the
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
remarkto do,” the ‘teacher replied.
Here is owner of this cross when he had nothing passed the window. And she, wondere
d could not find this new society congenial fo ble plays which bear Shakespeare" S name were
When God-knows’ I'm tossed about,
my card, and when any of your acquaint- and the owper had everything? This within herself if it were a mother’ 's
lave | her she was pronounced a hopeless case”. really written by him. A notable paper is An
Either with despair or doubt,
iY
apces are in trouble I wish you would tight continued until it}was time for the that made him look so handsome ‘and
—Yet before the glass be out,
2
:
§0 but most people of good sense. would rather extract from advance sheets of Kossuth’s
come directly to me ; and if anything is
~— Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
lad to start oyt for his morning papers. noble to ber, or if ‘he were really the be elassed with her thin with ' the thoughtless, “Memories of my Exile,” now on the eve of
amiss with you at any time be sure and All through the busiest part of the fore- finest-looking boy of all. And then she splendid and insipid“éompany that could - not publication, relating au interview between the
When the tapers now burn blue,

send a messenger.

And the comforters are few,
And that number, more than true,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
- When the priest his last hath prayed,
And I nod to what .is said,

You had bétter come

’Cause my speech ¥ now decayed,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
‘When the tempter me pursu’th,

‘With the sins of all my youtb,

thought of all his goodness and love, and

“noon the battle still raged, and the news-

up to-momrow, anyway, Johnny; for1 | boy’s thoughts were so oceupied with
his
-want to give you some warm
cfothes, and new found riches that he almost forgot
to
then it will be easy for you to find the attend
tg his customers.
About half past
|_place next time.”
ten, as he crossed City Hall Park, he
Johnny hung his head. This kindness noticed a gentleman in earnest
“conversa- |
had over powered him, and apt a word tion with another gentleman,

and as he

could he speak.

what a blessing he was

now

rents, and what a staff and

would be in the old age that

|

to

his pa-

comfort

was

he

creep-

ing on them.

|

‘She did not see him AAgain until he eame
to tea. He did not eat ‘much—indbed
there is not much to eat iin a country tea,

understand her motives for leaving them.
The
book is a mere sketch, but it impresses one as
being drawn from life, ‘and is in effect like
those rare paintings whose worth is not to be
estimated by the urea of canvass that is covered,
We wish Mr. Fawcett, vould give us another passage from Agnes life.
:
»

THE

LI -

FOUNDATIONS:

ray

A Series of Lectures

on

Hungarian * patriot

and

Louis

Napoleon.

There are a Yeply by Mr. C. H. Rockwell
to Judge Morgan's recent assault on the Suez
Canal Company; an article by Dean Stanley on

:

‘* The Variations .of the Roman Church”: a
paper by James Jackson Jarves on ** Modern =

Italian Picturesque Sculpture”; and a plea in
‘beh
ofalf
women by Mrs. Oliphant.
A paper
called * An Adventuress of the Eighteenth
Century” is full of strange facts and remarkable “adventures,
Then there are a partially
humorous ** Plea for Musicians,” an essay on

passe] he heard the words * diamond
the Evidences of (hristianity.
By John
And half damns me with untruth,
‘I didn’t mean to hurt you, Johnny,» cross” spoken. Johnny slackened
only bread in some form, butter, some
Munro
Gibson,
D.D.,
author
of * The
his
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
Ages
Before
Moses,
»
Chicago:
Jansen,
the tender-hearted teacher hurried to say. pace and listened.
little
relish,
ard
a
bit
of
cake. He went
McClurg & Co. 16mo. pp. 204."
($1.00).
‘When the flames and hellish, cries
*“ You are willing 1 should help you, are |. “The
* The Dramatis Persons of Spanish Comedy,”
au
diamonds weza_ all of the first out after it and lay down in the hammock
. Fright mine ears, and fright mine eyes,
This volume will commend itselfby IN dls
you not
Chinwing Centennial Literaunder a tree, and it was nearly dark be- rectness, candor, and brevity,as well as by revieofwsthe
And all terrors me surprise,
water,”
the
gentleman
said.
“It was a
4
Prendamites,”
ture” and Professor Winchell’s
I guess you had better let me git,
fore
he
came
"Sweet Spirit, comfort me,
in.
Then
he
said :
the clear and able presentation of th#princi-,
present to my wife from her father, and
.and finally the “Editor's Table.” The contents
When the judgment is revealed,
now, Miss Lee,” the boy replied, husk- she is terribly cut up
*
Somehow
,
pal
arguments
in
favor
of
Christianity.
The
I-feel
very.
tired,
and
my
at the loss. I don’t
of the number are varied and valuable; —New :
And that opened which was sealed,
author” does not. claim to do” the impossible.
ily. * You could’ knock me dows with a shippose we-shall ever find it.”
head aches. I'll'go to bed.”
York: D. Appleton & Co.
When to Thee I have: appealed,
Lorenzo
Dow
used
to
say
that/fa
man
could
eye-winker.
“You havé-played bo hird this hot
You needn't
about
“You will advertise it, won’t you?”
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
do the most good By being good. On that
my remembering all you've said; bat his companion inquired.
day, haven't you?”
A fine engraving of the mgmorial portrait
«
—Robert Herrjek.
principle’ Prof. Munro claims that * Christianiof Robert Raikes, now in the rooms of the
“I
expect
just now: I'm all broke up.”
$0.
When
I
came
out
or
ty
is
ifs own best evidence.
Give us more
¢¢ Oh, of course,” the gentleman replied,
“And T can bi you, Johnny?” the ‘ but more than likely it has den into
and ‘yore of real 'Chfistianity,”
he ays, “and «London. .Sunday-school Union, is * published
and may be had of Rev. J. C. Nobles, 7 Bare-.
lady inquired..
we
shall
need
less
and
‘less
of
its
evidences.”
dishonest hands, and unless the Feward-islay St., N.Y.
It isthe portrait of a benevoChristian
chavacter
is
the
‘main
thing,
but
the
ST WItisa go,’ ma’ am,” tHe boy answered made equal to the value of the diamonds ier threw hit my head, and it made me
lent, kindly man, whose face revels bothi symhistory and doctrine of Christianity are also
of
blind
a
minute
simply.
.
;
then it didn’t hurt any,
pathy hind strength, and at once begets adurirawe shall probably never see them.®"
di OFFSCOURING.”
vital to a’ full conception of it.. The reasons for
Miss Lee tacked a dollar bill in his
It will make an approtion in the ‘béholder.
‘When the gentlemen separated the one but it aches worse #hd worse.”
* Well, yes, ma’am, I have stole!”
belleving that God is are Qivided Jnto two
The mother examined the head, but classes: the internal and the. external, the pridte ornament for the walls of Sunday-sc hool
hand, and Johnny burried out of the who was interested iin the diamonds enterio Why, John !”
:
building.
ed the City Hall, and afters littleiinquiry could find no bump, so bathed it all. He former -¢mbracing the heart, the soul, the TOOmS.
“ You asked me, didn’ Lyon?”py
It took considerable tact and skill, as Johnny discovered that this gentleman smiled wearily, kissed her, and went to conscience and the intellect, and the Jatter
“Yes, I asked. Fon ETA, Wile
MUSIC:
3
;
well as time, for the boy to satisfactorily held a very'honerablé office "in the city sleep. How little, rather how not-at-all, resting chiefly on the evidence of desigh in the
Sunday-school Songs.
teacher replied, a sad almost di gusted
PP. 160. Cleveland,
universe.
In
treating
the
subject
in
this
last
she
dreame
d it was her darling boy's
manage the business» which his teacher department. After finding this out the
Ohio: Fyvangelical Association.
expression on her sweet, young-face.
relation Prof. Munro notices some of the sophAast—last Kiss!
had
provided
the
money
for.
For
inThe Crowning Triumph. A new collection
lad
took
a
turn
round
the
istries
park
of.
to
Tyndall
think
it
and
|
Spencer,
and ably meets
* What did you ask me for, if you.
She told his father and he went up, but them. . The lecture on * The Revelation of of Sacred Songs aud Gospel hymns,” By Geo,
stanee, the - grocer} from; whom he had | over again.
didn’t want me-to—tel‘Granny Leeds said I was a offscour- Willie was asleep, and the father thought God in a Human Lifé" fs typical of the whole C. Hugg and F.;L. Armstrong, Philadelphia:
lied I” the boy went on in a stolid sort’ of “lifted” the oranges had sold out to anF. A. North & Co.
book, and is remarkably thorough in its. deother, and Johnny was obliged to hunt ing; and Miss Lee says I ain't,” he
argued he would be “all right in the marsisg, » velopment-of a true life.
a way, and yet with a ring of feeling in
The Quiver "of Sacred Song.
For use in
The miracles of the
him
up.
and
went
out.
He
was
at
last
found,
poor
and to himself. “If I keep these shiners
Sunday-schools, Prayer-meetings, ete. By J.
his voice.
Gospel, the lessoff of the Resurrection, and
ill, andthe boy without a moment's hesi- Granny ll be right and Mis8
About an hour after, the other went the unity. ofthe Bible are
Philadel
Lee ’ll he
handled {n a- cleat R. Sweeney and W., J. Kirkpatrick.
*¢ No, you couldn’t; Jobuny,” the teachtation confessed ‘the theft and sproduced wrong.
up.
phia: John J. Hood.
He
was
tossing
but
and
simple
turning
and
conyinciag
,
and
She
manner. "Phe two
said
the
Lord
was giving
er answered with a smile, ** because you
the money.
Boston:
Down-trodden Shamrock (ballad).
“I guess I can make it
concluding lectures, drawing a contrast bea chance to niake .Something: of my- rocking his head, With a low moan, man,
promised, you
rethember,
that you
J. M, Russell.
tween
thirty cents,” he'said, *“ and that'll be a
the
moan.
strongholds
As
of
faith
she
and
looked,
unbelief,
a
slight
spasm
elf. ‘Well, now,. the question is; am I or
would always tell the’ truth to me.”
little interest.
If I wouldn't like to give am I nota offscouring? If I keep these passed over his face.” She sent at once the former resting on Christ and the latter on | ete.We Two Alone (song). Same publishers,
* Well, I didn’t go back on it, did I?”
mere
dogma, present phases of the subject
The
Drum- -imajor of ® schucller's
Band
- % No, Johnny." “Have you any” object- ‘you five dollars then you may Shoot me shiners I am, if I give them up I. -ain’t. for physician, Soon the dear child was which may be profitably studied. The aufor a.crow.™
Well, Taint1” and with thése words: on ‘in fearful spasms, and befors midnight thor’s™ktyle is’ pleasing, while life and vigor (song). Same publishers, ete.
dit
me’ _how often you have
The Musical Herald. June. Boston : Musi- >
appear on every page. The volume can not
taken things that didn’t belong to youl ?” “The ex-grocer Was so surprised at | his lips Johnny started. for: the gentle-. .he was dead.
The bone back of and ‘near the ear was fail to interest those who want a plain but cal Herald Co.
¢ Mebbe I couldn't remember them Johnny's confession and subsequent gen- man’s office. Nothing daunted, he enterable and &uccinct statement of the chief evi- » The Musical Record. April, May. Boston:
fractured by that tiny stone.
all,” the boy replied, * but I never lifted erosity that he shook the‘.boy’s hand ed, and presented himself at the desk.
. Oliver Ditson & Co.
eres
{
dences in favor of ‘Christ -and is teaching,
'
I
was
told
this
more
than
heartily
aid
invited
him
to
step
in
again
a’
“
Some
of
your
folks
have
lost
someyear’
. anything very partikeler. . Once when
ago,
Trusting Yet - (song).
Same
publishers;
and last week a ‘lady from another town
the old woman where ‘I hang. out got soon, which the boy promised as heartily thing, ain’t they ?” he asked. ~
etc. Also from same publishers, * Keep a
BARK CABIN ON KEARSARGE.
By Ed
told me of two brothers playing snow- THE
to do,.,
as
‘They have,” said the gentleman.
sick, and cried a blue streak for oranges,
Light Heart "Say I? .i(song), * One Finger
ward A. Rand.
Boston: D.
hob & Co
(30 cts.).
Waltz,” . “ May-Flowet”-(dygtt for piano), .
16mo. pp. 209.
and nobody had the money to getm I
By nightfall these * back del ts, 10s | “Will yer honor tell me ‘what it is ball, and one threw a bit, of ice that
struck the other behind the ear, and he
.This-book describes the Sar in which a ‘ One Golden Hour” (song), “The Arrow’s
asked the old cove that kept the grocery Johnny naively called them, were all like?”
Flight” (Gallop), “ Baby Darling” (song), company of people spent a summer in a cabin
store-to trust me for a couple till the next Settled, and then, after a scanty meal, . *“Itisa gold cross set with diamonds, " lived but twelve hours.
L1-one of our most picturesque New England *_—e Watchman” (song), ¢ The Merry Days So
I
write
and
in
the
warning
gentleman
to
described
happy,
the relative |
Eos “mountain
‘day. He wouldn't do it, and that Bight. the “boy ‘started * out “with ' his evening
Youth”
(tone
pictures),
“ Jubilation”
s. It is full of out door life and
stole six from him. a
2 papers.
About; quarter to’ eight he had position of the stones. | ‘* It was lost either ful boys, and close as I.= bagn—PrAY feeling, is stirring 4s a western breeze, and | (polka), “ The Bat” (by Strauss); * The" Bend
“Why, Johnny!"
: sold out, and then: as. fast as his: fleet in the Acwdemy of Music last night, or on | GENTLY.—XN. Y. Observer.
of the River” (song), “ When Sorrow Dies”
quite up to the requirements of wide-awake
i
N
“4 Nlly didn’t he let me ; bave ,
young people. Mr. Rand is a sufe writer for. (song),“ Birdie in the Cradle” (child-song).
feet would rey Bim, he hurried to the the way to or from that place. ”
‘‘ In Dell and Dingle” (song), * Flower Bells”
Johnny's coat was off in. a twinkling, |"
this class
.. then ?” the boy went on doggedly.
=1d neighborhood of ‘the Academy of Music
BEAUTY SLEEP.
¥ himself to of readers, since he never allows (piano); “ Bright as a Button” (polka) and!’
utter mere sensationalisms nor to
"7 paid him, * cause I said I would. Any- to watch the people go into the building. and with a rip at theistitehes which conSleep obtained’ two hours before mid- ‘picture impossibie adventures, .,
‘“ Queen of My Heart” (polka).
The unique
how the old woman got well off them It was opera night, and this was one of fined his treasure he took it 6éut and put night; when the negative forces
“Our Comrades Sleep” (decoration-diy
are in op+ cover of the book at hand catches the eye, but
on
his'coat
again.
~ oranges.”
¢“I
s’pose
this
is it,” eration; is the rest which mostrecuperates its contents soon dispel the feeling that a vol- hymn). Boston: White, mith & Co. Also
Johnny's ‘greatest pleasures; and so,
|.
4 Then you are not’ sorry you took with his back to a lamp-post, he gave he said, handing it to the gentleman. “I the system, giving
brightness to the eye ume thus inclosed may have been gotten up from the ‘same, ‘ Love's nid ‘Walitzes”, re
them? the tedicher inquired.
4
Himself up to the delight of watching the wanted to keep them shiners awful bad, " and a glow to the cheek. The difference for effect. It is.a wholesome book, full of re- (dedicated to Adelaide Nei | ) and Bequti-~
flections and suggestions in Reepiag with the ful Dreams” (song and chorus).
+
“Well, the old woman had ta have gay throng. Johnny wondered what it he continued. * They'd 'a’ set me up in in the appeardhce of a
person who habit- lite which it fesribes,
¢ Honor to Our Fallen Brave” (for decora- them ranges, and somebody had to get would be like to drive round in luxu- | business, them shiners .would, but you see ually retires at ten “o'clock, and that
of
tionday).: Toledo, Ohio: W.. W, Whitney.
"em for her.
rious carriages and have plenty of money {| I could. n't get to be such a offsc uring as oné who sits
+

»
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Famaly Caxcle.

I
'.

"The teacher's face was very grave, and to spend on fine clothes.

’ 4s her compatilon looked up he saw the
- tears. inh, Fieyes, a sight Which had a

carious

+

ect upon him.

Do’t make me tell you any more,

please, ma'am,” he said, dropping his
eyes while his face flushed scarlet.
«I
iv Joking bot a offscouring anyhow,
and
it ain’t no go to fret about what I do.

kinder dragged into ‘this place,

irs never bothered you.”

~% What name did you call yourself?”
the the teacher

guired,

# I didn’t un-

He thought of
‘the bread and p¥trinng he had eaten for

that, though I have been trying to be a markable.

up until twelve, is quite

re-
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LITERARY NoTEs.

LITERATUR. Vol. IIL. New York: AmerThe tone of the system, 80°
. Messrs, D. Lothrop & Co. add this sum- f
thief all night long. If I was your folks,”
ican Book Exchange.
16mo. .pp. 1152.
| evident in the complexion, the clearness
mer to their ‘*“ Out of School Series,” ‘ One
his supper, and tridd to imagine what it | he went on, * I'd get a’stronger string to and sparkle of the eye, and the softness of Some of the, choicest specimens of current Cent,” by Rose Hawthorne. Lathrop. und other
would be. like to have turkey and cran- hold them shiners, for fear they'd be gone the lines.of the features, as ina. person of ‘foreign literature are bound up in these cov- | favorite authors.
ers, makiang
book that one may well’ desire
“ The Idle Hour sliiow is. tobe also contin.
berry saucé‘every day.” “Every Christmas for good and al] next time.”
health’ kept at “constant Ppiteh” by taking to own. Magazine literature
is not wholly
‘Johnny had turkey and eranberry sauce | “ What is your name?” the gentleman regular rest two hours before twelye nor in great part ephemeral, and this volume ued with two volumes ‘by Pansy, * What She
for his dinner, and he knew from ‘exper- inquired, as thé'lad, with his cap Jin. his o’clock and thereby obtaining the beauty hag more than the ordinary amount of such as | Said and What She Meant,” and * People Who
‘Haven't Time and can’t Afford It.” Pansy’s
ience how nice they were. He had once hand, stood modestly before him.
sleep of the night. There is a heaviness is of permanent worth, for it has been culled} books are illustrated by Robett
i AES
Lewis. I Chui
+** John Resney,” the boy replied.
ridden in an ambulance with a friend of
of the eye, a sallowness of the skin, and from “various sources, and. only the best preAbraliam
Lincoln
is
the
subject
‘of
a
served.
‘Have you a father and mother?” was’ absence of that glow in
a neat Jooking volume, and ‘storyin the June Wide Awake. ‘The editors
his—a newsboy—who had, beexi run over
the face which quite handyIt isin size.
question.
next
the
Ld
are fortunaje in” finding an anecdote of the
‘by an express wagon, and this was the
should be fresh in expression and round
President that, has never before been printed.
a”
Nobody,
yer
honor,
but
niyselt
3.
nearest approach to a carriage ride that |
in appearance, that readily distinguishes
Out-door Life in Europe is the title of No.
The Bible Society of France, during the 16
4 Which would you prefer to do, John- the person who keeps late hours.
Johnny hdd ever, enjoyed. He wondered,
26in the “Standard S€ries” (New York: I.- years; “of its existence, has distributed 850, 000
PP
as he watched these “happy, gayly dress- ny,” the gentleman next inquired; “go
'K.Funk
& Co.). The author js Rev. E. P. copies of the: Sofiptures,
+O)
ed people, why it was that some people into business or go to school ?”
The, truest help’ we can render to an Thwing, who pleasantly “sketches the sights | Oliver Wendell Houdy eye tiie Missioh of
_** Well, 1 would rather go to school, afflicted man is, not to take his burden ‘and impressions of two summers’ in’ Europe, Uhitasianiom: {8% the
onizing of religious
had py wanted while others were
cold and hungry, snd sometimes starved ten’ to one,” said Johnny, ‘ but there ain’ from him, but to call out his best embracing -a ‘tour of Ireland ‘from Queens- barbarism, the republicanizing of ccclesiastitown to the Giant’s Causeway; of the Scottish! cal despotism, thé AméFicanizing of Asiatic
to death.
is was not the first tire no show for that.”
strength, that he will be able to bear the and English lakes, and the principal
cities in conceptions of the. infinite and its relations 40:
““We will see,” said the gentleman,
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The impulse of any

Love, and on’ her threshold lie
Shut out
eu
Howling in outer darkness.
— Tennyson:
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is prepared for defeat

would be half de-

1 hope for

ifeated before he commenced.

to se-

.success, shall do all in my power

"cure it; and trust to God for the rest.”
*

*

*

«We would do many more things if we
believed less in impossibilities.” This is

but is, it

Malesherbes',
of ing
“a hard say

is mo

reach\the limit of heathful work, care

perhaps

reign

in and,

any decided change in the direction of free 4
government.— Weekly Notes.
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man, when called

worry

begins.
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* +o +e

WHAT THEY KNEW FOUR THOUSAND
YEARS AGO.

desire is like giving it a terrible wrench.

in summer.”

This is“ one of the severest attacks of

The beautiful and precious

disillusion.

On the contrary, a free and

collar and cuffs and “ spell ” Bridget in
her ironing in the kitchen,

armed, she endures the trial.

where,

bare-

Herein is the chief error, it- appears to
‘| us. Dress changes only in material, not
in shape, whereas there should be some
* cut-away” pattern about neck
and
GLANCES AT THE PAPERS.
arms, both in-undergarments and outer;
In the words of the Baptist Weekly, “It the coat need not hug the neck and
is very possible to profess a high stand- | ‘shoulders
as. it does, nor needit have the
ard of motive and yet be controlled by, miserable long and narrow -sleeve. All
that is necessary ig the recognition of the
very Sain
unworthy influences.”
:
5
idea of subordinating dress to comfort,and
a supplementary ingenuity will speedily make it elegant:

enjoyed.
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0
roe

The Golden Rule has
Velief to which it clings:

in temperance in all things; but we
believe tliat total abstinence is the

temperance: In regard.

who

believe

* We

hours of work will

also
true

" “The Christian Register is none too
strong in its use of words: “Once admit the infernalizing maxim tht * all is
fair in politics,’ and the government will
pass wholly from “the people into the
hands of tricksters and traders.”

present

condition

An event occurred

3

currence.
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brain,”

and he

of the
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The American Cultivator gives

disappointed,

the

an

just
the

interested in all ‘its work, especially the work
of the Wom. Mies, Soc ~A dear Christian

and in winter the tea is replaced by hot
fans

. + For some time past,” says the Buffalo
Christian Advocate, ** thére has been con-

siderable discussion over the question of
holding elaborate services on funeral oc-

wreck and

ing, we think, that costly and extended

" services are not cowsistent, neither are’
they to be desired.”

«excellent recommendation for a lad that
of pet animal. .Sucha boy is apt to have
so pleasant a diversion for his spare mo-'
ments as to be saved from the ggmptations
that beset those who are. let ‘run loose
through the streetsof tities, or ‘who find
about
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aome."
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wholly lack certain otters.
ly” in the right place?) For
dead to adverbs; they can
To misplace an adverb is a
am able to do with frozen

and

dian roads, aggregating

Only

228,

in them, look cool, but donot

holp

speech.

sleeves” be voted utterlyto be an outrage
on refinement? They need not be taken

in puribus ; some modificationof them,in
garments of more open texture aud ampler

<ut, conld be devised were somebody to
dare. Now,the wide ‘* pantaloonery ” and

’

a
more I won't, .
The fact is as the poet has said,
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all fools.

long
as the German bureaucracy ruled,
alpa¢a or linen coat, with
“extreme “hardihiood)
the ‘absence of the two parties were ene for every 'prac“ waistcoat, "and lot shoes and umbrella, tical purpose; and the moderates wel-

On the contrary,

comed every extravagance as an expression of grievances which
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a bookof 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 8
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Sabbath School
Question Books
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LESSONS for Every Sunday, i)
STORY of Jesus, ..»
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David Marks, few shop-worn copies, 60
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er’s Book
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Records
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"a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
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a brief statement
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discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of.dectrinal theology, and the author’s yiews
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BURY CRNTER, VT.
;
Courses of study are English, Scientific,
and
Classical, Three terms per year of twelve weeks
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self-boarding,
each.
Board, and rooms
pat”
reasonably low rates. Pupils taking ‘the ecouxses
above the English, have the privileges of the lower
course,
without extra charges,
The influences
throughout the community are wholesome. Ex
‘cire will be taken in the general culture of the
young. Competent assistants. For further information
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2 reading.

Normal.

SEMINARY,
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tains’ two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

catalogue address the Secretary, “M. R. HIATT.
Ridgeville, Indiana.
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ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
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LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine. +
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are published in pamphlet form at the close
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to the Principal. College Preparatory, Normal,
Classical and Scientific courses of Sindy for both
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for he ministry.
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:
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ho IO
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to seventy-five; in some-it soars to nines
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but this is nots. .| continue their acts of assassinations, the

to assume that our gay-

lower price.
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on ‘his’boarders** store” articles bought at a

lin the

thermometers stands at ten, fifteen, twenty, thirty, and so on; in’ some it-gets up

~ though we melt, as.if physical discomfort ‘other chunnel of utterance, iu” the hope
and refinement: could ever’ go together. that these might have the effect of forcing
"Were “the alternative to be abundantly the government to change’ its tacties.
«dressed and suffer or to be cool and Under
, Melikoft’s rule the “two factions
+ perfectly. horrid,” the case would be have fallen apart,and should the Nihilists
open for discussion;

Rk
we are

degree. . The mercury in some of the fool-

in cages.of

take us to the verge of hazard. We must
be elegant, infull
‘dress, and af ease,

The difference is simply

ble will be

pring

The origin of the phrase. ‘% eating . crow” is
ppropriately
revived in these -convgntion'
ays.. An old farmer on’ the. Hudson, below
ders to eke out the
summer.poar
took
‘Albany
roiits
af his furm. . He sold. the best of his.
Berm products, however, and often palmed off

learn; and there is no use in fretting about
it." ‘I can not learn adverbs; and what is

both

‘correspondence to W. A. Myers, chairman
mittee of arrangements, Hillsdale, Mich.
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(Is that ‘‘whol- 5 1-2 feet. gauge on this continent.
;
7
instance, A am
*
Did
voli
make
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train”
No;
it
was
mot. excite me. |
in the car-shops.” ..‘* I mean’ did you
thing which I made
catch the train?’
* Of course not.
It's not
indifference; it infectious.” * Well, my Solon, did you ar-
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”
, there are things whichi we can not

for

each,

Lesson Papers;

T

information or suggestion which'will

make our Reunion
of

The traveler pointed out his own horse, sayspell correctly. The enviable ones among { ng, -* That's’ my nag.”
* Certainly, your
them are those who do not take the troub- honor,
1 know thut very well; but 1 didn’t
le.to care whether they spell well or not,— ° know which was the other gintleman’s,” .
though in truth these latter are absurdly
A Primitive Baptist preacher was on an Alscarce. I have been a correct speller, al. abama River steamer,in the old days of racing.
ways ; but it is.a low accomplishment, and The euptain, seeing a rival boat halfa mile
not a thing to be vain of. 7 ; ahead, began to curse, and order tar-pine
Some people were not born to punctuate ; knots, bacon, etc., to be thrown’ in, to kindle
these can not learn the art. They can learn the fire as lok as, pesibies and yf the Heath

Why should * shirt

dress,

beautifully

PaymentX always in adyance, discontinged when
time expires, ang no commission allowed on monéy sent,
yo
Sample copiegsgnt free.

with all our old members who expect to attend
our first Reunion, which will ocgur June 14, 1880.
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The Sacred Melody
The Reunion Committee solicit correspondence
is a small book of 225 ! hymns and sevlral

The last change from a broad toa NAITOWS
gauge is that of the Canada Central road
ches to 4 feet 8 1-2 inches,
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superior

Both papers are of the same
STAR, is for an older class
"MYRTLE.
7
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Packages of ten or more to
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; Confessions of ahh Atlantic Contributor.
Now

weeks, on

mer term
begins Apr. 12, 1880. Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880.
For Catalogue address K. Bachelder, A. M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secéretary.”’
Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1879.

papers is publishing from Week'to week, Each
‘to the “chapters
:

The Little Star and
Myrtle
:
Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
i are

Eoucational,

Scientific

volume.
It is able, literary and proAll
communications, should be ad-

dressed to Dover, N. H.
;
>
Terms ;—$2.00 per year, if paid strictly
im advance;
$2.20
if
paid within
the
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.
Postage is paid by the publisher.

Full board of teachers. Expenses low. Fall term
begins Nov.’
begins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter ter
8, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880. "Sum-

A unique -literary partnership
has been.
formed recently.
Fourteen girls, students, in
the Elmira Col ege, are writing a.contintesed .|
story, which.one of the Allgghany County
girl signsther intitals
she writes.

fifty-third
gressive.

s
paper of eight pages, in its

will be at the ratej;of $2.00 per hundred.” Paymen
in advance. i Discontinued when time ex-

The total number of journals and periodicals at present appearing in Russia is officially
given as 608.
Of these, 417 are in Russian, 54
in Polish, 30 in French, 40 in German, 3 in
Latin, 11 in Lithuanian, 7 in Esthonian, 2 in
Finnish, 4 in Hebrew, 7 in Armenian, 3 in
Georgian, and 4 in Tartar.
nn,

‘‘ deaconed,”

is a large religious

She welecom-

T

Thé New York Tribune says: “ One of the
saddest things in life is to have ‘the desire to
relieve suffering without the ability.” . Very
true, but sadder still it is to - have the -abilitg
without the desire.—dmerican Cultivator.

so that if you opened.the middle of the
barrel you would never or hardly ever buy
them.
There
are
so-called justifiable
lies, as when, ;you lie’ to prolong human
life or to deceive an enemy in war.
Tactics, finesse,
diplomacy—these are only
lies exquisitely developed by human genins.— Lewiston Journal.

Freewill Baptist Publications.
‘The Morning Star.

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical,

.
per bottle.
Sold everywhereat 25 cts

Nd

Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those"
wishing to attend this Institution will address
Rev. D. Powell, Flemington, W. Va.{
-

of

dre not !”’—ZLondon Punch.

news-

will cure the disease and remove yellowness ‘from. skin
and eyes. Warranted tocure.

Waist VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
This institution is
now under management of Rey.-D.
Powell,
with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M., principgl.
Prof.

bought in the tree by an agent from Liverpgol,
4 cut down and hewn square.
The ends
are
painted-to- prevent cracking.
:

money.

cation of our much esteemed correspondent, John Brown, esq.”
It is because all

higher than the body's, while, the not knownfor years.- The brave Dicta-

our own’ misery?

Are a symptom of Jaundice,
Dyspepsia; Constipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint.

ed death for he was a conquered foe, and was
often heard to say ‘I have no choice.” May
God sanctify this bereavement to the father
who has parted with a daughter so lovely; and
may we whe have known ker forget her not.
Our loss is her eternal gain.
A. E. PELCHER.

-out-door air of the hottest -day is lower. tor Jesh fo Hive bberted all those iri
ting and - exasperating, measures
by
. In winter we wear covering in order to
keep the body’s heat from passing off; in hii the: old bureaucracy kept the disoutbreak.
4 Summer, to avoid scorching by: the direct affected party on the verge of
Pros
© rays of the sun, whicli are much hotter
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t higher
igher,
the fatalistic! preacher
only a rude fashionof it; they can not -atthan the air, This is the only natural ‘tion
of the Nihilists, but, the
tria
5 why
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deck. The
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sind physical reason for covering; usage. been conducted with much:r
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not
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reasoned
oat."
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«1 Holloo, Brother D:,
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fairness; ‘Every one seems “to. feel that
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ot far: fair play
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only other. But we do not
§,
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one
man’s
comma
is
another
man’s
col-tliat what is to happen will hap en,”
-epough away from the rigidity of usage a consequence, the extremists are losing on. One man ean’t punctuate another man’s’ ¢believes
said the preacher: ¢ but I'd like
when heat comes. Why shoyld we resign their hold
on the sympathies of the muss manuscript any more than one person cans to 80be Ido,”
aa. nearthe stern as
possible when it
«draperies exclusively:to
the women, who, of their associates. For the first time it make the gestures for apother person’s does happen?’
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and the influence of a

while consumption did its work.
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The late Louis Clapp, of Lee County, Ill,
bequeathed $150,000 for an agricultural college in that county,
conditioned upon the
raising of $100,000 additional for €its endowment.
F4

crowded state of our columns, we are unable to publish the interesting
communi-

- Russia under the rule of Loris Melikoff,
the’ Armenian General, seems to have
attained a degree
of calm which she has

but not

a

is gone

much loved friend. She was baptized and
joined the F. B. church not long after. Her,
heart was constantly overflowing with love to
God.
Her willingness to be led by the Holy
Spirit, added to her sweet disposition, led her
to bear. up patiently under “her sufferings

Mrs. E. H. Green, of Bellows Falls, Vt., is
reported the richest wondan in America;-her
fortune amounting to $13,000,600.
She formerly lived in New Bedford, Mass.

papers lie (always of course excepting the
Journal) ghough Txometimes suspect that
you are only getting rid of a bore when
you remark that ¢ on accoynt of the

no man
or board Vi, of men,
who : went on
gd
;
4
receiving deposits.and investments up to

flannel isthe costume

[UTE.—'

T. A, STEVENS,

of Rev. J. D. Smith,

There are liesof convenience, which are to @ 1

officer of a corporation that speculated in
« wild-cat " with trust funds, albeit a
returning
prodigal, = ought
to
be
.| welcomed back by theological professors
and divines, any more than by
proces+8ions of mad carpenters with pistols ; and

; because the foundry’s temper-

ature .is

friend,

IN

d two College

long since in heaven.
About two years before
her death she was converted under the labors

de

culine garments in particular are robes of The edge of bankruptcy, ought to find it
Ra Tsim to absurd conventionalism, convenient togremain a resident of the can never give me a pang.
i
rive at the depot.in time?” ¢ No, I arrived in
ishman, walking out in summer community=<much less, possible to remain
An
We have all our limitations in the mat- an omnibus.”
Yes, and did you then board
«clad in extreme winter style, replied to a member:of a Christian church. May ter of grammer,“I suppose, - I have never” the cars¥’, ¢ Alas! Ido not keep vn boarding:
ioe
remonstrance that he thought what was that Cazenovian shot be, like that at seen a book which had no grammatical de- house.”
fects in it. This leads me to believe “that
An
Irish
hostler
was
sent
to
brig
a
“t good to kape out the cowld was good to Concord ‘Bridge,
'*“heard'| Yound ' the all people have my infirmity, and are af; traveler’s horse.” Not khowing which- forth
of the
kape ous the hate,” and "his Pilosophy world. "ie
s
o
x
ow
A
E
J
e
two
strange
horses
in
the
stable
belonged
to
flicted
:
with
an
inborn
inability
to
feel
or
was perfectly sodnd in the abstract, 1Ke
ev
i 1B i ¥ yd nbd a ERT BERT
| mind certain sorts of grammatical partic- _the trayeler, and wishing to avoid the apponr.
ail true philosophy, only when he -made |
ularities. : There are people who were not ance of ignorance,in his business, he saddled
\ THE
SITUATION IN RUSSIA.
he got it
it concrete on his ‘own bod
born to spell ; these can never be taught to: both animals’and brought them to the door,

"when working in a foundry,

a’true

:

=

of

§$20.928,-

Why are washerwomen the most innocent
of persons?
Because they put out tubs to
-eateh ¢ soft” water when it rains “hard.”

There

is worse and likely to die any day. There
are lies of charity, as when you part with

ought to find writers or subscribers among
Christian ‘men; no - pfrdoned

Dress, ulso, needs reform, for our njas- :|

“wrong.

died

shock, Sister F. was a faithful and beloved
member of the 1st Oneonta F. Baptist church,

on down to the fourth,

re-

coming toward the house.”
There are
lies of love, as when you tell a sick person
she is looking better, when you know she

mis-

rare

are

Mrs. Smith that she is very glad to see
her-sand remarks to Mr. Jones as soon as
Mrs. Smith leaves the house, that ‘¢ that
danged Mrs. S. is one of the most disagreeable wonien, and she hated to see her

of insane mechanics’ might add much
firmness to ‘¢ financial circles.”
But we
do think that no politician who had aught
to do with the’ Natidnal
Freedman’s
Bank, eitherin it management or its

A writgr in Golden Days. deems it + an

irksome _ to

been

commended, but which are comparatively
excusable, as when Mrs. Jones says to

perhaps the man whom they had trusted
still rode upon the high places of the
earth and fared sumptuously every day.
We do not advceate shooting, though we
believe that a wholesonte apprehension

casions. Almost all that-has been written
“has only made it more clear and convinc-

--1t

that

Francis,

JEYING.D, BHITH,

COLLEGIATE

tention.
Religious.
and
thorough.
Location’
healthful. “Expenses moderate. Send for
talogue. Address, D- M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.
Re GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
., Ohio. The co!
y ear consists of® four
terms of ten weeks each.
Third térmbegins Jan. 26.
the
Ni ormal, »
The courses
Of study are

in his

at West Oneonta, N. Y., June 5, aged 52 vears,
afler
« short illness, preceded by a paralytic

Tribune

Wm.

in better condi-

lege, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective
“studies, Music and Drawing, receive. special at-

each class is graded in divisions according to scholarship, the best scholars being

statementin the New York

This schoel was never

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. This -Institution
is in an unusual flourishing condition with a much®
increased attendance. . Prepares Students ford
1

“CoM.

MRS, CHARITY, wife of

York.

ee

John Smit :
missionary t
June 14, in her
thy grave in

>

:

tion for doting thorough work in' Academic Instruc-

ILTON

full age, like as a shock of corn cometh

Sec.

tion. No p!
instruction. With three ¢
fully arranged courses of study. The Cl
¢
Semin
and
English Sa
Yor Toll camiogite
address
wt
yi
tT

season.”

A unster-was once thrust into a closet with
Banks public and private, trust companies, geverally have bad olds, and players -on | the
threat that he would not be ‘releused until
‘pianofortes are accustomed tolie more and he made
insurance companies, loan agencies, exa pun.
Almost instantaeously he executors, receivers, trustees ; corporations of more desperately in the ratio of their in- claimed, “ O pun the door.”
creased
skill.
There
are
business
lies,
every possible description,
that spread
Sir Jgines Paget says that science studies
‘their glittering. webs before the public, from scales and measures to the agetof a naturein her mechanism,art in her beauty. This
horse.
.
A
horse
is
almost
always
-at
east
often in the ‘‘ religious newspapers ” with
reminds us of M=caulay’s saying that
lam
two years younger than he is when
you
gave us history .- . map, while Sir Waiter
the ostensible endorsement of ‘‘ financial sell
him, and when you bury him,
he is
York Hereditors; serious and solid men, whose generally two years older than he fis— Sonik gave it as a ~«ndscape.—.New
:
”
mouths were alternately making long which makes a lie of only four years, on ald.
¢
Save
me
from
my
friends!”
Artist—“Oh,
prayers and devouring widow's houses— the average, which,considering the ethical
think the background’s beastly, do
our: heart turns sick at the thought of the standard of horses is similar to that of so ou?you Perhaps
the cattle are beastly, too,
sickening anguish of their poor entangled 1 umbrellas, is not so very wicked. Yes, though I flatter myself”’—Friendly Critic—*Oh,
and broken victims, who saw the past a and there are some skeptics, some un- no, my dear fellow. bats just what they

‘set at the door gf the rich, that the poor
wayfarer may drink and be refreshed,

months

have

are lies of politeness, which are not

nouement ta the party in trust,been
the continuous agony and shame of many years.

of Chinese charity:

ginger soup. Inthe warm
are distributed.”

| XK

e which have been made public have
mukh - significance.
It appears from a

MEW ARE LIARS.

tain the same amount

exceptional case, it would be better to
pass overitin sorrowful silence. But alas!
it has, with the exception of the tragical de-

in“In
, summer vases of cold tea are sometimes

stance er two

be

VERSES are inadmissible.

Mrs. E. W. Smita, widow of
‘and mother of Rev. B. B; Smith,
India, died in'Sandwich, N. H.,
86th year. ¢ Thou shalticome to

Col-

| ,- The trustees of Algona College, Towa,

Lies can be classitied.

sought out- a

placed confidence.

difficulties

~

ALL

We know nothing of the merits or demerits ‘of this particular banker or the
failure of his bank. But we think we

tion with the Vatican.”

~

who had ky hard

has

the

only

which is to the effect that visitors

the whirlpool, and shot him dead.

of his proncunced desire for a’ reconcilia-

y

| A mechanic,

can enter with intense sympathy into the
feelings of the poor, unregarded, bitterly

found

1

SMOKING AND SOHOLARSHTP.
Some statistics concerning smoking and

quested to give the librarian the number} ,
Buildings,to the number of. 1,284, costing
several millions, are being erected in New
of the book they wish to consult, and that
York.
it will be brought to them; at the perusal
Eight hundred and ninety-seven vessels arfof which one is disposed to fall back upon
rived in New York, from foreign ports in
May.
the exclamation of Solomon, that there
This is the largest number ever reported in
is nothing new under the sun.— Chief Jusone month.
tice Daly in Popular Science Monthly.

member of the firm atthe very place
where his earnings had gone down into

“Catholic church easyof solution, in spite

.~

the other day in the

European questionsis vointedly put by
** Prince Bismarck
the. Weekly Notes:
not

words.

’

SCHOOL.—Thespeclal
work

.

‘| work and rigid economy saved $360 .and
invested it for safe keeping with a banking-house, suddenly saw his little hoard
disappear by the:shutting of the bankdoorsin ‘his face and the announcement
of the firm's insolvency. The shock, and
“his sore disappointment brooded over,

e

of one

should

known by the aid of the telescopes, which
SALLY ANN, wife of Dea. James Whitaker,
it is supposed they possessed:. from obser-June 6, in full assurTwo of Bismarck’s neices are governesses in - died 4%’ Johnsburgh,
vations that they have noted down of the London families.
ance of hope.
She beeame & subject ‘of divine
{
;
rising of Venus and the fact that Layard
grace when young, and
by her devoted life,
is Joe Jefferson has gone on a fishing excurhad made for herself a warm and welcome
foand a crystal lens in the ruins of-Ninesion
to
Rangeley
Lakes.
‘place
in
the
hearts
of
all
who
knew her. Her
vah. The ¢¢ bricks” contain an accomit of
love and self-sacrifice for the cause of Jesus
~ Chicago permits no corporal punishment in
the Deluge, substantially the same as the
were more than ordinary.
She will be greather public schools.
narrative in the Bible,except that the names
ly missed got only by her immediate family,
are different. They disclose that houses | Hawks can fly at the rate of 150 miles an but by
church
and
community.
Few

western part of this. State, which we
wonder has not been of more frequent oc-

Ehe Boston Herald claims that ‘the
fone vital principle in civil service reform
"is the tenure of office during good behavior.” This secured, -it deems that
«federal officers would no longer be
dangerous in politics, for they would
know that, so long as they should give
they
service,
fajthful and competent
The

the sun, a fact that could

lead’ in

€

liquors.”

cod keep their places.”

purveyors: wilt

Obituaries

sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
1g but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the ‘rate of FOUR CENTS. PER LINE of eight

yield

with Yale

NOTICE.

LATIN

hi
Lewiston,
Me.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co:, New

rd

BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

more than four hours of sleep and sixteen
hours of work.— Christian Register. 0
v
“

scholarship in connection

ICHOLS

A. M. JONES,

i ter

PARTICULAR

Ss

of the gchool is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a mannér as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalegue.
3
‘

: @bituaries.

complished with greater fatigue.
Ovyeranxiety defeats itself.
Eight hours of
Sleep and twelve

the sum-

could have been taken ‘that would have been
this emancipation ? When we are prop? and land were then sold, leased and mort- hour, ducks 90 miles, and the crow 25 miles.
gaged, that money was loaned at interest,
There are now six telegraphic cables con- | missed more, Her funeral was attended on
erly clothed, we shall be in suitab
Tuesday,
the 8th inst., by a very large and
and that the market gardeners, to use an
equipment for resisting the enemy, heat, "American phrase, ‘‘ worked on sharess® | necting the United States with Europe.
sympathizing congregation.
CoM.
The palace of the. Tuileries, France, is to be
by some other changes in our habits.— that the farmer when plowing with his
‘CARRIE CoBB died in Middlesex, N. Y.,
restored
and
converted
into
a
museum.
N. XY. Times.
oxen, beguiled his labor with short and
April 17, 1880, aged 15 years and- 5 months.
ives
Montana Territory has fourteen
papers,
She was born in Rushville, N. Y., Nov. 3,.
homely songs, two of which have been
three of them dailies, supported by a pgpula1864, Her mother was called to drop her |
found ; and, to conuect this ‘very remote
A TIMELY SUBJECT.
tion of 30,000.
ESE
cross and take up her crown when our sister
We clip the following fyom the columns civilization with the usages of to-day, I
Carrie was only two years of age; after which
What is the difference between
collision”
may, in conclusion, refer to one
of the
she was taken with her nurse to live with her
and collusion?’
Surely U and I ought to
of the Christian Intelligencer :
bricks in this library, in form -a notice,
grandmother, the widow of Rev. Ardon Cobb,
know.
rT

intoxicating

to

among the

the

ETRE

a daughter and Joe. ;
second, eighteen out of sons, and a host of friends and relatives
miss
ber
and
think
of
the
home to which she
as the Jew or the Puritan.
The motion of thirty-seven; in the third, twenty .out of | has gone. The husband and
two oldest chiltwenty-seven;
and
in
the
fourth,
twenty
and Classical.
the heavenly bodies and the phenomena of
dex are members of the same church the Eogitsh
ddress the Principal, Rev. §, C, KINBALL, A, M. /
two
out
of
twenty-six.
=
As
the
smokers
the weather were noted down, and a con[wife and mother belonged to, and the youngrd
.
PEEL)
jncrease the scholarship decreases.
We
#&
nection, as I have before stated, detected,
est, some 20 years old, promised with streamas. M, de Perville elaims to have discoy- commend the lesson of these figures to all ing eyes at his mother’s funeral to ¢ To try to
ered, between the-weather and the changes ‘smokers, but to boys and young men e§- meet her in heaven.”- God help him to keep
his promise ‘faithfully. Sister F. was unconof the mobn. They invented the sun-dial vecially,—Nat. Tem. Advocate,
scious ‘most of the time during her sickness but
to mark the movement of the heavenly
”
—_
2 fowilluys before she died was permitted to
:
cosa
bodies, the water clock to measure time,
say, ‘Jesus saves me.”
Without pain she
FAOTS AND CURIOSITIES.
and they speak in this work of the spots on
sweetly fell asleep in Jesus.
;
hy

Phe neck-yoke of some sort and expostire
of the wrists would be the best anti-sunstroke dress reform ; if-ypu doubt, put on

unattainable is iu striking contrast to the
work which can be done
- commonplace
and the prosaic happiness which may be

follows

by

ane

W

mer hea} use the celebrated Kidney-Wort.
It
has wohderful invigorating properties, but
acts on natural principle as it is prepared
without the use of liquors.

duces the working power thit less is“ ac¢-

From one of these books, compiled-after

in the first, and so
refresh the exhausted, But’ absurd cbn- days of 1abor and theseventh a day of rest, the latter being¢¢
ventionalism swathes the wrists, and em- to which they gave a name from ‘which we. ¢¢ keep hanging by
braces the neck with a sort of collar- have derived our word ‘¢ Sabbath,” and junior class it was
ment of the ideal, so full of zeal torrealize
arotte ;(8
cowld |
ty
:
rest from-all labor 3
5 in winter is good to ‘ kape the e hate
"the impossible, that to give up the hearts | out
out of every kind, they observed as rigorously to smoking; in the

mot true? This is a hard saying for the
heart gets so attached to the accomplish-

Then

overcome the depression caused

sets

train of discomforts
and sufferings, which
often end in_life-long impairment of the
powers of enjoyment.
It is often the case’
with those who are driven by hard: necessityto unceasing toil that the attempt to
do. overmuch , work so decidedly
re.

for

the manner~of ohr niodern cyclopdias,
and the compilation of which is ghown to
have been made more than 2,000 B. C., it
to remove cuffs and' bare his’ wrists? to has been ascertained what has long been
loosen his collar and free his ‘neck. supposed, that Chaldea was the parent
Nature prompts this, and its reward is land of astronomy; for it is found, from
comfort.
hin seven minutes’ time all this. compilation and from other bricks,
the cireulating
blood makes —a-eomplete thit the Babylonians catalogued the stars,
| circuit of the body. Hold the wrist ina and distinguished and named the constelstream of water, and the body eools sur- lations ;that they arranged the twelve con®”
+ prisingly, simply because all- the blood is. stellations that form our present zodiac to
show the course of the sun’s path in the
exposed through the radial artery near heavens;
divided time into weeks, months
So in the neck ; so we bathe and years; that they divided the week, as
the surface.
neck and wrists to revive the fainting or we now have it, into seven days, six being

who

man

Any

and

Russia must wait until the next

‘upon to actively use arms or legs, is—
what? To take off his coat, to * peel.”
*
»
On coming into his heuse—or | into that
the genuine part of it where he can do as -he- pleases
Aditiral Farragut possesses
high degree —what is his. impulse in to-day’s heat?
a
in
ring which makes a man
To don wide slippers or slipperless slipd for de- pers; to reduce himself to shirt-sleeves;
prepare
being
to
As
“
manly:
feat, I certainly am'not.

there

these troubles assailed him;

imbecility, or; perhaps, of too long abject
‘| worship of fashion-plates under a- ministration of tailors.

He that shutg Love out, in tugp shall be .

assembly,

a
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°
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«
J. 8S. GARDNER,
Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., Ni ¥

Don’t Go to the Seashore
unless you are able; but if you need a tonic _to

and mothers, students, women of fashion,
artists, and whatevel else seems to them
to be
beautiful and good. When they

farther news.
The Czar seems to have
lost the power of mental initative, since

penalty of assailing refinement and being
socially osuagized, is a blunder

on

-As to the'establishment of anything like

v

of

88,

RW # SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
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Parties taking the Lake Shore road, will buy
tickets to Buffalo, and at the ticket office there

took the
From
fare one
From

place

free

where

.

they

cars.
St. Johnsbury, Vi ; Lyndonville &e.y
way and freg return tickets
Providence, R.]I., via Worcester and

Nashua, round trip, $5.00.
‘From Boston, via Lowell and Nashua, $4.00.
From Lowell and Lawrence, via Mrnches.
ter, $3.25.
There will be no arrangefnents for réduced

a

w

EE

of health, and asked for further conferencé on the
subject. Bills were passed granting pensions to
the widows of Rear Admiral ‘Paulding, General

and
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uging from

sized. and some fanc,
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sales at 9%
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TARR ANT'S EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT.
1 The Heaithi) Seltzer Water, for 8° hundred years
Has | ig hela of all Earth’s
potent to restore ;

1, book and op
boxed and shipped, only
$ 3.00.
New Pianos $195 to $1,
Before
you buy an instrument, be suye to see bis Mid -

But Sig

BARK

pleurisy,

plaint, lung or chest trofibles,

By

liver com-

of any

other

to which a topical remedy is adapted, in

ON

fountains, the most
this

boon

of -Nature

..

Spring?

ize the

The Duties Seltzer Wi ater—so our leading chemsts sa
turns

virtues, and

Parts with |half its healing

. bid
; :
id on the ways
“While TARRANT'S RARE APERIENT, from a powder changed to foam, Is an jnctantaneous Seltzer Spring in ev ery suffer.
ers h
8 LD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
ag

KEARSARGE.

A. RAND.
Square 16mo. 200 PR.
: Paper 30 cents.
CENT.
By ROSE HAWTHORN LOTHROP.

2 New Summer Boooks by PANSY. Paper.50c.
GROSVENOR’S BELLANODYNE 'Po-"
What She Did and What She Meant.
ROUS
PLASTER. It i composed of the ingrediPeople Who Haven't Time and Can't
ents of the pain-alleviating Belladonna and the
After another brief executive session an
quickly-acting counter-irritant Capsicin Plasters,
Afford It.
:
fare with Pihop roads from the West, and to England and France. If the bill just intro- read.”
adjournment was taken. The House passed the
duced into the Quebec Legislature becomes a
secure the requisite number from Chicago, all law the Kiver St. Lawrence will ‘probably be apriculoural, sundry civil and general defi- and according. to the best medical authoriftes is
Boston: ». Lothrop % Co., Publishers.
y reliablein every. ‘particular, _ Expres-_
10 1
appropriation’
persons
wishing tickets from that place|
the Straits-of-Dover:- The _clency.
suspend the rules and pass the
arlisie sugar
sions of opinions by physicians and analysis in
‘tunnel under the North River from New York |
through Detroit, Buffalo, &c., will send a card
ill. A bill was passed .appointing a joint comrelation tofit are cordially solicited.
®
to Jersey City. is progressing as fast as possiission
to carry into effect the convention be» {
to Rev. D. G. Holmes, 141 Twenty Second St.,
ble, and several others are talked of in the
tween the United States and Franck for the selgy
_ Chieago, stating the number wanted, and he
\
Yement of certain claims of both countries,
United States.— Commercial Bulletin.
Furnishing the best of in struotion.in. two departNever ask a Dyspeptic person what he wants to
agreed v mn January15 last.—-The second seswill complete the arrangements, ifj possible.
ments—Classical and English. © Expendes .$150 a
n of the forty-sixth Congréss terminated at eat, but let him take a few doses of Baxter's
year.
Ald var
arymg frem
to $50 may be had acWestern tickets, after being- stamped by the.
1)
Mandrake Bitters, and his appetite will be all cordingto need, merit and order of appheation.
Government Appropriations.
noon, Weanesday, The Democrats in the ‘Senate
right. Price 25 cents perer bottle.
refused to
permit the Président’s message vetoing
ticket agent at Weirs, will be good till Sept. 1:
Young men wanting
a lbegal education are reA complete summary statement of the apthe marshals bill to be read, and the subject conquested, whatever
their circumstances, to apply to
Tickets in New Eugland as above stated, good
Henry
& Johnson’s Arnica
and oil
sequently goes over until December session. Mr.
propriations made by Congress on the thirteen
“2m23
N. LEAVENWORTH, Principal.
for twenty days. Trains leave Buffalo, at 5,
Conkling éndeavored in vain to pass the hill fix- Liniment is an external remedy for Man and
regular annual appropriation bills and the vaing the duty on barley malt, the
Democrats like- Beast.
2. M+ and #30, and 9, PNM, and connect
‘applying DR.

and Canada are likely to have a land conneg-’ going into executive session. On. the doors reug at 8:50 o’clock the President's veto mestion before such a thing is established between ~openi
sage of the marshals bill was annourced but net

the’ ocean
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When the sick man in his chamber can extempor-

"summer
offer, illustrated, . free.’ Address
Daniel F. Beatty, Washingtén, N. J. 22eow

Time
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On the contrary, |
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

ly l¢ss decided.
It has none of the unpleasing effects upon the health that attach to the numberless purgatives and cathartics that are* scattered

Tarrant’s Seltzer gently assists nature, and not
violently attacks it. These comments are innecessary to those who have ever given this séltzer a
trlal, and are intended solely for thoge who, suffering from the troubles whichit inevitably remedies.
have not yet sought in it a relief from such ail

@ 10c ¥ 4 Finciuding large

LARD.
There has
a
sales of Boston and tl

=

$15 50

most trusted of known medicaments. - From one
end of the country to the other it is in constant demand, and even abroad it has a reputation s¢arce-

If attackéd by

hs

There continues io ben very fir mar-

FoR.

until it has’become one of the indispensable

|

s

—

8 $18
$e for short and long cuts, and $16 @ $16 50 for
acks.
BEEF. The market has ruled steady, with sales
at $9 50 @ $10 50 for Western mess an extra mess,
and $1050 @ $12 ¥ WL for extra plate.
- SMOKED HAMS.
s have been firm, with

ments.
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continues to pold its own against all of the imitationsthat its great success has encouraged other
manufacturers to put upon the market. Fok years
this mild, wholly uninjurious and efficacious preparation has enjoyed the confidence of the public,

widespread through the land.

.

:

1880.
EEE

Tarrant's Seltzer perio

reports of | creasing the appropriation for the national board

institution,

i.

28:
JUNE.
Ser
Tg

STAR,
-

MQRNING

3

x

-

possibly other developments may add to rather

From Buffalo, as above, $18.00.
be furnished with

of the

LJ

o

than decrease the liabilities, which are now
placed at $450,487.
The stock certificate book
Heintzelman and Commodore Quest, and increas.
is in the worst condition of any set in the
ing the pénsion of ex-President Tyler’s widow,
bank. - No authentic record seems to have been
kept of the issues of~eertificates or transfers of The report of the committee on the causes of the
negro exodus was discussed, Messrs. Windom
the'same, therefore it was possible for the
president to issue an unlimited number of and Lamar making speeches: The Senate amend‘false certificatés without detection. This can Jen ts to the general defielency bill were insisted
only be known by advertizing.
It was: the ‘on and a conference committee appointed. After
custom of Waite to take incdeposits, return
several ineffectual attempts to obtain a vote on the
certificates of the same, but no record ef the
same, probably appropriating the money to electoral count resolution, its. further- consideration was postponed until the first Monday in
bis own use, a limit of which can not ‘be told
December. The joint resolution to enforce the
without advertising.
A reward of $5,000 bas
eight-hour law was passed by a vote of 130 to 51.
been offered for the-defaulter,and defectives are
supposed fo be on his track. It isthougbt by
A deadlock occurred in an attempt to suspend
many that Waite bas sailed for Cuba; others
the rules and pass the Carlisle sugar bill, the
belicye that he is still hid in this country.
opponents of the measure refusing to vote, leavAE
ing the House without a quorum and compelling
Tunneling,
an adjournment.—The Senate, Tuesday, passed
Tagseling for land connection of; laces sep- the sundry civil and general deficitncy appropriation bill. A resolution was adopted directing tie
arated by water seems to have taken a fresh
secretaries of the various departments ‘to report
start within'a few months.
The English press
to Congress what changes can be made in the:
present system of keeping accounts therein. ‘An says that the tunnel under the Straits of-Doyer
effort to consider the "bill
granting relief;to Ben
is only a question of time. The United States Halliday failed after much discussion, the Senate

next week.
From Hillsdale, via Detroit, Caan; Buffalo, N. Y. Central, Hoosac Tunnel, Boston,
via Lowell and Concord to “Weirs and -back—
the round trip, $22.00.
@
From Detroit and -Monroe Junction, route
as above, $20.00.

will buy to Weirs, and

rottenness

‘

‘

k 4

opments only confirmed previous

from Chicago, 111., Mow peties; Vt., and Maine,

\ return tickets back to the

wen

:

Arrangements in part have been completed,
and from several points they are yet in progress. We hope to announce
arrangements

"

THE

or

FARES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE.

“
-

i

TET

Pe

mahrE

MRS. POTTS

Ll

D HANDLE SAD Jil

ff

Toros Aondemy,- Worasen, I")

a

rious deficiency bills that became

through te W eirs.
In Boston, go to the Lowell depot Ed
ins
to the Weirs.« Trains leave at 7 and 8, Express, A. M., 12, M., and 7, P. M. Time from
Boston to Weirs, from four to five hours.

bill, $39, 093, 420;

- Hetos Summary.
Ballots.

tively: little “attention . during

its

through the two

finally

houses,

though

bill,

per-

ve

but,as is often

|

‘not #esemplish LK thing

it is one

—N,

National

The

Prohibition

National

chosen president

“A Whshington special tqthe Boston Adver-

although

discussed,

but

only

the

the

that it is ultra vires,

next

of it

pin

Senate
public

county

on Wednesday

Aion, that from

The

|

buke members who desire the passage of
a
Dring Somplaining that
(hak je
otect
it.
lingered in to

exchanging good-byes and Jind wishes.
ig
A

Big Bank

- ough, Vt., last week, over the report of the in= |
borough; oue of the largest und: oldest institu_ i.tions in the ‘county, representing

$300,000

capital stock, with between $50,000 and, $60,
L000 surplus, A meeting of (he - directors was
“held this afternoon,
and a thorough’ fasesticn
tion will follow.

A suit for $200,000

dam

At the French cabinet council,

"Latest
Cincinnati
Sh

)

a

will take

cures the worst cases of piles.

or

care

of

you.

No

pay

your doctor’s

bills,

You
and

have no more
.overtax. your

the
un-

the

appropriateness

On the other hand those
who

who

provide

€&

oO -0-&
0-0-0

SALERATUS.

THAT.

By the explosion of a saleratus,

factory near Newark, N. J., three

men

have

just

watchful. care and

judicious management. . He was always an ambitious-horse, and, with a - reckless driver, would
have been used up in quarter the time; but. his
owner isa member of our socjety, and that alone.
would add 10 years to any horse's life. Very. few
realize how considerate they ought to be with a
horse, and’ how well it pays to be 80.—Our Dumb

.

News.
increase

riya

. : Congressional.
In the Senate, Monday, the House

bill wete

use Wells, Richardson & Co’s Perfected Butter Color as soon as needed to keep up the
June standard of color. Bold'by
druggists.
Pa
;

amendments.

concurred in,

CONFIDENCE.

following:

H. H. Warner & Co., Rochester, N.Y., are the

sole proprietors, we have a perfect faith in the
efficiency of their preparations, and an un-

at

he

UNBOUNDED

$0 Warner’s Safe Remedies, has the

i
daily. - Both

\

“Pecks Suny? Milwaukee, Wis., in referring

|

‘bounded confidence in the truth of all that is
good, snd said of them,
To

Cone

“happy to give thi

§ —Many

have

been

mony in favor of “ Wilbor's.

Pure Cod-Liver 0il and Lime.” Experience has
proved it to be a valuable remedy -Sbr Lonsump.
tion, Asthma, Diphtheria and: all diseasés of the
Throat and Lungs. Matufsetured only by A. B,

and the bill now goes to the President. The Sen: WILBOR,
ate insisted upon its Amendments to the bill in- 1 ists.

‘Chemist; A

“Bod Pie alk; di:

DO NOT BURN THE HAND,DOUBLE

BESTIN USE.ANDARE CH
FOR

‘has received the
ably

reliable

Give the most ER

test nunybér of unquestion-

endorsements that any

remedy ever received from physicians,druggists,
the press and the public.

All praise

them

Sold by all Druggists.

BEWARE

|
Ne

THE

PY

MARKETS.

Boston Produce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO, Commission
erchants: and: dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples; &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
BQSTON,

FLOUR.

remains

HIGH

the’ forleading

lightest description and sales of anything but
leading brands have to bexforced at_very low and
THe sales of patent spring

wheats have been at $6 @ #8 25 ¥ bbl, and the best
and choicest brands of this description, ranging
from $3 @ $825, are in most demand.
wheat Patents are dull and have been in

demand at 8550 @ $725

bbl

for

Winter
limited

common

choice, andthe latter is now an outside

and

figiire:

for

the best bravds. ,St Louis winter wheats are dull
and prices range from $5 50 @ $6, with a few favorite and well known brands held at $625 ¥ Bos
Illinois and Indiana have been selling at $5 25 .(
$5 75; and Ohio and Michigan at $5 @ 555 ¥ bbl,
choice brands

{ Sent in paper covers. Post
! paid, on receipt of 25 cts.

BICLOW & MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New York..
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

ier

A NEW SONG BOOK FOR
SCHOOLS, ACADEMIES and SEMINARIES.

By W. 8. TILDEN.
»r~
PRICE $1.00, or $9.00 PER DOZEN.

»
ES

LEAST MONEY 3 ¢

A grand good book, of 255 pages, well filled with
the best Part-Songs, a large collection of Sacred
Music (or practice, and opening angl closing exercises, also the elements on a new plan.
Specimen
copies mailed, post- -free, for $1.00.
.
)

in the

same quiet stdte previously noticed.
The demand
ais principally for choice and well known brands

prices.

Try It!

BEST BOOK by the pop-

Lowry and Doane.

Saturday, June 19, 1880.

The market for Flour

unsatisfactory

ular Agthors,

WELCOME CHORUS!

424

Universal Satisfaction.
Ye

Considered by mayy the

THE

Price 25 cents.

OF IMITATIONS,

Gives

A liberal discount to cliurches and the trade.
I. P. FRINK, 551 Peas] st. .y New York.
20t eow

ing, voluntarily endorse them as a great improvement on all other plasters.

TRA 33

60OD AS BOLD

and

windows,
Parlors, Banks, Offices, Picture-Galler.
ies, Halls, Depots, etc.
New and Elegant designs.
Send size of room.
Get circular and estimate,

as a

great improvement on the ordinary porous plasters and all other external remedies.
5000 Physicians and Druggists of good stand-

"

cheapest,

THE

New Sundey Shoo Sag Bok,

St., Philadelphia, Pr

the safest,

BY

BIGLOW & MAIN' s

the best Light knows for Churches, Stores, Show-

external

SALE

HARDWARE

THE GREAT“CHURCH LIGHT.

POROUS PLASTERS,

of Michigan ing

# bbl." Minnesota spring wheats

at $325 @

have

been

$550

sell-

Take

with

you

Western superfine there is very

little doing

prices range from $3 25 @ $3 75 # bbl.
CORN MEAL.
The demand for Corn

has

"been food and prices remain the same. The sales
have been some 5 @ 6,000 bbls, mostly
for export
to the Provinces, at $2 45 @ $2.50 ¥ bbl.
RYE FLOUR.
The demand 18 for small lots, and

we quote sales at $4 50 @ $5 ¥ bbl.
(OAT MEAL. There has been very Jittle change

in Oat Meal, with a fair demand,’ ¥nd sales at
prices ranging from $5 @ $6 50
bbl for common

and choice Western®
CORN. . The receipts of the week have been 333 .9 bu, and the exports

for

the

same

time

More

Sunshine
Gems

of Song.

of Strauss.

54/50

¥-

urther

the

splendid

than thirty
$1.00
2.00
2.00

68Songsa
80 Waltzes,

2.00
ete,

2.00

Cluster of Gems. 43 pieces.
Home Circle. Vol. 1. 170 pieces.

2.00
2.00

Also-take for the summer THE MUSIC AL REC
Ww music every week,
$2

ORD, which will bring :
per year.

OLIVER

DITSON & ,

1

608 Washingt St

Boston.

.
159 TO $400. A
strictly
rst-class.—Sold at whole=

So

An 8 stop organ only $65; 13 dtops, “$97. ~Citular
free. All sent on 15 days’ trial—/reight free
satisfact
Factory, 57th St, and

choice pieces sent a
3c samp.
Address M

ANS

rod ih

By

.y

Th gt

3a

N.Y.

R. G. BTAPLES, (Author of Gospel Echoes) now ready.
Sunday Schools, Family g

1

NEW S. T MUSIC BOOK.

Worship, Prayer Mect$nge, Anniversaries and

General Exerotse, 1s nliol

Wreath of Pit,

new and popular tunes. Surg

lease. § mple pages free.
Pe ce, 00, $3.00 per oa
CENTRAL
nS. CONCERN, .
Chicago,lll}, or Oincinnati, C
Or QLivER:DiTsoN &
Boston,

This Book is Still Far Ahesd of

Mass.

LL’S

a

=:

All Competitors.

Give it a srial in your school and

Free,

RG
FOUNT#BLESSING

|

America. 12,000 in use. Samlorue of 48 pages free.
JUBILEE ORGANS,th
st in the world.

Ave.
SHEET
MUSIC at
3 price. Catalogues of 3,000 ORG

BOSTON.

* Catalogue

PIANOS
sale factory “Prices.” Highest
Honers at Centennial Exnibidon:
Mathusheck’s
Scale for Square Grands.
Finest Uprights in

have

bu. There 18 a firmer feeling at the close.
Hos
OATS. The receipts of the week have been 84,
450 bu, and the exports for the same time 20,199 bu
to Havre. The market is quite dull for Oats and
rices are gradually
settling dows.’ The sales
ave been light, and we quote No 1andextra white
at 44% @ xc; No 2 white at 43c; and-No 2 mixed
and No 3 white at 40 @ 42¢ ¥ bu.
RYE. The market is quiet and the sales have
beenin small lots at $1 ¢ $1 05
& bush.
FEED, There continues to be a dull feeling for
Feed of all kinds and the sales have been limited.
ang lad $14 @ $15 ¥ ton for Shorts, Fine Feed
iddlin
sud
he market sustains the improved

or

Cos

Arthur Sullivan's Vocal Album.
Gems of English Song.
68 Songs.
Gems of German Song.
79 Songs.

n 2b4, 513 bu. . There has been a steady demand
for Corn, both for export a
nsumption, and in
prices no ) material change.
e sales of mixed
and yellow: have been at 54 @ 5Jc # bu. To arrive
high'mixed Corn has been se)ling at 548

the. Nea- shore

&

B.

Meal

to

Mountains, one of Ditson

volumes of Bound Musié.
are published. Some are:

ing at 85 @ $6 75; including choice bakers brands; 3
Wisconsin spring wheats at $425 @ $525; and
Western common extras at $4 @ $4 30 ¥ bbl.

Vegetable Sicilian

you

will soon

HAI R RENEWER.

discover the secret of its grout populachy.
¥
The
Charlestown (Mass) News4 Struck
e keynote of
its on by Grae
Sisaiour ng that ctr it late!
sn
This standard article 1s compounded with the"
given
race
[J
«
k used was
FALy
aid, gieatust care.
Js etiects are as wonderfuland sstistetory re
SE, by Aso A
a of hy
York. The
are so well adaplon to the children that hey
"I restores gray or fuded hair to its yout
kh acceptance.”

{2A
"| can not help.

Pricé in Boards 35 Cents $3.60

Cultivator.

AN OLD HORSE. * Old Jim "io: we think, the
oldest horse
in Boston. His owner bought him
when he was gix years old, and has had him 26
years, and to-day he is a good specimen of what
care and careful treatment” will do. Most horses

JT QUICKER THAN OTHER iaoNs!
TETAR FEAT LONGER REQUIRE WY

ENR
Full-page Steel Plate
Fi
E:
avines.
AgentsW iad
Paying Employment for Young Men, Ladies, Te achers
and others in every county. $30 to §75 per month,

lost their lives: We are certainly sorry
for this
calamity, yet if all the saleratusin the
Country
.could disappear, without loss of life, there would
be cause for general rejoicing. It has taken more ! with 22 as
livés in this country than science has ever ‘saved. -the close.
It has permeated our kitchens, our. tables, and
our, systems, and almost anything is ‘welcome |
which will banjsh it from American cookery.
Am.

COLD DETACHABLE WALNUT HANDLE,
\
TTR WON

Types oh Female Heroic,
WORLD
Beauty, and Influence, from the
to the Presen
Ages
Time. Ma
incently embellished
FAMOUS:

i

brands are sold up close to meet the wants of the
tride.
With this exception the business is of the

pains, or

THIS AND

Wednesday,

the conflicting elements

bids fair to

to the deputy marshals

ys, evel

one

driving horse—all ‘owing to

ilden and Seymour declare themselves. out of
e National Democratic Cons

"ody them to

Mr. E,

your aches-and

*

cretary Thompson and party will leave
the 1st of July, for the Pacific coast,to

and | Yoution:

.

Atbading Democrat of Burlington,

M. Sutton, speaks in the highest terms of the
curative power of
the celebrated Kidre
Wort.
It first cured
him of & distressing. Kidney disease, and he how uses it whenever: he
has any symptoms of biliousness or needs'ton|ingaap. It acts efficiently on the bowels, and

pple. come
come: |to -hand.
‘ladle oi os
request, with sales
of choice at 15 @ 17c ¥ b, wendy Lacs for a few:
established brands. Western dairy packed -continues in light reccipt, and Commands ft [] “i ny

B.Cresuericsare sellin

Be ¥

ome po ular brands are ont bigher, All "kinda

de Butter are scarce, and hakers find it
gt | u plies under 16¢. It must be re-_
d Kom exporters
‘advance is owing to’
ust as
.
the
soon as they stop ihyin ve
phy for a fa
as
Dealers do not consider t safe to stock up at curtine rates, which axe 6 @ Tc # 1b higher than atthis
tim 8 Jase year, and are: only taking enongh for

. per Dozen. $30 per Hundred.

11% @13c ¥

at the close.

dozen.

A

BEANS... There has Sewn a good demand from
the trade for Pea andp
dontane firm; Sales
at$170 8 $1.85
bu incluaing Rg rthern
at #180 @ $1 85, and Mediums hat
2 30
$130 @ $140 ¥ bu. Jolley yr
and at $2 20 @ $2 35 You.
Kidneys
aredullat $140 @ $1 $4 bu.
| POTATOES. Them:
Dgrket has been’ very much
2% re
undér the
influence of large arrivals

fom a, and At the ose it- i: difficult |
Ing p joss.

ie for ‘Rose and

© quote

Prolifics,

momin.'

{cluding

tendents, ‘found in
s"paper,- is still in force.

88,

ASA
240: Fourth

HULL,
Ave., New

Pores care 10r
i

“A.A.

Hayes,

“Betts, sa of i:

Assayer

"80 ef:
3

of Massschy- -

+ T consider It the, best preparq-

tion for’ ts intended: ‘purposes.’

BUCKINGHAM'S DYE,

*

York,

and. dandruff;

Sh its Ay properties
to their pormal v oF
enting
Sakis to Bh
ww
hye 8
As 4 dress!
bie. g has ‘been foun
y OT

The Offer: to Sw
previous numbers of

‘For'the Whiskers.

N. Y.

gmaven,

two to four
in th, worsg

This e
t preparation. may be relied on to
thange Sh ant
of the beard from
y, Or 8nYy
‘ether undesirable shade, 10 brown or black, at discretion. It is
ly applied, being in one
aration, and quickly #nd e:
Lally produ
a permanent color which will neither rab nor wash off...
MANUFACTURED BY

|

R. P. MALL &.CO., Nashua, N He
SOLD: BY ALL DRUGGISTS
AND DEALERS IN
M
MEDIbio

EER

gsi.

i

There is an easier ‘tendency

.

sojorsremoves all enaptions, i
|

NE SPECIM
© OVER
OVMATLED
ON RECEIPTPAPER
OF 25 OTS.

dimen

Cn inthe hid
and Liverpool, the market is
very much depressed and we reduce our quotations fully 1c 4” Bh. Sales Yesterday were at 10 @
‘1lc ¥ B for choice Northern and
10 @ 10Xc tor
Two of Gen. Garfield’s sdns are students at |, Animals.
Western fa
Common to good range
from 4
the St. Pauls school in. Concord, N. H.
@
9%
¥
1b,
bat
there
isnot
much
demand
for any
where they have been for about
year. A
J
kind under 9c.
A
‘White Bitter in Summer.
EGGS. The. ‘market has riled steady
the |
At the annual Commenceme:
of Cornell
The cause of butter becoming lighter colored few days, with an ample supp!
a Sales of
University, Thursday, 4 class of 78, includibg |
iii summer, is the change in the feed when the. York, Vermont and Eastern
8 le; Aud
10 ladies, was graduated.
at 13 @ 18%c; Island at 13 @ wa and
Western at
pastures
n to dry up. The best farmers

abo

be gone for the summer.

he “strife among

he investigation
Ser

work?
it;

things needful for the body, and who treat them
selves as well as sensible men would treat
horse or an ox, will find in the end that they car
do more work, and better work than by the opposite plan ; and that they will be prized and loved and hopored hot only for what they have done,
but for what they are ; for their vigorous manhood and womanhood, their healthful personality,
which images forth the likeness of Him who “hath
made them.—T'he Christian.
.
f

other works, is dead.’

ments Ste ulloubiod)y, re-

wars

for

The cable . bétween the Phillippine Telands are'usedup before they ‘are 20; but Jim at 32 is
Singapore, distance 200, miles, is completo plump, eyes clear, legs straight, and a good

American Mission Society, for Bulgaria,
bas been brought in the name of the bab - hasThedecided
to translate *‘ Binney’s Theological
| against the president, Silas M. Waite, who left Compendium” into the Bulgarian.
Rimi pin week, and of poke whereAbout 185 passengers of .the disabled stemer Anchoris sailed for Glusgow on the Ethiopia
of the same line.
The President has ‘a
inted John Morton
ped oi
adil the desurveyor of the port o San Francisco, and. he
upward of $100,000. The
will hold that
office ‘until Congress meets in
nt as to: the cause of the’ Devemperny 10 longer,

he)

weeks’

to pay

are careful of health and ' strength,

William Thomas ‘Thornton, the author of
“ Qver Population and" its Remedy,” and

Brattiebor-

" solvency of the First National Bank of Brattle-

no

of the designation.

a majority declared in faver of amuyesty.

Failure.
in

i

Cu red.

of spring and winter wheat, particularly
mer, and
quite a number
of the

|

Finley, Dosheliy’s

. Great excitement “prevailed

fortnight

-obliged reluctantly to’ admit

at

Miscellaneous.
in and sent the letter, Mr. Cox |
motion that.wue .defeated to go to“The consulate at Honolulu is now vacant.
table, Seeing that it]
Phineas T. Barnum will celebrate his seventieth birthday, on the fifth of July.
out o
Prince Albert Victor, son of the Prince of
0 the Irish relief fund, he made no
Wales is to enter the Royal Military Academy.
on the bill abro
the
clause of the treaty of WashingThe
wife of Tein, d
man of Marquis
otwithstanding his great desire to give
Tseng, is the first Chinese woman’ ween in
Paris.
#0000 to Ireland, be bad the presumption

bi

a

known and incurable evils.”
Thé very persons
who have profited by their unwise exertions will
call them fools for their pains, and. they will be

f§ the

de

- Treasury has no fr
to
he thmen: every member

sick

without food, or intermission, or rest, violate
divine arrangement, and doom themselves to

of

of the Roman Catholic church. The bride is a
daughter of tire late Samuel Steele, and the
widow of John Martin, 8
pork merchant of
this city. The bridal party eave in a few days
for New London, Céan., whence they go to
the White Sulphur mt AA for the summer,
and then return to Charlotte, N. Cn! to remain
until Congress meets,

ring-

Ears

recreation’ which thew

Work i heaven’s ordinance, but they who work

to the

evening.

A Democrat

wife or husband or child will thank you for"
killing yourself for them. No employer will bear

ceremony was performed by Bishop Mc€losky,

er, and re
to the Donnelly: rie
“case. Mr, Carlisle explained that the committee were unanimous in the

Ky.,,

~~

does

complish less than they would had they labored
carefully; ‘and preserved clearness of mind, vigor
of body, and fitness for careful and sucgessful endeavor,
4
?

the regldence of the bride’s mother in<Oldham

-" of the House was in prog
rogress when the hour
of twelve arrived and the Speaker proclaimed
the
mt.- The mosti generally 1Iter
esting action was the presentation of the
. portsof
the committees that inves sled the

"the testimony heard H. H.

judiciously,

in a lifetime than the

energies than you have to whip and abuse aun
overworked and borrowed horse ; and yet there

;

B. Vance, of North Carolina, were married

bills,

but they were prevented by a motion to take a
recess. on which no querum voted, and a call

sonree of the bribery letter sent to

and

more

but are bought with a price.
right to abuse your body

FP Senator Vance Fariica, :
]
Mrs. Florence §. Martin and Senator Zebulon

Jackson, MisThere was
a

of members interested in similar

This

IN
THE
WORLD
for Hand
=
AND
MACHINE
Sewing.

and

or support you in the sickness hich you have
brought on.yourselfby overwork for his benefit.
You are toremember,
that the body is the temple
of the Holy Ghost, and that you are not your own,

ican. '

withdrew his sugar bill, but the House refused
buildings at Toledo, Ohio}and
ppl, were put through.

derogatory

State’s right of eminent domain.

session.

0 to the Speaker's table, and the
thereon failed. Two bills for

and

rest amd
is

of yourself,

first of these decisions to be rendéred by a
southern State, and the principles laid down
are so manifestly on the side of public interest
that they will command wide assent. Telegraph privileges and law mustbe construed
upon the general principles applicable to common
carriers, and those prinéiples are-not
lisa. to Wopopolies,—Springpeld ‘Repub-

In the House there was uch confusi
at
all efforts to do business was balked. McLane

bills

things. that men

accomplishes two years’ work in one, and is then
permanently disabled
and becomesa. usglessburden on the industry of others.
!
Take care of yoursell. If you do not take care

the

or beyond the power

the railroads to convey and

one,

consideration

was finally postponed until the

moderately

the

in oné€, and

claim of the Western Uniofi+ tele graph to. an
exclusive telegraph right over the railroads in
the State on the ground, first, that such a right
is'against public policy as a restraint on trade,

._ that for the relief of certain Indian contractors,
which was supported by Mr. Hoar, passed,
* besides a few bills which camerover, from the
House.
There were several attempts to get
the President's veto message read, but they

were frustrated, and

foolish

physical nature demands, does two

conven-

and

labors

without

The Georgia supreme court hag{ deff. the

Senate clock was manipulated to seem to indicate precisely noon.
In the open sessions two

of three bills were

convention,

BEST

a
--

‘person who rushes on with unreasoning haste

in the

A Decision asto the Telegraph.

ty Benate and the House, were uncommonly uneventful.
No bad legislation was got through,
and no goa either. Practically nothing was
done.
The Senate passed much of its time in
executive session, and, in fact, did not adjourn

till fifteen minutes past twelve,

of the

re-

Send for circulars and terms.
P. W, ZIEGLER
& CO., fit

are persons who will work themselves twice as
Hon. Neal Dow, of Maine, and Rev. H. A. long as they wauid think it right to work a dumb
Thompson, of Ohio, were respectively placed .
an ¥ and will urge their jaded energies to utter
before the people as candidates for President
exhaustion and paralysis, and after all will acand Vice-Presidents
i

Closing Hours of Congress.

tiser thus describes the closing hours of the
last Congress:
..
|The closing hours of the session, both |in the
———

who

tion was held in Cleveland, Ohio, Thursday.
Rev. Dr. A. A, Miner, of Massachusetts, was

Y. Times. -

A

Reform

of the most

more in a year

Convention.

Prohibition

Throat affections and bron chial diseases are

lieved immediately by the useof, Downs’ Elixir,

Brown &

Springer anonymous letter committee, Jectariog
Mr.
Finley to be the author of the document,
submitted, as was also the Talority and es Bd
reports on the Washburne-Donnelly
contested
election case. "The former is favorable to Waghburue’s claims, and the faker to
|
those of Donnelly.

One

atmosphere at night, but nothing really substantial has yet been given as to the cause of
this strange epidemic.
. a
~~

: The bill Tor the relief of Dodd,

women can do is, to kill themselves, or to%exhaiit
their energies and wreck their health.-No one
is benefited by such imprudence;nor does any
one ordinarily thank them for (heir pains.. What
you are is more impoftant to ordinary minds than
what you have done. You may have performed
immense labors, but if you are gickly, and sour,
and dyspeptic,
and querunlous, people will forget
your services, and be attracted by.the superior
personality of others who may have accomplish
ed far less than yourself.
. But imprudent and exhausting endedvors do
not promise the best results even in the accomplishment of needed labors. The man or woman

Persistent Women?

rities in the water, a peculiar malaria

in securing ;inde-

The bill

TAKE OARE OF YOUR HEALTH.

of

pendence of voting for judicial ‘and local offi“cers, and in correcting the’ evils that spring
from a party control of what does not" belong
to the® sphere of party action, but it will facili‘ tatéa
romote reform in that direction with
. a probability of substantial results, This is
much, and a good deal of credit is due to those
who seoured this change in our election laws.

considération.

‘Bural and Domestic,

The seventy-six women representatives of
the National Woman Suffrage Association who
2 much importance.
It provides that” at elec
““tions inthis State there §hall be separate and attended the Chicago cenvention will ask for
admission to Music hall during the session of
distinct ballots for State executive officers, for
judicial officers, and for local officers other [the ‘Cincinnati convention. Mrs. Dr. Clemence S. Lozier's place is tobe filled by another,
than judicial. The State ticket must bear only
as she is unable to go. Mrs. ‘Lillie Devereux
the names of candidates for the administrative
Blake is on her way to Cincinnati, expecting
to meet there Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
. offices of thé Commonwealth;
the judiciary
Miss Susan B. Anthony, Mrs. Belva A. Lock-’
ticket those of candidates for the judicial ofwood,
the woman
lawyer,’ Mrs. EmmaM.
ficesto be filled, whether State, district, or lo- McRea of Indiana, Miss Jessie T. Waite of
Illinois,
Mrs.
Catherine
A. Stebbins of Michi=
cal; and the county ticket those of candiaates
for 4administrative offices of the county, includ- gan, Mrs. ElizabethL. Saxon of Louisiana,
Mrs. Phebe 'W. Cozzens
of Missouri, and
ing those of cities whose boundaries are conter- othef conspicuous woman suffragists., They.
minous with those of counties. Aseach of these will strive to have their resolutions read to the
a
convention. ,
ballots must be separate and complete, they
will all stand apart from that for Presidential |
;
A Mysterious Scourge.
. Electors, when State and local elections fall o
Last week, a terrible scourge resembling
the same day with that of the nation, and
from those bearing the names of candidates for
dysentery suddenly attacked over one thou- |
Comgress-and the
Legislature. A little considsand people in Adams, Mass.
The physicians
eration will reveal the full importance of this
Various exdistinct division of ballots and classification of were kept busy night and day.
planations have been supposed, such as impucandidates... ...The separation of ballots will

the case in such circumstances,

to its

number of which were passed. . The report of the

regular deficiency bill, $4,577,002.04; printing
deficiency, $350,000 ; House and Senate contingent fund deficiencies, $39,012: miscellaneous (estimated),
$32,400,000.
Total, $186,805,058.40. © Last year’s appropriations aggregated $192,860,237.

gave

averse

Co. was ‘passed. The, House failed to pass the
Carlisle sugar bill, Mr. McLane yielding his
claims to the consideration of private bills, a large

Columbia, $1 , 714,498.67; agricultural, $263,200;

passage

committee, “and

rise to no general controversy;

post-office” deficiency

bled.

cial, $16,2 74,293. 59; sundry civil, $22,523,821.60; Fiver and harbor, $8,929,500;
District of

the Revised Statutes in regard to the conduct
of elections. The measure attracted compara-

fected by a conference

wise being

Tor the relief of Ben Halliday was made the special order for the first Wednesday in December, and
the joint resolution-allowmg the annual congressional employes fifteen days’ extra pay was

95,800: Indian, $4,656,314.20; Indian deficien> "$135,000; legislative, executive and judi

The Governor has'si€ned an act of the last
* Legislature which amends the "provisions of
»

during

$1,250,000; military academy, $316,234.38; fortifications, $550,000; consular and diplomatic,
. i 184,135; navy, $14.405,797.70; army, $26,

'OUBRENT EVENTS.
Separate

laws

the session ended Wednesday, together with
the approximate total of. amounts otherwise
appropriated, is/appended:
Regular annual
pension‘bill, $32,404,000;
pension deficiency
bill, "$9,322,999.22;
post-office appropriation

oe
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